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On behalf of the members of the Overseas Investors Chamber of Commerce and Industry (OICCI), we are pleased to present the Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2017-2018 
highlighting the significant contribution towards the community development by the leading members of the chamber. OICCI is the collective voice of top 200 foreign investors in 
Pakistan, who have a very rich history of contributing towards the socio-economic development of Pakistan. The OICCI is the largest chamber of commerce in Pakistan in terms of 
economic contributions as its members are among the largest contributors towards the tax revenue and investment in the country.

Over the last few years, there has been a noticeable 
enhancement in the sustainability and CSR initiatives by 
the OICCI members through a proactive engagement 
between business and all stakeholders in the society. 
The increasing importance given by business entities to 
CSR has resulted in the expansion of a number of social 
services, including in the field of education, healthcare, 
community development, environment and infrastructure 
development. The efforts of the private sector to reach 
out to the underprivileged sections of the population 
through a number of CSR and sustainability initiatives, is 
not only becoming more and more visible, but is also 
being recognized by the civil society.

The OICCI CSR Report 2017-2018 features the 
contributions of 79 member companies, working across 
the country, in a number of social sectors including 
women empowerment/gender equality, human capital 
development, health and nutrition, infrastructure 
development and many more areas.

These activities, interwoven with the highest level of 
ethical standards and transparency, are carried out 
through philanthropic contributions, as well as through 
active engagement of the human resources of the staff of 
our member companies, by adopting newer and smarter 
ways and means to fill the gaps in the growing social 
needs of the country.

As some of you may recall that last year the Chamber 
launched a platform for Women Empowerment/Gender 
Equality under the title “OICCI Women: Empowering for 
a Brighter Tomorrow” which aims to bring all the OICCI 
members under one umbrella in order to make concerted 
efforts to achieve one of the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) to the highest level and 

become a source of inspiration for others in business in 
Pakistan and beyond. This program has been fully 
supported throughout this period and there have been a 
number of events organized by the Chamber related to 
this important initiative. The ‘OICCI Women 
Empowerment Awards’ has been launched to recognize 
the leading ‘Gender empowerment/equality’ performing 
OICCI members, based on an agreed objective criteria. 
Going through the attached report, you may observe that 
a number of CSR contributions of members mention 
about their organizations commitment to Women 
Empowerment/Gender Equality.

The readers will be pleased to learn that during 2017-18, 
the OICCI members, collectively, have invested over 
PKR 6 billion and reached out to over 60 million direct 
beneficiaries throughout Pakistan. In addition to the 
contribution of PKR 6 billion, we would like to commend 
the remarkable effort by Novartis Pharma (Pakistan) 
Limited which has, in coordination with its major 
shareholders, invested USD 140 million under the 
Novartis Access Program to provide medicines to treat 
important non-communicable diseases (NCDs) in low to 
lower middle income groups in Pakistan. Moreover, 160 
social and development sector organizations were also 
engaged in some of the key social development 
initiatives of member companies. As in the past, the CSR 
activities were spread all over the country with 35% of the 
CSR activities focused in Sindh, 28% in Punjab, 12% in 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 10% in Baluchistan, and another 
15% in FATA, Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad Kashmir.

In terms of specific social sectors, Human Capital 
Development and Health & Nutrition remained key focus 
areas. Around 87% of the members were involved in 
human capital development initiatives. Many of our 

members have funded new school facilities and made 
contributions towards vocational training programs for 
skills development of the youth. Health and Nutrition 
related initiatives were supported by 85% of the 
members through donations to reputable hospitals, 
medical/blood/eye care camps and health awareness 
campaigns. Infrastructure Development was also one of 
the areas of interest and 61% of the members assisted in 
development of infrastructure in the vicinity of their 
respective major operating facilities.

We look forward to your comments and feedback, if any, 
to further improve the annual OICCI CSR Report which 
aims at highlighting the pivotal role being played by the 
leading foreign investors in the economic and social 
development of the country. We also expect that this 
report will serve as a source of inspiration to the 
like-minded members of the larger business community, 
with similar interest and inclination for the development of 
the Pakistani society.

In conclusion, we would like to record our appreciation to 
all the OICCI members who participated in compiling this 
report and shared their CSR activities and initiatives. We 
also want to recognize the continuing efforts of the OICCI 
CSR Subcommittee members for building further the 
common platform for Women Empowerment/Gender 
Equality for the OICCI member companies under the title 
“OICCI Women: Empowering for a Brighter Tomorrow.”

Best regards,

M. Abdul Aleem
CE/Secretary General

CONTENTS FOREWORD

The report has been prepared by the Overseas Investors Chamber of Commerce and Industry (OICCI) based on data/information provided by 
participating companies. The OICCI is not liable for incorrect representation, if any, relating to a company or its activities.
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under the Novartis Access 
Program to improve quality of 
healthcare, for medicines of 
important non-communicable 
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
For ABB, sustainability is about balancing 
economic success, environmental stewardship 
and social progress to benefit all our stakeholders.
As a responsible corporate citizen, ABB has a 
special social commitment which we take very 
seriously. We know that part of being a successful 
and sustainable business, fulfilling our social 
responsibilities will make our company more 
responsive, more flexible and more open to 
society’s expectations. Therefore, we have 
engaged in and actively support various projects in 
Pakistan.

Women Empowerment/Gender Equality
Regarding the women empowerment/gender 
equality, ABB group, as a whole, has a target to 
have 30% women in ABB by 2020. We are 
rigorously working on it and in 2017 we have hired 
many females in different domains including 
woman with special needs in Lahore and Karachi. 
Moreover, ABB offered extensive internship 
program in 2017 to more than 37 students, almost 
half of them were females from Lahore and 
Karachi.

CSR Activities
Under human capital development, ABB has 
sponsored a house in SOS Village Sargodha, 
where 10 orphans are being taken care of 
including their education. Total man hours invested 
in this project are 100. ABB also sponsored a 
control system laboratory at NED University 
Karachi in 2017 with 200 direct man hours and 
around PKR 5 million were invested.

Under health and nutrition, last year ABB had 
cataract eye surgeries campaign in association 
with Kawish Welfare Trust where 100 patients were 
treated in South Punjab, blood donations camps 
were arranged in association with Fatmid 
Foundation in Lahore and Karachi where there 
were 30 donors. Influenza vaccination was also 
carried out for all employees in Lahore.

Under infrastructure development, ABB 
contributed in tree plantation in association with 
UET Lahore in their green campus campaign and 
invested around PKR 350,000 for plantation.

For more information, please scan here  | 0908 | OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018

ABB Power & Automation Private Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Our company realizes its social responsibility 
towards the society. As a responsible corporate 
citizen, the company has contributed to different 
social segments of the economy in various ways for 
improving quality of life in the country. During the 
year, total donations by the company to different 
not-for-profit institutions amounted to PKR 4.1 
million. In addition to the donations, the company 
has also taken multiple CSR initiatives which 
included tree plantation and medical health camps 
for patients and employees. Additionally, realizing 
its footprint on the society, the company has taken 
significant initiatives to protect the environment as 
already mentioned earlier.

CSR Activities
Earth Day at Abbott: We believe that it is 
everyone’s responsibility to work towards making 
our environment more sustainable. In its continued 
commitment to reducing the carbon footprint, 
Abbott celebrated Earth Day on 22nd April 2017. 
Through this drive, more than 450 plants were 
planted in collaboration with the local community.

Employee Health Camp: International Health and 
Safety Day was celebrated on 28th April 2017 in 
which medical camps were set up at our Landhi 
Plant. Professional nutritionists also provided 
health tips to several employees to maintain their 
diets in a healthy way.

Human Resources at Abbott Pakistan: We feel 
pride in reporting that during the year, our 
company has received recognition from 

independent bodies. Abbott’s field force has been 
recognized as the number one field force by both 
general practitioners and consultants in a 
third-party survey carried out by IMS. An 
independent survey carried out by Pakistan 
Society of Human Resource Management and 
Engage Consulting have adjudged our company 
as the “Best Place to Work” in Pakistan. As a 
responsible corporate citizen, our company 
continued to provide management-traineeships 
and internship experience to students from various 
academic institutions. This year, the number of 
interns exceeded 150. Internships opportunities for 
applicants with special needs continued to be a 
major area of attention and like previous year, this 
year we also provided internship opportunities to 
candidate with special needs.

Environment, Health and Safety (EHS): Our 
company is keen to minimize its impact on the 
environment and both the manufacturing plants 
and commercial operations are designed to 
achieve the objective. Energy conservation 
remains a significant objective at Abbott and we 
continue to adopt more energy efficient means 
wherever possible. In support of this goal, our 
company completed the installation of 1,972 Solar 
Panels at Korangi production facility during the 
year. This is the largest collection of solar panels 
installed by any healthcare company in Pakistan. 
Other efforts included composting of cafeteria and 
garden waste, reducing of water intake and 
planting of trees throughout the community.

For more information, please scan here  | 1110 | OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
The core corporate responsibility of Aisha Steel 
Mills Limited (ASML) is to pursue its corporate 
value enhancement by sound business practices 
and contribute to developing a sustainable society. 
We give due consideration to the impact of our 
business activities on the interests of stakeholders 
including shareholders, customers, employees 
and local communities.

Women Empowerment/Gender Equality
ASML is committed to creating a diverse working 
culture and is proud to be an equal opportunity 
employer. Despite being a heavy manufacturing 
industry, females have been employed in 
manufacturing and business support areas against 
justified remunerations and benefits; and to 
motivate them Women’s Day is celebrated every 
year.

CSR Activities
Infrastructure Development: Scarcity of clean 
drinking water has been a prime issue of the 
country and to help alleviate this issue, ASML’s 
management dug fresh water tube wells in rural 

vicinity of Port Qasim, Karachi which are benefiting 
the rural areas with clean and fresh drinking water.

Social Cause: On Eid-ul-Fitar 2018, the Head of 
HR in collaboration with the Accounts and Finance 
team visited Sun Rise Shelter Homes in Karachi to 
encourage the homeless elderly people to be more 
vital and active participants of society by spending 
the whole day of Eid with them and distributed gifts 
among them.

To help our country grow out of food scarcity, 
ASML has successfully launched an initiative to 
slaughter cattle in ASML’s plant every quarter and 
distribute the meat in less privileged areas of 
Karachi.

Education: HR team initiated a recruitment drive to 
attract young graduates who have completed 
diploma in Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics and 
Metallurgy by holding on-campus recruitment drive 
at Pak Swedish Institute in March 2018. Associates 
having DAE qualification (Diploma in Associate 
Engineering) are inducted for a 2-year training 
program in various departments at ASML.

For more information, please scan here  | 1312| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
We believe in the power of paint to transform lives 
by uplifting communities, changing behavior and 
making living spaces more fun, livable and 
enjoyable. ‘Let’s Colour’ aims to help children, 
families and communities in need by creating 
happy homes where they can flourish. Let’s Colour 
demonstrates, in surprising and entertaining ways, 
the power that paint can have to make our 
everyday lives better.

CSR Activities
Dulux adds color and verve to Lahore Biennale: 
Dulux was the Lahore Biennale Foundation’s ‘color 
partner’ for the contemporary art festival which had 
a multitude of engagement opportunities among 
local, international artists and general public. It 
addressed the dynamics of ‘public’ art and 
engagement by developing art in public spaces 
with opportunities for critical thinking. Exhibits were 
held at the Lahore Fort, Mubarak Haveli, Shahi 
Hamam, Lahore Museum, Alhamra Art Center, 
Bagh-e-Jinnah and Lahore Canal. Over 50 artists 
and collectives participated from Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, India, Iran, Turkey, Sri Lanka, Europe 
and U.S. Since LBF01 opened for public, 
approximately 2.5 million visitors have attended the 
event.

Youth Can! SOS-AKZO Activity Pakistan: In 
collaboration with SOS Children’s Villages, we are 
working to advance the employability of youth at 
risk by training them in the craft of painting and 
providing mentorship. We are also renewing the 
villages with paint to help create a happy home 
where the children can flourish. In this regard, 
Dulux organized a joint activity with children from 
SOS Children’s Villages under the Youth Can! 
Program where they were trained on “Soft Skill 
Development” and participated in Inspirational 
Speaking Session. They were taken on a journey of 
colours and were educated on What Colour is. 
During their day-long session, they were also taken 
for a plant tour to witness paint manufacturing. 
Later, technical experts at AkzoNobel gave primary 
training on paint application and an activity was 
also arranged for them to do practical application. 
The last session included “Inspirational Speeches” 
by the Executive Management Team members for 
a practical professional experience of life. Around 
30 children between the ages of 18-25 took part in 
this whole-day activity with 15 AkzoNobel 
volunteers guiding them around.

For more information, please scan here  | 1514| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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happy homes where they can flourish. Let’s Colour 
demonstrates, in surprising and entertaining ways, 
the power that paint can have to make our 
everyday lives better.

CSR Activities
Dulux adds color and verve to Lahore Biennale: 
Dulux was the Lahore Biennale Foundation’s ‘color 
partner’ for the contemporary art festival which had 
a multitude of engagement opportunities among 
local, international artists and general public. It 
addressed the dynamics of ‘public’ art and 
engagement by developing art in public spaces 
with opportunities for critical thinking. Exhibits were 
held at the Lahore Fort, Mubarak Haveli, Shahi 
Hamam, Lahore Museum, Alhamra Art Center, 
Bagh-e-Jinnah and Lahore Canal. Over 50 artists 
and collectives participated from Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, India, Iran, Turkey, Sri Lanka, Europe 
and U.S. Since LBF01 opened for public, 
approximately 2.5 million visitors have attended the 
event.

Youth Can! SOS-AKZO Activity Pakistan: In 
collaboration with SOS Children’s Villages, we are 
working to advance the employability of youth at 
risk by training them in the craft of painting and 
providing mentorship. We are also renewing the 
villages with paint to help create a happy home 
where the children can flourish. In this regard, 
Dulux organized a joint activity with children from 
SOS Children’s Villages under the Youth Can! 
Program where they were trained on “Soft Skill 
Development” and participated in Inspirational 
Speaking Session. They were taken on a journey of 
colours and were educated on What Colour is. 
During their day-long session, they were also taken 
for a plant tour to witness paint manufacturing. 
Later, technical experts at AkzoNobel gave primary 
training on paint application and an activity was 
also arranged for them to do practical application. 
The last session included “Inspirational Speeches” 
by the Executive Management Team members for 
a practical professional experience of life. Around 
30 children between the ages of 18-25 took part in 
this whole-day activity with 15 AkzoNobel 
volunteers guiding them around.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
At Al Baraka Bank Pakistan, CSR has been 
primarily inclined toward philanthropic support and 
fund management. The traditional model is run 
simply by identification of sector or cause and 
disbursement of funds post verification and 
approvals from competent authorities. We aim to 
create a CSR program that is spread across the 
year and is not seasonal in nature.

CSR Activities
In 2017, the CSR Strategy for Al Baraka Bank 
Pakistan revolved around ascertaining the need of 
organizations and truly appreciating the magnitude 
of their work. Several activities took place during 
the year under the CSR banner. 22 Hand Pumps 
were installed under ABPL’s Zindagi Life Saver 
Project. Distribution of 750 Ration Cards to the 
needy for Ramadan and Eid was carried out in 
partnership with “Metro Cash & Carry”. 

Under Al Baraka’s CSR program, the bank 
collaborated with Afzaal Memorial Thalassemia 
Foundation and Indus Hospital for a one-day blood 
donation camp at the Karachi Head Office and 
successfully managed over 50 Blood Donations in 
each drive. 

Under the bank’s Education Excellence Initiative, 
Al Baraka Pakistan sponsored students from 
AmanTech Vocational Learning to cement our role 
as ‘Enablers’ in the society. Al Baraka Pakistan was 
amongst the top 10 organizations to be recognized 
and awarded under 2 categories: Collaboration & 
Partnership (CSR) and Education/Scholarship 
Program at the 2018 CSR Summit organized by the 
Professional’s Network.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
At Al Baraka Bank Pakistan, CSR has been 
primarily inclined toward philanthropic support and 
fund management. The traditional model is run 
simply by identification of sector or cause and 
disbursement of funds post verification and 
approvals from competent authorities. We aim to 
create a CSR program that is spread across the 
year and is not seasonal in nature.

CSR Activities
In 2017, the CSR Strategy for Al Baraka Bank 
Pakistan revolved around ascertaining the need of 
organizations and truly appreciating the magnitude 
of their work. Several activities took place during 
the year under the CSR banner. 22 Hand Pumps 
were installed under ABPL’s Zindagi Life Saver 
Project. Distribution of 750 Ration Cards to the 
needy for Ramadan and Eid was carried out in 
partnership with “Metro Cash & Carry”. 

Under Al Baraka’s CSR program, the bank 
collaborated with Afzaal Memorial Thalassemia 
Foundation and Indus Hospital for a one-day blood 
donation camp at the Karachi Head Office and 
successfully managed over 50 Blood Donations in 
each drive. 

Under the bank’s Education Excellence Initiative, 
Al Baraka Pakistan sponsored students from 
AmanTech Vocational Learning to cement our role 
as ‘Enablers’ in the society. Al Baraka Pakistan was 
amongst the top 10 organizations to be recognized 
and awarded under 2 categories: Collaboration & 
Partnership (CSR) and Education/Scholarship 
Program at the 2018 CSR Summit organized by the 
Professional’s Network.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Archroma bears an ethical responsibility for 
sustainable, economic and ecological as well as 
fair business practices. Corporate Responsibility 
is, therefore, an integral component of our 
company's philosophy. We actively seek and 
develop talent and invest in our employees skills to 
enable high level performance for both current and 
future responsibilities.

Women Empowerment/Gender Equality
Our six-week internship program at Archroma 
Center of Excellence has catered to the needs of 
Textile Applications. 25 percent of our total 
Internship is done by female students which is an 
achievement as the textile application sector is 
mainly male-dominated.

Archroma provides equal opportunities to its 
female employees. Women are given equal 
representation at higher management tier. 
Archroma is the first company to sign Gender 
Equality Policy of ILO and Employers Federation of 
Pakistan in 2008.

Female entrepreneurs in textile are provided 
training in dyeing and designing to start up their 
own business. They have regular practical training 
sessions at our labs.

CSR Activities
Archroma has regular voluntary blood donation 
campaigns wherein employees donate blood to 
children suffering from Thalassemia.

Our permanent project of internship to students in 
Engineering and labs is now an established 
educational program.

We continue to provide clean drinking water to the 
neighborhood of our Jamshoro site absolutely free 
of cost @ 11,000 gallons per day.

Archroma is the strategic partner of WWF through 
an MoU leading towards effective implementation 
of water saving techniques for the textile industry.

Our tree plantation in spring and monsoon seasons 
have made the environment clean and green. We 
are now extending the scope to government 
agencies and road side plantation.

Archroma site at Landhi has successfully 
completed 1 Million safe working hours which is 
indeed an achievement for the company.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
CSR is an APL core value. Having adopted the 
triple bottom line approach or ‘3 Ps’ philosophy of 
People, Profit and Planet, APL as a responsible 
corporate citizen is committed to giving back not 
just to the community where it operates, but to 
other external stakeholders as well.

Women Empowerment/Gender Equality
APL promotes women empowerment/gender 
equality through its Female Literacy Program 
established at Noor-ud-din Goth, off 
Surjani/Manghopir areas in collaboration with 
Literate Pakistan (LP). Female students aged 8 to 
34 have to undergo three levels of the program led 
by two local female teachers, trained by LP, to 
teach major subjects like Urdu, English, Math, 
Science and Social Studies. Annual recognition 
program is carried out; outstanding students 
receive cash awards to motivate others to study 
and perform better.

CSR Activities
Mobile Health Units (MHUs): Around 41,000 
patients from numerous ROW villages received 
treatment, medicines and related health support 
through APL’s 2 MHUs in FY 2017-18. The MHU 
services are provided by qualified doctors and 
paramedics of Health Oriented and Preventative 
Education (HOPE).

Ramadan Grocery Distribution:  500 family packs 
containing rice, flour, cooking oil, milk, etc. were 
distributed to villagers along the company pipeline, 

contractors’ employees and other needy 
associates during Ramadan.

Solar Panel Projects and Solar-powered RO 
Plant: Two more solar energy projects were 
installed in two company locations, bringing APL’s 
solar energy capacity to 366.06kW, ensuring clean 
energy and reduced utility costs. APL’s 
solar-powered RO facility continued to provide 
clean drinking water to Omar Goth residents; it 
produces enough water to ensure sanitation and 
greener environment.

Human Capital Development: APL also invests in 
human capital development initiatives that benefit 
students from various colleges/universities. These 
learning platforms are paid internships, Final Year 
Project, Experiential Learning Program, 
company/plant visits and research paper 
opportunities.

mploy  an  S a hol s’ l a  A 
voluntary welfare fund to provide financial support 
to contractors’ employees was established. 
Various events, health awareness sessions, 
recreational facilities, etc. were provided to 
employees and other stakeholders. Employees’ 
opinions and suggestions for improvement on 
areas/issues like policies, working condition, 
benefits, etc. were sought through an online 
survey. 
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
CSR is an APL core value. Having adopted the 
triple bottom line approach or ‘3 Ps’ philosophy of 
People, Profit and Planet, APL as a responsible 
corporate citizen is committed to giving back not 
just to the community where it operates, but to 
other external stakeholders as well.

Women Empowerment/Gender Equality
APL promotes women empowerment/gender 
equality through its Female Literacy Program 
established at Noor-ud-din Goth, off 
Surjani/Manghopir areas in collaboration with 
Literate Pakistan (LP). Female students aged 8 to 
34 have to undergo three levels of the program led 
by two local female teachers, trained by LP, to 
teach major subjects like Urdu, English, Math, 
Science and Social Studies. Annual recognition 
program is carried out; outstanding students 
receive cash awards to motivate others to study 
and perform better.

CSR Activities
Mobile Health Units (MHUs): Around 41,000 
patients from numerous ROW villages received 
treatment, medicines and related health support 
through APL’s 2 MHUs in FY 2017-18. The MHU 
services are provided by qualified doctors and 
paramedics of Health Oriented and Preventative 
Education (HOPE).

Ramadan Grocery Distribution:  500 family packs 
containing rice, flour, cooking oil, milk, etc. were 
distributed to villagers along the company pipeline, 

contractors’ employees and other needy 
associates during Ramadan.

Solar Panel Projects and Solar-powered RO 
Plant: Two more solar energy projects were 
installed in two company locations, bringing APL’s 
solar energy capacity to 366.06kW, ensuring clean 
energy and reduced utility costs. APL’s 
solar-powered RO facility continued to provide 
clean drinking water to Omar Goth residents; it 
produces enough water to ensure sanitation and 
greener environment.

Human Capital Development: APL also invests in 
human capital development initiatives that benefit 
students from various colleges/universities. These 
learning platforms are paid internships, Final Year 
Project, Experiential Learning Program, 
company/plant visits and research paper 
opportunities.

mploy  an  S a hol s’ l a  A 
voluntary welfare fund to provide financial support 
to contractors’ employees was established. 
Various events, health awareness sessions, 
recreational facilities, etc. were provided to 
employees and other stakeholders. Employees’ 
opinions and suggestions for improvement on 
areas/issues like policies, working condition, 
benefits, etc. were sought through an online 
survey. 
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Sustainability is an integral part of our way of doing 
business and it drives us to constantly seek out new 
solutions to reduce environmental impacts of our 
activities, grow together with communities and build 
long-lasting relationships with our associates, 
suppliers and customers. Atlas Group’s fundamental 
business doctrine – the Atlas Way which comprises of 
the Atlas Culture and Atlas Systems - acts as guiding 
principles for all our endeavors.

Women Empowerment / Gender Equality
Various initiatives are being undertaken to enhance the 
participation of women. During the year, as part of 
such initiatives, we provided bike riding training to 602 
females under Women on Wheels, a project of Punjab 
Government. We also organized an expedition for 12 
female riders from across the world to boost 
confidence amongst women and promote adventure 
tourism industry in Pakistan. Further, this year, 13 
female executives were hired which improved the ratio 
of female executives to 2% from 1% of last year.

CSR Activities
Charitable Donation: We support Atlas Foundation, a 
welfare and charitable organization. Recognizing the 
foundation’s role for promoting centers of professional 
education, contributing to health facilities, helping law 
enforcement agencies and improving the quality of life, 
we donate at least one percent of our profits to the 
foundation every year. In 2017-18, we made a 
contribution of PKR 52 million.

Human Capital Development: We believe that 
improving access to education is one of the most 
long-lasting investments we can make for society and 
economic growth. During the year, more than 900 
students of various Vocational Training Institutes and 
Government Technical Training Institutes attained the 
industrial and technical skills. Consistent with previous 
years, we offered internship programs to students from 

renowned universities including NED, NUST, 
Quaid-e-Azam University, IoBM, SZABIST, BZU, IBA 
Sukkur, Bahria University, IQRA University and 
University of Punjab. During the year, 150 students 
successfully completed their internships and gained 
industry knowledge.

We believe and act on the principle of “Organization 
development through self-development” and place 
great emphasis on capacity and skill building. 
Accordingly, we provide a broad range of 
opportunities to our employees from on-the-job 
learning and mentoring programs to trainings and 
courses. Such programs include various in-house, 
national and international programs. We also provide 
support for higher education and management 
courses at renowned business schools such as 
Harvard Business School and INSEAD (European 
Institute of Business Administration).

Healthcare and Nutrition: An interactive awareness 
session on “voluntary non-remunerated blood 
donation” was organized which was followed by a 
three-day blood donation camp in collaboration with 
Red Crescent wherein, 240 Atlas employees donated 
blood for those in need.

Commercial Initiatives and Campaigns: We 
coordinate with Traffic Police Department to create 
awareness about the use of indicators, side mirrors 
and helmets. Under this campaign, we distributed 
more than 150,000 pamphlets in Lahore, Karachi, 
Islamabad, Chakwal and Gujaranwala. Moreover, 636 
helmets were distributed in Lahore and Islamabad. 
425 back view mirrors and 5,780 lights were checked 
and replaced in Faisalabad, Karachi, Islamabad and 
Multan. Other campaigns included training of safety 
advisors at dealerships across the country, free 
checkup and oil change camps, safety lectures and 
trainings.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Sustainability is an integral part of our way of doing 
business and it drives us to constantly seek out new 
solutions to reduce environmental impacts of our 
activities, grow together with communities and build 
long-lasting relationships with our associates, 
suppliers and customers. Atlas Group’s fundamental 
business doctrine – the Atlas Way which comprises of 
the Atlas Culture and Atlas Systems - acts as guiding 
principles for all our endeavors.

Women Empowerment / Gender Equality
Various initiatives are being undertaken to enhance the 
participation of women. During the year, as part of 
such initiatives, we provided bike riding training to 602 
females under Women on Wheels, a project of Punjab 
Government. We also organized an expedition for 12 
female riders from across the world to boost 
confidence amongst women and promote adventure 
tourism industry in Pakistan. Further, this year, 13 
female executives were hired which improved the ratio 
of female executives to 2% from 1% of last year.

CSR Activities
Charitable Donation: We support Atlas Foundation, a 
welfare and charitable organization. Recognizing the 
foundation’s role for promoting centers of professional 
education, contributing to health facilities, helping law 
enforcement agencies and improving the quality of life, 
we donate at least one percent of our profits to the 
foundation every year. In 2017-18, we made a 
contribution of PKR 52 million.

Human Capital Development: We believe that 
improving access to education is one of the most 
long-lasting investments we can make for society and 
economic growth. During the year, more than 900 
students of various Vocational Training Institutes and 
Government Technical Training Institutes attained the 
industrial and technical skills. Consistent with previous 
years, we offered internship programs to students from 

renowned universities including NED, NUST, 
Quaid-e-Azam University, IoBM, SZABIST, BZU, IBA 
Sukkur, Bahria University, IQRA University and 
University of Punjab. During the year, 150 students 
successfully completed their internships and gained 
industry knowledge.

We believe and act on the principle of “Organization 
development through self-development” and place 
great emphasis on capacity and skill building. 
Accordingly, we provide a broad range of 
opportunities to our employees from on-the-job 
learning and mentoring programs to trainings and 
courses. Such programs include various in-house, 
national and international programs. We also provide 
support for higher education and management 
courses at renowned business schools such as 
Harvard Business School and INSEAD (European 
Institute of Business Administration).

Healthcare and Nutrition: An interactive awareness 
session on “voluntary non-remunerated blood 
donation” was organized which was followed by a 
three-day blood donation camp in collaboration with 
Red Crescent wherein, 240 Atlas employees donated 
blood for those in need.

Commercial Initiatives and Campaigns: We 
coordinate with Traffic Police Department to create 
awareness about the use of indicators, side mirrors 
and helmets. Under this campaign, we distributed 
more than 150,000 pamphlets in Lahore, Karachi, 
Islamabad, Chakwal and Gujaranwala. Moreover, 636 
helmets were distributed in Lahore and Islamabad. 
425 back view mirrors and 5,780 lights were checked 
and replaced in Faisalabad, Karachi, Islamabad and 
Multan. Other campaigns included training of safety 
advisors at dealerships across the country, free 
checkup and oil change camps, safety lectures and 
trainings.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
CSR is our commitment to work as partners with our 
stakeholders to improve the quality of life of our 
workforce, their families and nearby local 
communities. CSR is locally managed and focuses 
on coordinating local projects, communicating 
CSR activities internally and externally, as well as 
participating in corporate monitoring, evaluation 
and reporting.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  ACPL has been 

involved in imparting education to the locals of the 
area and managing a primary level school, Falcon 
Public School, with more than 200 students. 
Moreover, ACPL is working on constructing 3 
rooms including a Lab for the students of 
Secondary Level in TCF – Dr. Gaith Pharaon 
Campus.

al h an  i ion  ACPL has established an 
ICU in Jam Ghulam Qadir Government Civil 
Hospital in January 2017, for patients in need of 
post-surgery care and currently, ACPL is working 
on the renovation of Operation Theatre and 

Emergency Unit. ACPL provides free medical 
treatment, medicines and dispensaries to the 
locals and over 100 patients per day on regular 
basis. It also arranges free medical camps on 
quarterly basis every year. Moreover, ACPL also 
actively participated in the 3rd SOP Unified 
Marathon 2018.

n as  lopm n  ACPL repaired 
Bund Murad Road and also worked on the levelling 
of Sakran and ACPL Road from SSGC Station to 
Sakran Police Station. This road is not only used by 
ACPL employees for commuting, but is also 
traversed by the local residents. Moreover, ACPL 
has installed Fiber Glass Water Tanks and also set 
up Water Filtration System Flow RO Plant to 
facilitate the provision of clean drinking water to 
nearby 16 villages consisting of more than 500 
houses in Hub, Balochistan.

h s  In addition to other responsibilities, ACPL 
also looks after the poor families and regularly 
provides monthly rations and donations to needy 
families living around the factory area.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
CSR is our commitment to work as partners with our 
stakeholders to improve the quality of life of our 
workforce, their families and nearby local 
communities. CSR is locally managed and focuses 
on coordinating local projects, communicating 
CSR activities internally and externally, as well as 
participating in corporate monitoring, evaluation 
and reporting.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  ACPL has been 

involved in imparting education to the locals of the 
area and managing a primary level school, Falcon 
Public School, with more than 200 students. 
Moreover, ACPL is working on constructing 3 
rooms including a Lab for the students of 
Secondary Level in TCF – Dr. Gaith Pharaon 
Campus.

al h an  i ion  ACPL has established an 
ICU in Jam Ghulam Qadir Government Civil 
Hospital in January 2017, for patients in need of 
post-surgery care and currently, ACPL is working 
on the renovation of Operation Theatre and 

Emergency Unit. ACPL provides free medical 
treatment, medicines and dispensaries to the 
locals and over 100 patients per day on regular 
basis. It also arranges free medical camps on 
quarterly basis every year. Moreover, ACPL also 
actively participated in the 3rd SOP Unified 
Marathon 2018.

n as  lopm n  ACPL repaired 
Bund Murad Road and also worked on the levelling 
of Sakran and ACPL Road from SSGC Station to 
Sakran Police Station. This road is not only used by 
ACPL employees for commuting, but is also 
traversed by the local residents. Moreover, ACPL 
has installed Fiber Glass Water Tanks and also set 
up Water Filtration System Flow RO Plant to 
facilitate the provision of clean drinking water to 
nearby 16 villages consisting of more than 500 
houses in Hub, Balochistan.

h s  In addition to other responsibilities, ACPL 
also looks after the poor families and regularly 
provides monthly rations and donations to needy 
families living around the factory area.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Attock Refinery Limited (ARL) is the pioneer of 
crude oil refining in the country with its operations 
dating back to 1922. ARL’s history of over 90 years 
is replete with CSR initiatives and we feel it is our 
foremost duty to consider the economic, social, 
ethical and environmental impact of our activities 
on our various stakeholders.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
ARL has adopted the code of gender justice at 
workplace to create conducive working 
environment for men and women, free of any 
harassment, abuse and intimidation. All employees 
are treated equally and organizational policies and 
practices do not allow promoting any kind of 
inequality or injustice. Standing committee for 
Gender Justice is effectively working to safeguard 
rights of male and female employees. Awareness 
sessions are conducted for staff from time to time. 
Attock Sahara Foundation (ASF) is also 
supporting/encouraging females to earn their living 
by providing them with trainings and job 
opportunities.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  ARL reckons its 

human resource as the most valuable asset and 
remains committed to ensure that all employees are 
treated with dignity and respect by creating an 
atmosphere of mutual respect and candid 
communication. ARL offers internship, 
apprenticeship, scholarship, training opportunities, 
educational visits, study projects to students and 
support the educational institutions situated in its 
vicinity and beyond. In this context, we spent 
PKR 19,422,861 on Education (Internship/ 
Apprenticeship/  Scholarship/ Training).

al h an  i ion  Attock Hospital Private 
Limited (AHL), a subsidiary of ARL, in collaboration 
with Attock Sahara Foundation (ASF), an ARL 
sponsored Non-Profit Organization (NPO), is 
providing health related services in the shape of 
free medical camps, blood donation campaigns 
and free or discounted rate services for poor and 
needy people of the surrounding community. In 
addition, the company also arranged health 
awareness seminars for the community on topics of 
hygiene, obesity, infectious diseases, etc. We 
maintain a Poor Patient Fund wherein PKR 
1,600,000 were spent.

n as  lopm n  ARL has developed 
excellent sports fields/courts for cricket, hockey, 
football, swimming, squash, gymnasium and tennis 
facilities. ARL is also providing potable water to the 
adjoining villages of Morgah, Nai Abadi, Kotha 
Kalan, Jhamra and gives free fuel, utilities and 
maintenance support to the schools, mosques and 
organizations for special persons. We also 
contribute annually to the Union Councils of 
Morgah and Kotha Kalan for 
maintenance/development of infrastructure. We 
are also providing financial assistance to a special 
school for Hearing Impaired Children.

h s  Attock Sahara Foundation (ASF) has been 
declared a model NGO by Pakistan Centre for 
Philanthropy. It provides financial support in the 
form of Marriage Support Fund, Assistance to Poor, 
Scholarship to students and disbursement of 
Zakat. ASF also gives charity in-kind and provides 
vocational training to poor women of our society to 
enable them to become earning hands for their 
families in various fields.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Attock Refinery Limited (ARL) is the pioneer of 
crude oil refining in the country with its operations 
dating back to 1922. ARL’s history of over 90 years 
is replete with CSR initiatives and we feel it is our 
foremost duty to consider the economic, social, 
ethical and environmental impact of our activities 
on our various stakeholders.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
ARL has adopted the code of gender justice at 
workplace to create conducive working 
environment for men and women, free of any 
harassment, abuse and intimidation. All employees 
are treated equally and organizational policies and 
practices do not allow promoting any kind of 
inequality or injustice. Standing committee for 
Gender Justice is effectively working to safeguard 
rights of male and female employees. Awareness 
sessions are conducted for staff from time to time. 
Attock Sahara Foundation (ASF) is also 
supporting/encouraging females to earn their living 
by providing them with trainings and job 
opportunities.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  ARL reckons its 

human resource as the most valuable asset and 
remains committed to ensure that all employees are 
treated with dignity and respect by creating an 
atmosphere of mutual respect and candid 
communication. ARL offers internship, 
apprenticeship, scholarship, training opportunities, 
educational visits, study projects to students and 
support the educational institutions situated in its 
vicinity and beyond. In this context, we spent 
PKR 19,422,861 on Education (Internship/ 
Apprenticeship/  Scholarship/ Training).

al h an  i ion  Attock Hospital Private 
Limited (AHL), a subsidiary of ARL, in collaboration 
with Attock Sahara Foundation (ASF), an ARL 
sponsored Non-Profit Organization (NPO), is 
providing health related services in the shape of 
free medical camps, blood donation campaigns 
and free or discounted rate services for poor and 
needy people of the surrounding community. In 
addition, the company also arranged health 
awareness seminars for the community on topics of 
hygiene, obesity, infectious diseases, etc. We 
maintain a Poor Patient Fund wherein PKR 
1,600,000 were spent.

n as  lopm n  ARL has developed 
excellent sports fields/courts for cricket, hockey, 
football, swimming, squash, gymnasium and tennis 
facilities. ARL is also providing potable water to the 
adjoining villages of Morgah, Nai Abadi, Kotha 
Kalan, Jhamra and gives free fuel, utilities and 
maintenance support to the schools, mosques and 
organizations for special persons. We also 
contribute annually to the Union Councils of 
Morgah and Kotha Kalan for 
maintenance/development of infrastructure. We 
are also providing financial assistance to a special 
school for Hearing Impaired Children.

h s  Attock Sahara Foundation (ASF) has been 
declared a model NGO by Pakistan Centre for 
Philanthropy. It provides financial support in the 
form of Marriage Support Fund, Assistance to Poor, 
Scholarship to students and disbursement of 
Zakat. ASF also gives charity in-kind and provides 
vocational training to poor women of our society to 
enable them to become earning hands for their 
families in various fields.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
B. Braun believes that to expand its business and 
achieve sound growth, executives and employees 
need to comply with both laws and their underlying 
spirit as well as adhering to ethical and other social 
norms in order for the company to be accepted by 
the global community. At B. Braun, we believe 
growth should also bring in a sense of 
responsibility towards the society and we are now 
committed to spending a share of our profits for our 
endeavors in CSR activities.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
B. Braun is working to make sure every child goes 
to school even girls because we believe in gender 
equality. We are helping build future, advocating 
girl’s education. To achieve the goal, B. Braun is 
collaborating with “Asghari Memorial High School” 
(situated in North Nazimabad, Karachi) to support 
the education of 160 school children both girls and 
boys. The purpose of donating PKR 1,200,000 per 
year is to provide a good standard of education for 
the pupils and that safeguarding is effective for 
girls especially.

CSR i i i s
al h an  i ion  B. Braun is donating to 

Omair Sana foundation to help Thalassemia 
patients to not just Exist but rather Live and lead a 
healthy life. We believe you do not have to be 
doctor to save lives. B. Braun provides 2,000 bags 
of blood which cost PKR 880,000 per year. 
Furthermore, our employees voluntarily donate 
blood to Tabba Heart Hospital on an annual basis.

h s  Under the global initiative, B. Braun for 
Children, we conducted CSR activities in 
orphanages in Lahore and Islamabad and the 
school for special children, Dar-ul-Sukun, in 
Karachi. We entertained the kids with music, arts, 
snacks and goody bags.

B. Braun is associated with EDU HELP to support 
the education of more than 150 children. B.  Braun 
Pakistan is bearing the cost of books, tuition and 
uniform which cost PKR 1,200,000 per year. This 
step is beneficial for children with parents who 
cannot afford to send them to school.

For more information, please scan here  | 2928| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
B. Braun believes that to expand its business and 
achieve sound growth, executives and employees 
need to comply with both laws and their underlying 
spirit as well as adhering to ethical and other social 
norms in order for the company to be accepted by 
the global community. At B. Braun, we believe 
growth should also bring in a sense of 
responsibility towards the society and we are now 
committed to spending a share of our profits for our 
endeavors in CSR activities.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
B. Braun is working to make sure every child goes 
to school even girls because we believe in gender 
equality. We are helping build future, advocating 
girl’s education. To achieve the goal, B. Braun is 
collaborating with “Asghari Memorial High School” 
(situated in North Nazimabad, Karachi) to support 
the education of 160 school children both girls and 
boys. The purpose of donating PKR 1,200,000 per 
year is to provide a good standard of education for 
the pupils and that safeguarding is effective for 
girls especially.

CSR i i i s
al h an  i ion  B. Braun is donating to 

Omair Sana foundation to help Thalassemia 
patients to not just Exist but rather Live and lead a 
healthy life. We believe you do not have to be 
doctor to save lives. B. Braun provides 2,000 bags 
of blood which cost PKR 880,000 per year. 
Furthermore, our employees voluntarily donate 
blood to Tabba Heart Hospital on an annual basis.

h s  Under the global initiative, B. Braun for 
Children, we conducted CSR activities in 
orphanages in Lahore and Islamabad and the 
school for special children, Dar-ul-Sukun, in 
Karachi. We entertained the kids with music, arts, 
snacks and goody bags.

B. Braun is associated with EDU HELP to support 
the education of more than 150 children. B.  Braun 
Pakistan is bearing the cost of books, tuition and 
uniform which cost PKR 1,200,000 per year. This 
step is beneficial for children with parents who 
cannot afford to send them to school.

For more information, please scan here  | 2928| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Bank Alfalah’s CSR philosophy is to strengthen 
focus towards integrating our strategic business 
with our social responsibilities. Our commitment is 
to act ethically while we contribute towards 
economic development of the countries we operate 
in, building brand differentiation and stakeholder 
expectation and improving the quality of life with a 
long-term sustainability.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Institute of 

Business Administration Karachi’s Endowment 
Fund received funding from Bank Alfalah.

al h an  i ion  Aga Khan University 
Hospital and Medical College Foundation for 
Patient Welfare Fund, Aman Foundation for 
Ambulance purposes and Karachi Lions Pediatric 
Nephrology Project for Kidney Ailment Project 
(National Institute of Child Health) received funding 
from Bank Alfalah.

For more information, please scan here  | 3130| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Bank Alfalah’s CSR philosophy is to strengthen 
focus towards integrating our strategic business 
with our social responsibilities. Our commitment is 
to act ethically while we contribute towards 
economic development of the countries we operate 
in, building brand differentiation and stakeholder 
expectation and improving the quality of life with a 
long-term sustainability.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Institute of 

Business Administration Karachi’s Endowment 
Fund received funding from Bank Alfalah.

al h an  i ion  Aga Khan University 
Hospital and Medical College Foundation for 
Patient Welfare Fund, Aman Foundation for 
Ambulance purposes and Karachi Lions Pediatric 
Nephrology Project for Kidney Ailment Project 
(National Institute of Child Health) received funding 
from Bank Alfalah.

For more information, please scan here  | 3130| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
At BASF, our goal is to make a positive contribution to 
a future worth living in Pakistan. For us, acting 
responsibly means improving education, safety, health 
and environmental protection and fostering awareness 
of these issues amongst our employees, suppliers, 
customers and society at large. We contribute to the 
communities in which we operate and have set 
voluntary long-term goals that are transparent and 
verifiable. BASF`s social engagement consists of 
not-for-profit activities as well as business-oriented 
projects.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
S on om n S  BASF is working on creating 

more diverse and successful teams to unlock full 
potential of the workforce. Now women play a critical 
role at BASF and are vital to our success. Through 
various initiatives, BASF acknowledges contribution 
that women are making in the success of BASF and 
organizes special interactive sessions with the female 
staff where they are encouraged to achieve their 
ambition and work to reach their full potential.

CSR i i i s
S  S mm  p i n  P o am  BASF kicked 

off its Summer Experience Program and visited 
engineering and business universities across the 
country. It showcases our dynamic, interactive, and 
collaborative work environment, and gives students an 
opportunity to demonstrate their skills. The students 
participate in supervised, on-the-job activities to 
broaden their knowledge and connect what they have 
learned in the classroom with real industry 
applications.

a m s a ion on mpo an  o  n i onm n  
al h an  Sa y  Knowing the importance of EHS 

standards in the pesticide industry, BASF onboarded 
its distributors, dealers and farmers and educated 
them on industry related EHS hazards and their 

corresponding solutions. Based on the knowledge 
gained, our distributors ordered BASF farmer safety 
kits. The farmer kits are used to protect the farmer from 
exposure to dangerous chemicals. 50% of the kits 
were distributed to small farmers as gifts to reinforce 
the message of safety.

nn al loo  ona ion i  BASF held its annual 
voluntary blood donation drive across Pakistan, in 
partnership with The Indus Hospital and Fatimid 
Foundation. Awareness sessions were carried out to 
share benefits and educate prospect donors on Dos 
and Don’ts of donating blood. Camps were set-up 
concurrently across cities where employees helped 
replenish low blood inventories at the hospitals.

al h Campai ns  As part of global safety drive, 
BASF carried out an awareness campaign “Your 
Lungs, Your Life” across all BASF offices and the 
production site. The central focus of the campaign was 
to encourage employees to adopt a healthier lifestyle. 
To develop awareness, speaker sessions on various 
lung related diseases and their preventions, and 
hazards of smoking were conducted by renowned 
doctors. The sessions were followed by health 
screenings of all employees. Test results were shared 
with the employees and one-on-one consultation was 
provided to the employees who required further 
guidance. Moreover, another campaign “Understand 
risk, take action” was rolled out to demonstrate our 
commitment towards EHS.

Product Stewardship Trainings to Promote EHS: 
Various BASF Business Units operating in Pakistan 
conducted product stewardship trainings for their key 
customers to support Environment, Health and Safety. 
The sessions were targeted to educate customers 
about safe handling, usage and storage of hazardous 
chemicals to positively enhance their EHS 
performance leading to operation excellence. 

For more information, please scan here  | 3332| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
At BASF, our goal is to make a positive contribution to 
a future worth living in Pakistan. For us, acting 
responsibly means improving education, safety, health 
and environmental protection and fostering awareness 
of these issues amongst our employees, suppliers, 
customers and society at large. We contribute to the 
communities in which we operate and have set 
voluntary long-term goals that are transparent and 
verifiable. BASF`s social engagement consists of 
not-for-profit activities as well as business-oriented 
projects.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
S on om n S  BASF is working on creating 

more diverse and successful teams to unlock full 
potential of the workforce. Now women play a critical 
role at BASF and are vital to our success. Through 
various initiatives, BASF acknowledges contribution 
that women are making in the success of BASF and 
organizes special interactive sessions with the female 
staff where they are encouraged to achieve their 
ambition and work to reach their full potential.

CSR i i i s
S  S mm  p i n  P o am  BASF kicked 

off its Summer Experience Program and visited 
engineering and business universities across the 
country. It showcases our dynamic, interactive, and 
collaborative work environment, and gives students an 
opportunity to demonstrate their skills. The students 
participate in supervised, on-the-job activities to 
broaden their knowledge and connect what they have 
learned in the classroom with real industry 
applications.

a m s a ion on mpo an  o  n i onm n  
al h an  Sa y  Knowing the importance of EHS 

standards in the pesticide industry, BASF onboarded 
its distributors, dealers and farmers and educated 
them on industry related EHS hazards and their 

corresponding solutions. Based on the knowledge 
gained, our distributors ordered BASF farmer safety 
kits. The farmer kits are used to protect the farmer from 
exposure to dangerous chemicals. 50% of the kits 
were distributed to small farmers as gifts to reinforce 
the message of safety.

nn al loo  ona ion i  BASF held its annual 
voluntary blood donation drive across Pakistan, in 
partnership with The Indus Hospital and Fatimid 
Foundation. Awareness sessions were carried out to 
share benefits and educate prospect donors on Dos 
and Don’ts of donating blood. Camps were set-up 
concurrently across cities where employees helped 
replenish low blood inventories at the hospitals.

al h Campai ns  As part of global safety drive, 
BASF carried out an awareness campaign “Your 
Lungs, Your Life” across all BASF offices and the 
production site. The central focus of the campaign was 
to encourage employees to adopt a healthier lifestyle. 
To develop awareness, speaker sessions on various 
lung related diseases and their preventions, and 
hazards of smoking were conducted by renowned 
doctors. The sessions were followed by health 
screenings of all employees. Test results were shared 
with the employees and one-on-one consultation was 
provided to the employees who required further 
guidance. Moreover, another campaign “Understand 
risk, take action” was rolled out to demonstrate our 
commitment towards EHS.

Product Stewardship Trainings to Promote EHS: 
Various BASF Business Units operating in Pakistan 
conducted product stewardship trainings for their key 
customers to support Environment, Health and Safety. 
The sessions were targeted to educate customers 
about safe handling, usage and storage of hazardous 
chemicals to positively enhance their EHS 
performance leading to operation excellence. 

For more information, please scan here  | 3332| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
As a responsible corporate citizen, Bata Pakistan 
has been actively fulfilling its responsibility since it 
started its business in Pakistan. We believe, it is our 
moral responsibility to act in a socially responsible 
manner for our employees, customers, business 
partners and the community at large. Our objective 
is to improve quality of life in the communities we 
operate through integrated and sustainable 
development in every possible way.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Bata Pakistan has established an upper stitching 
training center to provide stitching training facility 
to our employee families and to the women living in 
nearby community to prepare them find future 
employment in the numerous stitching units in the 
vicinity of Batapur. This community programme is 
completely free of cost and a marvellous 
opportunity to receive hands-on training in a 
supportive environment. This year, 51 women 
successfully completed their training and were 
awarded with certificates and stipend.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Mentoring 

sessions were held in different government schools 
where Bata employees volunteered their services 
to inspire the children in career counselling and 
personality building traits. The volunteers also 

spent quality time with the orphans and abandoned 
children. Interactive workshops were held on 
environmental issues like air pollution, soil 
contamination and global warming. To support and 
sustain the education process of underprivileged 
children, we distributed school bags, books, 
uniforms and shoes in the students of various 
schools in different cities of Punjab and 
Balochistan.

al h an  i ion  Medical and health 
awareness camps were arranged in remote areas 
where general public and especially the children 
were educated on personal hygiene, importance of 
pure water, storage of drinking water and 
precautions against common diseases like malaria, 
dengue, typhoid, gastro and hepatitis. During 
medical check-up, our medical team examined 
their health and issued free of cost medicines 
where found necessary.

n as  lopm n  Tree plantation 
campaign was organized by the volunteers of Bata 
Pakistan in which more than 1,000 trees and 
saplings were planted in Batapur and Maraka 
factories. This inspirational activity was 
enthusiastically participated by our employees and 
their children who were explained the importance 
and role of green plants on our earth.

For more information, please scan here  | 3534| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
As a responsible corporate citizen, Bata Pakistan 
has been actively fulfilling its responsibility since it 
started its business in Pakistan. We believe, it is our 
moral responsibility to act in a socially responsible 
manner for our employees, customers, business 
partners and the community at large. Our objective 
is to improve quality of life in the communities we 
operate through integrated and sustainable 
development in every possible way.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Bata Pakistan has established an upper stitching 
training center to provide stitching training facility 
to our employee families and to the women living in 
nearby community to prepare them find future 
employment in the numerous stitching units in the 
vicinity of Batapur. This community programme is 
completely free of cost and a marvellous 
opportunity to receive hands-on training in a 
supportive environment. This year, 51 women 
successfully completed their training and were 
awarded with certificates and stipend.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Mentoring 

sessions were held in different government schools 
where Bata employees volunteered their services 
to inspire the children in career counselling and 
personality building traits. The volunteers also 

spent quality time with the orphans and abandoned 
children. Interactive workshops were held on 
environmental issues like air pollution, soil 
contamination and global warming. To support and 
sustain the education process of underprivileged 
children, we distributed school bags, books, 
uniforms and shoes in the students of various 
schools in different cities of Punjab and 
Balochistan.

al h an  i ion  Medical and health 
awareness camps were arranged in remote areas 
where general public and especially the children 
were educated on personal hygiene, importance of 
pure water, storage of drinking water and 
precautions against common diseases like malaria, 
dengue, typhoid, gastro and hepatitis. During 
medical check-up, our medical team examined 
their health and issued free of cost medicines 
where found necessary.

n as  lopm n  Tree plantation 
campaign was organized by the volunteers of Bata 
Pakistan in which more than 1,000 trees and 
saplings were planted in Batapur and Maraka 
factories. This inspirational activity was 
enthusiastically participated by our employees and 
their children who were explained the importance 
and role of green plants on our earth.

For more information, please scan here  | 3534| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
As a global Life Sciences enterprise, Bayer has a 
major impact on societal development. The 
company believes in contributing to society’s future 
viability, and therefore, within the scope of its social 
commitment, makes targeted strategic 
investments. In Pakistan, these investments focus 
on the areas of education, health and community 
projects. This commitment is an integral element of 
Bayer’s corporate policy

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  At Bayer, the focus 

remains on ensuring that today’s children are 
enabled to become tomorrow’s leaders through 
access to quality education. To this end, Bayer 
Pakistan has partnered with the CARE Foundation 
to support two schools located in the Punjab 
province of Pakistan. These schools provide quality 
education to over 600 underprivileged students.

The company also believes that empowering 
women through education and vocational training 

not only improves quality of life for women and their 
families, but also helps build a stronger society and 
economy as a whole. Hence, Bayer Pakistan has 
partnered with The Citizens Foundation (TCF) to 
support TCF’s Aagahi Adult Literacy Program for 
women with little or no basic education. This 
program aims to ensure that adult women can 
actively and independently contribute towards the 
functionality of their homes and communities. 
Through TCF’s 150 centers located in 43 cities 
across Pakistan, Bayer Pakistan has helped 
educate over 5,000 adult women

al h an  i ion  The healthcare sector is 
another area that Bayer Pakistan has been actively 
contributing towards. In support of thalassemia 
patients, employees of Bayer Pakistan have 
voluntarily donated blood at blood donation camps 
set up periodically at Bayer Pakistan offices. 
Furthermore, financial support has also been 
extended to The Kidney Centre and the Afzaal 
Memorial Thalassemia Foundation (AMTF).

For more information, please scan here  | 3736| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
As a global Life Sciences enterprise, Bayer has a 
major impact on societal development. The 
company believes in contributing to society’s future 
viability, and therefore, within the scope of its social 
commitment, makes targeted strategic 
investments. In Pakistan, these investments focus 
on the areas of education, health and community 
projects. This commitment is an integral element of 
Bayer’s corporate policy

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  At Bayer, the focus 

remains on ensuring that today’s children are 
enabled to become tomorrow’s leaders through 
access to quality education. To this end, Bayer 
Pakistan has partnered with the CARE Foundation 
to support two schools located in the Punjab 
province of Pakistan. These schools provide quality 
education to over 600 underprivileged students.

The company also believes that empowering 
women through education and vocational training 

not only improves quality of life for women and their 
families, but also helps build a stronger society and 
economy as a whole. Hence, Bayer Pakistan has 
partnered with The Citizens Foundation (TCF) to 
support TCF’s Aagahi Adult Literacy Program for 
women with little or no basic education. This 
program aims to ensure that adult women can 
actively and independently contribute towards the 
functionality of their homes and communities. 
Through TCF’s 150 centers located in 43 cities 
across Pakistan, Bayer Pakistan has helped 
educate over 5,000 adult women

al h an  i ion  The healthcare sector is 
another area that Bayer Pakistan has been actively 
contributing towards. In support of thalassemia 
patients, employees of Bayer Pakistan have 
voluntarily donated blood at blood donation camps 
set up periodically at Bayer Pakistan offices. 
Furthermore, financial support has also been 
extended to The Kidney Centre and the Afzaal 
Memorial Thalassemia Foundation (AMTF).

For more information, please scan here  | 3736| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Berger was established two centuries ago and it 
has grown to become one of the world’s largest 
paints manufacturers. Berger started its operations 
in Pakistan in 1950 and was the first organized 
paint company to offer premium products through 
import from the UK. Berger is a constant 
contributor towards CSR activities for community 
development.

CSR i i i s
a ion  Berger has signed a MOU with TEVTA. 

Through this platform, Berger is organizing 
Building Painter Training Course at TEVTA 
institutes. This three month course consists of two 
months of classroom training at TEVTA premises 
and then a month’s training at Berger factory. 
Technical experts from Berger helped TEVTA 
instructors to develop curriculum for this course. 
Berger adopted a government primary school in 
factory vicinity. This school is located in the nearby 
village from where most of the workers are coming. 
Berger hired a teacher for this school and 
constructed two classrooms for the students.

al h a  an  i ion  Berger has started a 
medical dispensary in factory premises. This 
dispensary is attended by a professional doctor, 
who is available for medical consultation for 
employees and their families. In order to create 
awareness for our cause and raise the level of 
social responsibility in our children and the youth of 
Pakistan, LRBT in collaboration of Critical Mass 
Karachi organized a Ride-a-Thon marking the 
celebration of The World Sight Day and also giving 
people a chance to understand how they can 
impact the lives of those who can be saved. 
Special focus was on Cornea Donations.

Comm ni y lopm n  HR department 
organized blood camps both at head office and 
plant. Noor Thalassemia Foundation and Shaukat 
Khanum Memorial Hospital organized blood 
camps at Berger plant and head office.

n i onm n  Berger took an initiative of Green 
Office with WWF and tried to be a part of overall 
green network. Objective was to become an 
environmental-friendly company for the society.

For more information, please scan here  | 3938| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Berger was established two centuries ago and it 
has grown to become one of the world’s largest 
paints manufacturers. Berger started its operations 
in Pakistan in 1950 and was the first organized 
paint company to offer premium products through 
import from the UK. Berger is a constant 
contributor towards CSR activities for community 
development.

CSR i i i s
a ion  Berger has signed a MOU with TEVTA. 

Through this platform, Berger is organizing 
Building Painter Training Course at TEVTA 
institutes. This three month course consists of two 
months of classroom training at TEVTA premises 
and then a month’s training at Berger factory. 
Technical experts from Berger helped TEVTA 
instructors to develop curriculum for this course. 
Berger adopted a government primary school in 
factory vicinity. This school is located in the nearby 
village from where most of the workers are coming. 
Berger hired a teacher for this school and 
constructed two classrooms for the students.

al h a  an  i ion  Berger has started a 
medical dispensary in factory premises. This 
dispensary is attended by a professional doctor, 
who is available for medical consultation for 
employees and their families. In order to create 
awareness for our cause and raise the level of 
social responsibility in our children and the youth of 
Pakistan, LRBT in collaboration of Critical Mass 
Karachi organized a Ride-a-Thon marking the 
celebration of The World Sight Day and also giving 
people a chance to understand how they can 
impact the lives of those who can be saved. 
Special focus was on Cornea Donations.

Comm ni y lopm n  HR department 
organized blood camps both at head office and 
plant. Noor Thalassemia Foundation and Shaukat 
Khanum Memorial Hospital organized blood 
camps at Berger plant and head office.

n i onm n  Berger took an initiative of Green 
Office with WWF and tried to be a part of overall 
green network. Objective was to become an 
environmental-friendly company for the society.

For more information, please scan here  | 3938| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Byco Petroleum is built on strong business 
fundamentals which include implementing a 
multidimensional sustainability development 
strategy while also fulfilling its social responsibility. 
Community welfare and support has always been a 
priority. The company focuses on vibrant 
community service, resource optimization, 
occupational health and safety while contributing 
to a flourishing environment.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Byco supports TAF Foundation which, through its 
award-winning TAFF-VTI (TAFF-Vocational Training 
Institute) project, is working to create a new female 
skilled workforce for Pakistan. It is a ‘first-of-its-kind’ 
Vocational Training Institute that focuses on 
training marginalized women and placing them into 
sustainable, living-income employment. It equips 
women not only with a professional skill set but also 
empowers them with a legal and financial 
understanding of their rights. TAFF graduates 
experienced an average increase of over 700% in 
their monthly income, enabling them to live a better 
quality of life. Women of the World (WOW) is an 
international festival brought to Karachi by the 
British Council in partnership with TAF Foundation 
which brings together women sparking 
conversations among politicians, community 
leaders, artists, activists and entrepreneurs.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  In terms of Human 

Capital Development, Byco has taken several 
initiatives including uplifting the literacy rate of 

locals with the help of TAFF-VTI, which is also TAF 
Foundation’s flagship program, as well as 
providing additional employment opportunities and 
award of contracts to villagers for their economic 
empowerment.

al h an  i ion  Within the domain of Health 
and Nutrition, Byco sponsored solar powered tube 
wells to provide clean drinking water and set up 
medical camps for women and children along with 
free ambulance service for the local community.

n as  lopm n  Under Infrastructure 
Development, Byco donated PKR 2.8 million to the 
Saylani Welfare Trust for deployment of its Rapid 
Fire-fighting and Rescue Services along the 
Karachi to Peshawar motorway in collaboration 
with Motorway Police and upgraded travel route by 
installing safety measures, such as cat’s eyes, 
speed bumps and road signs, to ensure the safety 
of neighboring villages, especially for school 
children’s daily commute in MouzaKund, Tehsil 
Gadani. TAF Foundation is also working on 
building a City Centre in Hub, Balochistan 
equipped with state-of-the-art hospital and green 
energy water filtration unit.

h s  As part of Others, Byco put its strategic 
plan, particularly its commitment to minimizing its 
environmental footprint, to action by successfully 
carrying out beach cleaning activity, tree plantation 
drive, and cleanliness campaign in Hub with the 
help of its 200 employees who contributed 800 
man-hours of service.

For more information, please scan here  | 4140| OICCI CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017-2018
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Byco Petroleum is built on strong business 
fundamentals which include implementing a 
multidimensional sustainability development 
strategy while also fulfilling its social responsibility. 
Community welfare and support has always been a 
priority. The company focuses on vibrant 
community service, resource optimization, 
occupational health and safety while contributing 
to a flourishing environment.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Byco supports TAF Foundation which, through its 
award-winning TAFF-VTI (TAFF-Vocational Training 
Institute) project, is working to create a new female 
skilled workforce for Pakistan. It is a ‘first-of-its-kind’ 
Vocational Training Institute that focuses on 
training marginalized women and placing them into 
sustainable, living-income employment. It equips 
women not only with a professional skill set but also 
empowers them with a legal and financial 
understanding of their rights. TAFF graduates 
experienced an average increase of over 700% in 
their monthly income, enabling them to live a better 
quality of life. Women of the World (WOW) is an 
international festival brought to Karachi by the 
British Council in partnership with TAF Foundation 
which brings together women sparking 
conversations among politicians, community 
leaders, artists, activists and entrepreneurs.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  In terms of Human 

Capital Development, Byco has taken several 
initiatives including uplifting the literacy rate of 

locals with the help of TAFF-VTI, which is also TAF 
Foundation’s flagship program, as well as 
providing additional employment opportunities and 
award of contracts to villagers for their economic 
empowerment.

al h an  i ion  Within the domain of Health 
and Nutrition, Byco sponsored solar powered tube 
wells to provide clean drinking water and set up 
medical camps for women and children along with 
free ambulance service for the local community.

n as  lopm n  Under Infrastructure 
Development, Byco donated PKR 2.8 million to the 
Saylani Welfare Trust for deployment of its Rapid 
Fire-fighting and Rescue Services along the 
Karachi to Peshawar motorway in collaboration 
with Motorway Police and upgraded travel route by 
installing safety measures, such as cat’s eyes, 
speed bumps and road signs, to ensure the safety 
of neighboring villages, especially for school 
children’s daily commute in MouzaKund, Tehsil 
Gadani. TAF Foundation is also working on 
building a City Centre in Hub, Balochistan 
equipped with state-of-the-art hospital and green 
energy water filtration unit.

h s  As part of Others, Byco put its strategic 
plan, particularly its commitment to minimizing its 
environmental footprint, to action by successfully 
carrying out beach cleaning activity, tree plantation 
drive, and cleanliness campaign in Hub with the 
help of its 200 employees who contributed 800 
man-hours of service.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Clariant places great value on acting as a 
responsible and supportive corporate citizen. To 
undertake this commitment, Clariant cultivates and 
supports a range of Corporate Citizenship 
Activities. Clariant believes that it is important for 
the company to take responsibility for public 
welfare and the common good wherever the 
Clariant Group does business.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  CCPPL is a private 

limited company incorporated under the laws of 
Pakistan and engaged in specialty chemicals 
business with its parent company located in 
Switzerland as Clariant international. CCPPL is 
interested in making a positive social impact 
towards the community in which it operates 
through its corporate citizenship activity.

Both Society for Education Welfare (SEW) and 
CCPPL have decided to collaborate for the 
promotion of basic education for underprivileged in 
the community. With this objective, both have 
developed an understanding that a school will be 
established in Sharafi Goth, Karachi which will be 
set up and operated by SEW and funded by 
CCPPL. The name of the project is ‘Education 
Support Plan for less privilege children’ which is 
going to be a basic education school. The direct 
and indirect beneficiaries of this project are 
approximately 100 people of the neighborhood that 
include primary level students and woman 
teachers. Approximately 1,000 man-hours are 
being spent on this project that costs PKR 4 million 
which is funded by Clariant.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Clariant places great value on acting as a 
responsible and supportive corporate citizen. To 
undertake this commitment, Clariant cultivates and 
supports a range of Corporate Citizenship 
Activities. Clariant believes that it is important for 
the company to take responsibility for public 
welfare and the common good wherever the 
Clariant Group does business.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  CCPPL is a private 

limited company incorporated under the laws of 
Pakistan and engaged in specialty chemicals 
business with its parent company located in 
Switzerland as Clariant international. CCPPL is 
interested in making a positive social impact 
towards the community in which it operates 
through its corporate citizenship activity.

Both Society for Education Welfare (SEW) and 
CCPPL have decided to collaborate for the 
promotion of basic education for underprivileged in 
the community. With this objective, both have 
developed an understanding that a school will be 
established in Sharafi Goth, Karachi which will be 
set up and operated by SEW and funded by 
CCPPL. The name of the project is ‘Education 
Support Plan for less privilege children’ which is 
going to be a basic education school. The direct 
and indirect beneficiaries of this project are 
approximately 100 people of the neighborhood that 
include primary level students and woman 
teachers. Approximately 1,000 man-hours are 
being spent on this project that costs PKR 4 million 
which is funded by Clariant.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Continental Biscuits Limited (CBL) was founded in 
1984 following a Joint Venture between the family 
of Hasan Ali Khan and the Danone Group. Today, 
the organization has a joint venture with Kraft 
Foods with a shareholding of 50.5% and 49.5% in 
combination. Through the span of its reality, CBL 
has kept up solid roots in the field of CSR, with its 
Managing Director giving high importance to 
business commitment towards the society.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  CBL spends 

fundamentally on the advancement and 
development of the less-privileged. Throughout the 
most recent year, CBL through the Family 
Educational Service, contributed towards the 
education of "Exceptional" youngsters. Moreover, 
CBL supported the development of 30 
Bachelor/Master level enthusiastic students of IBA 
Sukkur, with the goal of giving outperformers a fair 
chance to construct themselves.

Amid the long stretches of Ramadan and 
Muharram, CBL also effectively takes part in 
society Food Drives close by Al-Mirak keeping in 
mind the end goal; to instill a culture of obligation. 

This year CBL engaged in arranging social 
occasions in a joint effort with the French and 
American departments, with the goal of elevating 
the standard of life through recreation and 
promotion and preservation of culture.

al h a  an  i ion  Through Medical Aid 
Foundation and Bait-ul-Sakoon, this year, CBL 
supported the treatment of less-privileged cancer 
patients solely because our MD emphasizes the 
significance of good health as every person’s right. 
Moreover, he firmly believes in the importance of 
corporate sector’s contribution towards leading the 
fight against cancer in hopes of its eradication from 
our general public altogether.

ali y an  mpo m n  CBL is a strong 
believer in the equality and empowerment of the 
marginalized. On all fronts the company has made 
an effort to promote an inclusive and supportive 
culture towards the disabled. This is reflected in the 
company’s policies of accommodating their needs, 
as well as grass roots efforts such as the funding of 
the educational development of deaf and dumb 
children, this year. The MD hopes to push this 
precedent in today’s corporate culture by leading 
as a stark exemplar of inclusivity.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Continental Biscuits Limited (CBL) was founded in 
1984 following a Joint Venture between the family 
of Hasan Ali Khan and the Danone Group. Today, 
the organization has a joint venture with Kraft 
Foods with a shareholding of 50.5% and 49.5% in 
combination. Through the span of its reality, CBL 
has kept up solid roots in the field of CSR, with its 
Managing Director giving high importance to 
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American departments, with the goal of elevating 
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al h a  an  i ion  Through Medical Aid 
Foundation and Bait-ul-Sakoon, this year, CBL 
supported the treatment of less-privileged cancer 
patients solely because our MD emphasizes the 
significance of good health as every person’s right. 
Moreover, he firmly believes in the importance of 
corporate sector’s contribution towards leading the 
fight against cancer in hopes of its eradication from 
our general public altogether.

ali y an  mpo m n  CBL is a strong 
believer in the equality and empowerment of the 
marginalized. On all fronts the company has made 
an effort to promote an inclusive and supportive 
culture towards the disabled. This is reflected in the 
company’s policies of accommodating their needs, 
as well as grass roots efforts such as the funding of 
the educational development of deaf and dumb 
children, this year. The MD hopes to push this 
precedent in today’s corporate culture by leading 
as a stark exemplar of inclusivity.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Deutsche Bank is the leading bank in its home 
market Germany. It holds a strong position in 
Europe and has a significant presence in the 
Americas and Asia Pacific. Operating in 70 
countries and employing about 100,000 people 
from 150 nationalities, its international scope and 
people diversity help to understand 
macroeconomic developments and serve our 
clients.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  As part of its 

commitment to education and social welfare in the 
MENA region, Deutsche Bank's Middle East 
Foundation has partnered with The Citizens 
Foundation in Pakistan to set up its third “Deutsche 
Bank Campus” in the rural area of Razi Dero, 
Gambat, District Khairpur. This secondary unit is 

equipped to teach graduates from three primary 
campuses of The Citizens Foundation, which are 
located at very close proximity to the new campus. 
Deutsche Bank has been long partnering with The 
Citizens Foundation for supporting the setup of two 
primary units and one classroom in Thatta, 
Mansehra and Karachi in Pakistan.

al h a  an  i ion  Deutsche Bank is 
committed to its valued role in building a healthier 
society, through the support of the Middle East 
Foundation, the Deutsche Bank AG Pakistan has 
delivered two Color Doppler Ultrasound machines 
worth around EUR 25,000 to a government-run 
hospital. The machines have the capacity to 
support some 15,000 patients per year.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Deutsche Bank is the leading bank in its home 
market Germany. It holds a strong position in 
Europe and has a significant presence in the 
Americas and Asia Pacific. Operating in 70 
countries and employing about 100,000 people 
from 150 nationalities, its international scope and 
people diversity help to understand 
macroeconomic developments and serve our 
clients.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  As part of its 

commitment to education and social welfare in the 
MENA region, Deutsche Bank's Middle East 
Foundation has partnered with The Citizens 
Foundation in Pakistan to set up its third “Deutsche 
Bank Campus” in the rural area of Razi Dero, 
Gambat, District Khairpur. This secondary unit is 

equipped to teach graduates from three primary 
campuses of The Citizens Foundation, which are 
located at very close proximity to the new campus. 
Deutsche Bank has been long partnering with The 
Citizens Foundation for supporting the setup of two 
primary units and one classroom in Thatta, 
Mansehra and Karachi in Pakistan.

al h a  an  i ion  Deutsche Bank is 
committed to its valued role in building a healthier 
society, through the support of the Middle East 
Foundation, the Deutsche Bank AG Pakistan has 
delivered two Color Doppler Ultrasound machines 
worth around EUR 25,000 to a government-run 
hospital. The machines have the capacity to 
support some 15,000 patients per year.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Engro’s CSR philosophy centers on two pillars: Value Chain 
Projects (VCP) and Community Investments (CI). VCPs link 
directly to producers in Engro’s value chains and create 
shared value, simultaneously benefitting society and 
businesses. CIs are investments providing basic services such 
as health, education, and infrastructure to communities 
surrounding Engro’s operations.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Pathways to Success (PTS) was Engro’s main women 
empowerment program for 2017. Its objective was 
empowering young women in Ghotki and Karachi aged 13-19 
in making more informed life choices, workforce participation 
and leveraging opportunities contributing towards economic 
growth and family and community wellbeing.

USAID (PKR 55.2 million) and Engro (PKR 2.2 million) funded, 
PTS consisted of: Vocational Training in early childhood 
education, artisanship, MS Office, web design and beautician 
(330+ beneficiaries); internship and job placements (55+ 
beneficiaries); toolkits distribution (60+ beneficiaries); training 
on life skills and job readiness for government school students 
(1500+ beneficiaries) and communities (100+ communities).

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Engro has currently adopted a 

total of 33 schools as part of its “Schools Adoption and 
Teachers Training” program, with over 5,000 students enrolled 
and PKR 40 million budgeted. These schools are located in 
Daharki, Qadirpur, Katcha, Nara and Sahiwal, and managed 
by partners such as the Sahara Welfare Trust, IRC and CARE 
Foundation.

Additionally, Engro in partnership has established the 
Technical Training Center (TTC), a local and internationally 
affiliated vocational training institute in Daharki; contributing 
PKR 19.5 million. TTC offers Mechanical, Chemical & Electrical 
Diplomas in Associate Engineering (AE), with 73 students from 
the Mechanical and Chemical AE cohort graduating in 2017.

al h a  an  i ion  Engro spent over PKR 10 million to 
run free healthcare facilities for people living around its 
operations in 2017: the Engro Healthcare Center in Sukkur 
provides OPD consultation and maternity services; the Darul 
Shifa Sahara clinic in Daharki provides primary healthcare; 
mobile health units in the areas of Ghotki, Daharki and 
Qadirpur take doctors to patients’ doorsteps; and the unique 
snakebite center, where people from remote areas are brought 
for treatment and administration of Anti Snake Venom.

i lihoo s  SEaDS Net’s (Strengthening Entrepreneurship 
and Dairy Stakeholders Network) objective was to empower 
female rural entrepreneurs and farmers, through knowledge 
transfer, linkage to capital, and market access in the dairy 
value chain. Additionally, the project aimed to grow 50 female 
led micro dairy enterprises, providing livestock extension and 
milk collection services. Increased incomes (PKR 140,000) and 
increased volumes of milk (0.97 ltr/p/d) on average were 
recorded for micro-entrepreneurs; and higher incomes for 100 
farmer groups and 7,000 female dairy farmers.

PAVE (Partnership and Value Expansion) is a 2-year project 
aiming to make the seed value chain of rice, wheat and 
vegetables in Pakistan inclusive for 4,000+ smallholder farmers 
through capacity building and market linkages. Engro has 
contributed PKR 600,000 so far.

The Sustainable Fisheries and Livelihoods program is being 
implemented in partnership with WWF Pakistan, with funding of 
PKR 19.5 million provided by Engro. It is being implemented in 
Ibrahim Hyderi and Rehri, Karachi. The target population is 
2,450 individuals covering 350 households. The goal is to 
develop sustainable fisheries and ancillary industries through 
the following: build capacities of fisher folk to reduce harmful 
fishing practices; provide alternative livelihoods through skills 
transfer; raise awareness among youth and fishing 
communities regarding marine resources in Pakistan; and 
studying the impacts of large scale fishing and industrial 
activities on 2 flagship species in Pakistani waters.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Engro’s CSR philosophy centers on two pillars: Value Chain 
Projects (VCP) and Community Investments (CI). VCPs link 
directly to producers in Engro’s value chains and create 
shared value, simultaneously benefitting society and 
businesses. CIs are investments providing basic services such 
as health, education, and infrastructure to communities 
surrounding Engro’s operations.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Pathways to Success (PTS) was Engro’s main women 
empowerment program for 2017. Its objective was 
empowering young women in Ghotki and Karachi aged 13-19 
in making more informed life choices, workforce participation 
and leveraging opportunities contributing towards economic 
growth and family and community wellbeing.

USAID (PKR 55.2 million) and Engro (PKR 2.2 million) funded, 
PTS consisted of: Vocational Training in early childhood 
education, artisanship, MS Office, web design and beautician 
(330+ beneficiaries); internship and job placements (55+ 
beneficiaries); toolkits distribution (60+ beneficiaries); training 
on life skills and job readiness for government school students 
(1500+ beneficiaries) and communities (100+ communities).

CSR i i i s
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total of 33 schools as part of its “Schools Adoption and 
Teachers Training” program, with over 5,000 students enrolled 
and PKR 40 million budgeted. These schools are located in 
Daharki, Qadirpur, Katcha, Nara and Sahiwal, and managed 
by partners such as the Sahara Welfare Trust, IRC and CARE 
Foundation.

Additionally, Engro in partnership has established the 
Technical Training Center (TTC), a local and internationally 
affiliated vocational training institute in Daharki; contributing 
PKR 19.5 million. TTC offers Mechanical, Chemical & Electrical 
Diplomas in Associate Engineering (AE), with 73 students from 
the Mechanical and Chemical AE cohort graduating in 2017.

al h a  an  i ion  Engro spent over PKR 10 million to 
run free healthcare facilities for people living around its 
operations in 2017: the Engro Healthcare Center in Sukkur 
provides OPD consultation and maternity services; the Darul 
Shifa Sahara clinic in Daharki provides primary healthcare; 
mobile health units in the areas of Ghotki, Daharki and 
Qadirpur take doctors to patients’ doorsteps; and the unique 
snakebite center, where people from remote areas are brought 
for treatment and administration of Anti Snake Venom.

i lihoo s  SEaDS Net’s (Strengthening Entrepreneurship 
and Dairy Stakeholders Network) objective was to empower 
female rural entrepreneurs and farmers, through knowledge 
transfer, linkage to capital, and market access in the dairy 
value chain. Additionally, the project aimed to grow 50 female 
led micro dairy enterprises, providing livestock extension and 
milk collection services. Increased incomes (PKR 140,000) and 
increased volumes of milk (0.97 ltr/p/d) on average were 
recorded for micro-entrepreneurs; and higher incomes for 100 
farmer groups and 7,000 female dairy farmers.

PAVE (Partnership and Value Expansion) is a 2-year project 
aiming to make the seed value chain of rice, wheat and 
vegetables in Pakistan inclusive for 4,000+ smallholder farmers 
through capacity building and market linkages. Engro has 
contributed PKR 600,000 so far.

The Sustainable Fisheries and Livelihoods program is being 
implemented in partnership with WWF Pakistan, with funding of 
PKR 19.5 million provided by Engro. It is being implemented in 
Ibrahim Hyderi and Rehri, Karachi. The target population is 
2,450 individuals covering 350 households. The goal is to 
develop sustainable fisheries and ancillary industries through 
the following: build capacities of fisher folk to reduce harmful 
fishing practices; provide alternative livelihoods through skills 
transfer; raise awareness among youth and fishing 
communities regarding marine resources in Pakistan; and 
studying the impacts of large scale fishing and industrial 
activities on 2 flagship species in Pakistani waters.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Being socially responsible, Eni Pakistan believes 
local community is an important stakeholder. 
Maintaining congenial relations with communities is 
fundamental for its social commitment leading to 
local license to operate. It seeks to enhance the 
quality of life of the people and to build their 
capacities in socio-economic perspective. Eni 
Pakistan envisions of being good neighbor and 
valued partner. Eni seeks to contribute in 
sustainable development and has invested in the 
sectors of Health, Education, Natural Resources, 
Water Management and Infrastructure at Bhit, 
Badhra, Sukhpur, Offshore Block-G and 
Kadanwari.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Eni’s commitment to women empowerment/gender 
equality reflects by provision of fair opportunities 
and access to basic education through three main 
areas: Primary Education, Vocational Training 
Centers (VTCs) and Computer Training Centers 
(CTCs). These efforts include School enrollment 
campaigns, school development, visual learning, 
uniform kits and extracurricular activities. In the 
year 2017, 1,863 students (597 Girls and 1,266 
Boys) were enrolled in 28 Schools of Bhit, Badhra, 
Kadanwari, and 2 The Citizen Foundation (TCF) 
schools. In 3 VTCs, 90 Girls and in 1 CTC, 115 
students learned and improved their technical 
skills.

CSR i i i s
Eni commits to raise quality of life of local 
community to seek local license to operate. This 
include primary education, vocational, computer 
training, School enrollment campaigns, School 
development, visual learning, uniform kits and 
extracurricular activities. Eni operates in the most 
underprivileged areas of Sindh province with high 
maternal and child mortality rate. 1 Mother & Child 
Health Center (MCHC) and 5 Community Health 
Centers (CHCs) serve local communities. In 2017, 
28,005 patients of Bhit, Badhra and Kadanwari 
were given services; daily OPD, antenatal, 
postnatal care, safe deliveries, ultrasound test, 
ambulance services, pathological laboratory, etc.

The survival of livestock is challenging in existing 
weather conditions due to infection diseases. In 
2017, through contractor NGOs, 25 veterinary 
camps at Bhit, Badhra and Kadanwari were 
arranged where total 9,658 animals were 
vaccinated.

In 2017, Eni in Bhit installed (2) solar tube wells for 
agriculture purposes, (1) solar system at MCHC, 
(1) in TCF School and in Kadanwari (5) Solar 
Systems in community schools. 60,427 cubic meter 
drinking water was provided to 39 
villages/locations of Bhit, 56 villages of Badhra and 
66 villages/locations of Kadanwari through water 
tankers.

Eni Pakistan Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Being socially responsible, Eni Pakistan believes 
local community is an important stakeholder. 
Maintaining congenial relations with communities is 
fundamental for its social commitment leading to 
local license to operate. It seeks to enhance the 
quality of life of the people and to build their 
capacities in socio-economic perspective. Eni 
Pakistan envisions of being good neighbor and 
valued partner. Eni seeks to contribute in 
sustainable development and has invested in the 
sectors of Health, Education, Natural Resources, 
Water Management and Infrastructure at Bhit, 
Badhra, Sukhpur, Offshore Block-G and 
Kadanwari.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Eni’s commitment to women empowerment/gender 
equality reflects by provision of fair opportunities 
and access to basic education through three main 
areas: Primary Education, Vocational Training 
Centers (VTCs) and Computer Training Centers 
(CTCs). These efforts include School enrollment 
campaigns, school development, visual learning, 
uniform kits and extracurricular activities. In the 
year 2017, 1,863 students (597 Girls and 1,266 
Boys) were enrolled in 28 Schools of Bhit, Badhra, 
Kadanwari, and 2 The Citizen Foundation (TCF) 
schools. In 3 VTCs, 90 Girls and in 1 CTC, 115 
students learned and improved their technical 
skills.

CSR i i i s
Eni commits to raise quality of life of local 
community to seek local license to operate. This 
include primary education, vocational, computer 
training, School enrollment campaigns, School 
development, visual learning, uniform kits and 
extracurricular activities. Eni operates in the most 
underprivileged areas of Sindh province with high 
maternal and child mortality rate. 1 Mother & Child 
Health Center (MCHC) and 5 Community Health 
Centers (CHCs) serve local communities. In 2017, 
28,005 patients of Bhit, Badhra and Kadanwari 
were given services; daily OPD, antenatal, 
postnatal care, safe deliveries, ultrasound test, 
ambulance services, pathological laboratory, etc.

The survival of livestock is challenging in existing 
weather conditions due to infection diseases. In 
2017, through contractor NGOs, 25 veterinary 
camps at Bhit, Badhra and Kadanwari were 
arranged where total 9,658 animals were 
vaccinated.

In 2017, Eni in Bhit installed (2) solar tube wells for 
agriculture purposes, (1) solar system at MCHC, 
(1) in TCF School and in Kadanwari (5) Solar 
Systems in community schools. 60,427 cubic meter 
drinking water was provided to 39 
villages/locations of Bhit, 56 villages of Badhra and 
66 villages/locations of Kadanwari through water 
tankers.

Eni Pakistan Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Faysal Bank Limited was incorporated in Pakistan 
on October 3, 1994 as a Public Limited Company 
under the Companies Ordinance, 1984. The 
Bank’s shares are listed on Pakistan Stock 
Exchange. Faysal Bank is engaged in Commercial, 
Retail, Corporate and Islamic banking; offering 
Shariah compliant banking products and services 
through its dedicated Islamic branches of over 200 
branches and growing network of over 400 
branches across Pakistan, in 120 cities.

Faysal Bank believes in giving back to the 
community with its best effort to spread its CSR 
work and for this purpose various initiatives are 
taken to contribute towards our core focal areas, 
maintaining full compliance with transparency and 
keeping in view the impact of our efforts on the 
society.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  In human capital 

development, significant contributions have been 
made towards students’ sponsorship of about PKR 
6.5 million in different educational and vocational 
institutes of Pakistan whereas the auditorium cost 
of PKR 15 million in the engineering block at Namal 
College, Mianwali, was also sponsored by Faysal 
Bank.

al h an  i ion  Faysal Bank closely works 
with different hospitals. We have funded Patients’ 
Aid Foundation to help them construct their 
Surgical Complex being built in Jinnah Hospital, 
Karachi, along with other corporate donors. An 
operating microscope and slit lamp valuing PKR 
1.960 million was also donated to Marie Adelaide 
Leprosy Centre for their Turbat Eye Center for 
public welfare.

We remain focused towards, including our 
employees, collective philanthropy whenever 
possible. We, therefore, keep organizing blood 
donation drives in partnership with The Indus 
Hospital wherein our employees enthusiastically 
donate blood to save precious human lives.

a a  Campai ns  Faysal Bank during Ramadan 
joins hands with Sindh Institute of Urology and 
Transplantation (SIUT), Shaukat Khanum Memorial 
Cancer Hospital & Research Center (SKMCH&RC), 
The Citizens Foundation (TCF) and other 
organizations with repute for Zakat Campaigns.

We are committed towards our endeavors to 
nurture relationships with non-profit organizations 
working positively to bring sustainable impact to 
the lives of the underprivileged population of the 
country.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
At GE, sustainability means aligning our business 
strategy to meet societal needs while minimizing 
environmental impact and advancing social 
development. This commitment is embedded in 
our company at every level – from high-visibility 
initiatives such as Ecomagination and 
healthymagination to day-to-day safety and 
compliance management, in country and around 
the world.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
To enhance diversity, fresh thinking, new 
approaches and innovation, GE has introduced 
programs to attract more women to train and apply 
for technical jobs throughout the company. In that 
spirit, and to ‘balance the equation,’ GE has set a 
goal of having 20,000 women to fill Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) 
roles in GE by 2020. GE currently employs 14,700 
women in engineering, manufacturing, IT and 
product management roles, about 18% of the 
technical workforce. GE also aspires to reach 
50:50 (male-female) representation in technical 
entry-level leadership programs. A host of 
campaigns have been rolled out to spread the 
message consistently.

CSR i i i s
We have an active GE Volunteers chapter in 
Pakistan, which provides an avenue for our staff 
and their families to be involved in community 
outreach efforts and for such activities to be 
conducted on a frequent and sustainable basis. 
Some activities organized by the chapter include: 
raising funds to donate more than 3,500 kilograms 
of essential food items to families affected by 
natural disasters; organizing a blood donation 
camp to support children and young adults 
suffering from thalassemia; and providing sports 

kits to orphans. Additionally, our site-based teams 
engage in regular local community outreach 
efforts: conducting tree plantation drives; 
equipping local schools with much-needed 
furniture and facilities; holding seminars on 
environment, health and safety (EHS) for local 
schoolchildren; and many other activities.

GE Renewable Energy installed an emergency 
medical center in Jhimpir, Thatta. This facility aims 
to bring fundamental medical emergency services 
to the community in a timely manner. In addition, 
the commitment of $100,000 will create awareness 
around EHS and serve the wider community in 
terms of emergency and temporary care. The 
medical facility is the first structure of its kind, 
providing a high level of medical services in this 
remote location. GE is also in the process of 
establishing a bigger camp in Gharo-Keti Bandar 
corridor to service other plants.

In December 2017, GE Grid Solutions and the site 
civil contractor, Wali Enterprises, conducted a 
one-day free medical camp at the Ghazi Road 
project site, located about 5km outside of Lahore, 
Pakistan. The camp targeted residents of the 
project site as well as the nearby village, 
Dhuriwala, with an aim to create greater 
understanding about health & hygiene and the 
menacing effects of SMOG, which has been 
looming over the Punjab region. This free camp 
was conducted with the help of ‘The Dental 
Associates’, an independent non-profit 
organization in Pakistan focused on supporting 
delivery of comprehensive oral healthcare for 
economically disadvantaged people. 
Approximately, 200 visitors benefited from the free 
medical camp, who were provided with free 
medicines, face masks and information leaflets as 
part of the consultation.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
In 2017, our primary focus remained on improving 
manufacturing efficiencies and investing in 
eco-friendly technologies to enable patient access 
to quality medicines at affordable prices whilst 
minimizing environmental impact.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
GSK has a Women’s Leadership Initiative in place, 
the broader goal is as below:

C C  Provide opportunities to develop 
networks, build relationships and share 
experiences to enrich their professional lives at all 
levels within GSK.

 Provide members with opportunities to 
collaborate and network internally and externally to 
build confidence and experiences while helping to 
build the trust and reputation of GSK in the 
communities in which we work and live.

P  Build skills that will help members 
accelerate their development for leadership roles, 
enhance their use of these skills through coaching 
and mentorship, and successfully contribute to the 
performance of GSK.

CSR i i i s
This year, GSK Pakistan employees collaborated 
with the Kashif Iqbal Thalassemia Center to raise 

awareness about Thalassemia, a blood disorder 
that affects around 5,000 children in Pakistan every 
year. Several information sessions to raise 
awareness about the disease were held, after 
which a blood donation camp was set up at the 
GSK’s F-268 site in October 2017, in conjunction 
with fundraising activities. Through the collection of 
funds and the donation of blood, GSK employees 
managed to help at least 300 patients suffering 
from Thalassemia.

The conservation and responsible use of water, in 
the communities in which we operate, is a priority 
for GSK Pakistan. Having set up tertiary treatment 
plants across all our manufacturing facilities, GSK 
Pakistan recycled over 18 million gallons of waste 
water in 2017, playing a role in saving precious 
drinking water supplies for neighboring 
communities. Even though production volume at 
the site increased by 27% in 2017, water 
consumption was reduced by 30%.

GSK Pakistan also funds an Ambulance for the 
AMAN Foundation and our employees in Karachi 
raised PKR 300,000 in the spirit of giving back to 
the community in the month of Ramazan.

For more information, please scan here

GlaxoSmithKline Pakistan Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
As part of our continuing commitment towards 
improving the life of our stakeholders, our 
communities and underprivileged sections of the 
society, we contributed approximately PKR 17 
million as our social investment commitment. These 
programs are primarily focused on broad areas of 
education, healthcare, employees’ welfare and 
community development.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  We have made 

contributions to provide financial aid to deserving 
students and support needy individuals for 
healthcare facilities. In addition, we have also 
contributed to an organization which builds 
schools in rural areas and urban slums of Pakistan. 
To support community around our business 
premises, we have contributed significant amount 
for up-gradation of a dispensary in Lahore.

Habib Metro Pakistan (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Hinopak is committed towards building a 
relationship of mutual trust with society by 
responsibly placing emphasis on Human Capital 
Development, Health Sector and Environment that 
contribute to a stronger society. However, we are 
looking forward to achieving higher levels of 
development and achieving economic and 
financial stability, as well as supporting the market 
policies.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Hinopak has 

always considered education the driving force for 
the national development and economic growth. 
Hino provides a wide range of support by offering 
sufficient opportunities to its employees for the 
development of their skills. To inculcate culture of 
computer literacy, Hino has distributed laptops 
amongst workers and also arranged computer 
literacy programs for students. We believe that 
learning is a life-long process and, therefore, 
throughout the year our local and foreign trainings 
for employees, internship program and 
apprenticeship program were continued.

al h an  i ion  Free medical camps and 
awareness programs were organized in various 
schools and less-privileged areas of the city in 
collaboration with Pakistan Eye Bank Society. 
Hinopak also care for their employees and always 
considers employee health and well-being its 
priority. Different health awareness sessions had 
been organized on Obesity, Hypertension, 
physiotherapy and Chikungunya.

h s  Hino has always promoted safe and clean 
environment by celebrating World Environment 
Day, Tree Plantation Campaigns at HPML and 
different cleaning activities at government schools. 
Hino has also worked on fighting unemployment 
and reducing poverty rates to greater numbers by 
offering scholarships, Financial Assistance to 
Employees for Continuing Professional Education, 
trainings and various other programs. School Bus 
Repair for Citizen Foundation is also one of the acts 
of supporting poor children by providing them 
education at doorstep.

Hinopak Motors Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
ibex. endeavors to fulfill its Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) in order to help and support 
the efforts in improving socio-economic conditions 
of the underprivileged and making Pakistan a 
developed economy. By supporting various 
causes related to education, health and 
environment, ibex. is contributing towards its 
purpose to serve the community.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
ibex. is an equal opportunity employer, providing 
employment on the basis of merit and expertise. 
Following is the list of initiatives:

a  o  a ina y om n: This platform 
is to provide support for professional growth and 
leadership of women in Contact Centers across all 
locations, build a strong network, facilitate 
engagement amongst women and make them an 
effective part of the organization.

om n s ay C l a ion : To celebrate the 
strength of women and to honor the services of all 
the working females at our organization, ibex. 
celebrated International Women’s Day.

R  P mi  a  RP   om n  RPL is an 
annual event for the women employees to display 
their sparkling sportswoman spirit and cricketing 
talent to compete with the best and to perfect their 
skills even further.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  ‘Embrace 

Excellence’ is a Self-Development and Personality 
Grooming program; consists of two modules: 
focusing on workplace decorum and ibex. values. 
The learning outcomes include corporate 
etiquettes and social awareness.

‘ibex. Agent Development Program’ is for 
identifying and developing high potential 

employees for supervisory layer (Talent ibex.). 
There are five main competencies, on which 
training is provided to employees: Leadership, 
Teamwork, Time Management, Stress 
Management and Business Communication.

‘How to Improve’ is a platform for identifying and 
addressing adhoc training needs for the 
continuous improvement in employees’ skillset.

‘Up Your Service’ is a sub-program of ‘How to 
Improve’ which provides soft skill training focused 
on uplifting service levels.

‘Emerging Leaders Program (Empowering Youth)’ 
is an effort to empower our young blood and instill 
a sense of achievement in them by organizing 
various competitions. It also serves as an important 
medium to promote ibex. as an employer of choice 
and to attract the right talent to ibex.

n i onm n  Save Trees, Save Earth Campaign; 
ibex. volunteered for the save your trees campaign. 
The task was to perform the trail cleaning activity as 
well as #tree tagging to educate the value of trees. 
Furthermore, patriotism coupled with the sense of 
responsibility in light of the Independence Day 
celebrations, ibex. collaborated with CDA – 
Islamabad and several NGOs to plant a thousand 
saplings at the Zero Point in Islamabad. ibex. also 
participated in a beach cleaning activity.

h s  ibex. volunteered for the Road safety 
campaign to increase the awareness of road safety 
among people. ibex. also visited an old age home 
‘Dar-ul-Sukun’ to spend the Eid with the less 
privileged people, who are living in the old age 
home. We also conducted a blood donation drive 
at our office. Our team of employees also visited 
the SOS village to spend time with the children.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
ibex. endeavors to fulfill its Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) in order to help and support 
the efforts in improving socio-economic conditions 
of the underprivileged and making Pakistan a 
developed economy. By supporting various 
causes related to education, health and 
environment, ibex. is contributing towards its 
purpose to serve the community.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
ibex. is an equal opportunity employer, providing 
employment on the basis of merit and expertise. 
Following is the list of initiatives:

a  o  a ina y om n: This platform 
is to provide support for professional growth and 
leadership of women in Contact Centers across all 
locations, build a strong network, facilitate 
engagement amongst women and make them an 
effective part of the organization.

om n s ay C l a ion : To celebrate the 
strength of women and to honor the services of all 
the working females at our organization, ibex. 
celebrated International Women’s Day.

R  P mi  a  RP   om n  RPL is an 
annual event for the women employees to display 
their sparkling sportswoman spirit and cricketing 
talent to compete with the best and to perfect their 
skills even further.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  ‘Embrace 

Excellence’ is a Self-Development and Personality 
Grooming program; consists of two modules: 
focusing on workplace decorum and ibex. values. 
The learning outcomes include corporate 
etiquettes and social awareness.

‘ibex. Agent Development Program’ is for 
identifying and developing high potential 

employees for supervisory layer (Talent ibex.). 
There are five main competencies, on which 
training is provided to employees: Leadership, 
Teamwork, Time Management, Stress 
Management and Business Communication.

‘How to Improve’ is a platform for identifying and 
addressing adhoc training needs for the 
continuous improvement in employees’ skillset.

‘Up Your Service’ is a sub-program of ‘How to 
Improve’ which provides soft skill training focused 
on uplifting service levels.

‘Emerging Leaders Program (Empowering Youth)’ 
is an effort to empower our young blood and instill 
a sense of achievement in them by organizing 
various competitions. It also serves as an important 
medium to promote ibex. as an employer of choice 
and to attract the right talent to ibex.

n i onm n  Save Trees, Save Earth Campaign; 
ibex. volunteered for the save your trees campaign. 
The task was to perform the trail cleaning activity as 
well as #tree tagging to educate the value of trees. 
Furthermore, patriotism coupled with the sense of 
responsibility in light of the Independence Day 
celebrations, ibex. collaborated with CDA – 
Islamabad and several NGOs to plant a thousand 
saplings at the Zero Point in Islamabad. ibex. also 
participated in a beach cleaning activity.

h s  ibex. volunteered for the Road safety 
campaign to increase the awareness of road safety 
among people. ibex. also visited an old age home 
‘Dar-ul-Sukun’ to spend the Eid with the less 
privileged people, who are living in the old age 
home. We also conducted a blood donation drive 
at our office. Our team of employees also visited 
the SOS village to spend time with the children.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
ICI Pakistan Limited is a Pakistan-based 
manufacturing and trading company which provides 
essential products for a diverse range of applications 
in almost every industry nationwide through its 
primary businesses: Soda Ash, Life Sciences, 
Chemicals & Agri Sciences and Polyester. 
Community investment is a strong focus for the 
company and through the ICI Pakistan Foundation, 
the Company’s CSR program covers the following 
broad areas: education, health, community and 
environment.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
The company runs a vocational training center at its 
Khewra Soda Ash plant site called the Ladies Welfare 
Centre (LWC), open to women and young girls from 
Khewra and district Jhelum. Established in 1973, the 
LWC offers year-long fashion designing, household 
stitching and professional cooking classes. To date, 
1,260 community girls have benefitted from this 
program, which is run by five faculty members, most 
of whom are former students of the LWC.

In addition, in 2017-18, the Foundation-funded 
Roshan Lyari Program offered a six-month beautician 
training course and short courses on MS Office and 
fashion designing and tailoring. 73 Lyari community 
youngsters participated, of which 90% were young 
women.

CSR i i i s
P ima y a ion S ppo  For the past 16 years, 
our Polyester Business’s CSR team has overseen the 
Government Boys and Girls Primary School in Tibbi 
Hariya, Sheikhupura. In 2017, the Business partnered 
with the CARE Foundation for the management of the 
school. Currently, 130 students are enrolled. The 
foundation’s long-term support of the Government 
Boys and Girls Primary School, Kakapir Village, 
Karachi, has included the 2008 renovation of the 
entire school building, including provision of new 
classroom furniture. In 2016-17, sixth grade classes 
for girls at the school were initiated to facilitate the 
community’s female students to continue their 
education.

S on a y a ion S ppo  The ICI Pakistan 
Foundation funded and inaugurated a science lab at 
the Government Girls Secondary School, Wali 
Muhammad Haji Yaqoob, Lyari, in partnership with 
the USAID Sindh Community Mobilization Program 
(CMP). During the year, a Readers’ Club Project was 
also launched at this school.

i h  a ion S ppo  The ICI Pakistan 
Foundation provided funds to upgrade the 
Karachi-based Murshid Hospital School of Nursing 
and Midwifery’s Nursing Skills Lab with sophisticated 
training equipment. The foundation’s support also 
upgraded the school’s library and faculty computer 
lab.

al h an  i ion  After the establishment of a 
successful mother and child healthcare community 
clinic in Khewra in 2016, a similar clinic for the 
Sheikhupura community was launched in May 2018. 
Funded by the ICI Pakistan Foundation and run in 
partnership with the Marie Adelaide Leprosy Centre 
(MALC), the clinic is performing well.

Our longest-running eye care program held in 
collaboration with the Layton Rahmatullah Benevolent 
Trust (LRBT) continues to operate sustainably, with 
camps held every month. This eye care program has 
benefitted thousands of deserving patients from 
Khewra and beyond for more than 25 years.

Through the ICI Pakistan Foundation, we completed a 
three-year pledge to the Child Life Foundation, a 
non-profit institution which now operates and 
manages state-of-the-art Pediatric Emergency wards 
in five major hospitals in Karachi.

Comm ni y  To engage the company’s employees 
with various community based CSR initiatives, the 
Pehchan Volunteer Program was launched in June 
2018. Under the Pehchan program, the company 
enables employees to devote up to two working days 
(or 16 working hours) annually on company time in 
pursuit of volunteer work.

ICI Pakistan Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
IMC envisions being the most respected company 
in Pakistan. With this passion, complemented by 
the company’s commitment to corporate social 
responsibility, IMC advances its “Concern beyond 
Cars” philosophy through year-round initiatives 
focused on socio-economic development. Placing 
great significance on sustainability, IMC allocates 
1% of its profit-before-tax for CSR spending each 
year.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
IMC recognizes the significant contribution of 
women towards our society and is continually 
engaged in constructing avenues to enhance 
women’s wellbeing.

Additionally, under Toyota’s – Goth Education 
Program (TGEP), tailored to benefit communities 
adjacent to IMC facilities, 250 underprivileged 
children including 60% girls receive financial 
support to gain basic education and build a better 
future.

Biannually, the company organizes Gender 
Diversity Sessions, convening the CEO and IMC’s 
female employees to resolve issues of concern and 
chalk out ways to encourage more female 
participation in the auto-industry. Consequently, in 
2017-18, the percentage of IMC’s female 
employees escalated by 27%.

Each year, IMC holds a Ladies Day-Out, allowing 
IMC’s female employees to unwind and de-stress 
together, intended to advance team cohesion.
CSR Activities

man Capi al lopm n  Aimed at 
industry-specific talent development in Pakistan, 
IMC runs a 3-year-long Apprenticeship Program for 
emerging young talent that thoroughly trains 
candidates in the Toyota Way (respect for people 

and continuous improvement) and eventually takes 
them on board as full-time employees. In 2017-18, 
more than 1,000 apprentices were inducted for 
training in IMC.

The company also contributed a total of PKR 27.2 
million to The Citizens Foundation (TCF) for the 
operational cost of its two campuses coupled with 
an Endowment Fund, making it possible for more 
than 1,200 needy children to gain basic education. 
Moreover, IMC provides full financial support to 
250 students since 2008 under its TGEP.

n i onm n  Championing the spirit of 
cleanliness to revive a sense of responsibility 
among Karachiites, IMC collaboratively with 
I-Am-Karachi rolled out its Clean Karachi 
Campaign. The PKR 3 million project comprised of 
awareness and mobilization sessions that drew 
almost 30,000 citizens across 20 different locations 
in Karachi with the ambition to clean the city and 
establish a cycle of sustained cleanliness. Taking 
inspiration from this, 150 employees of IMC took on 
the challenge to clean the entire stadium, including 
its outskirts, post the third T20 Pakistan vs. West 
Indies match held at National Stadium, Karachi.

al h an  i ion  IMC actively contributes to 
the overall wellbeing of the society with its 
free-of-cost weekly medical camps as well as its 
fortnightly psychiatric and epilepsy medical 
camps. All the camps offer complete OPD 
treatment, counseling, medication and guidance to 
more than 30,000 individuals living in IMC’s 
neighboring localities.

n as  For the construction of the Surgical 
Complex in Jinnah Hospital, Karachi, this year IMC 
released a contribution worth PKR 30 million to its 
Patients’ Aid Foundation. Pledged in 2014, the 
cumulative contribution of IMC has reached above 
PKR 160 million.

Indus Motor Company Limited
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INDUS MOTOR COMPANY LTD.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
ITOCHU founder, Chubei Itoh, first launched a 
wholesale linen business in 1858. For more than 
150 years since, ITOCHU has passed down the 
spirit of sampo yoshi (good for the buyer, seller and 
society), a management philosophy embraced by 
Ohmi merchants that is the source of its CSR 
thinking today. After considering ways to 
demonstrate its commitment to society as an 
international corporation and to put this 
commitment into practice, in 1992 ITOCHU 
formulated “Committed to the Global Good” as a 
corporate philosophy. The conceptual framework 
for this philosophy was reorganized in 2009. 
“Committed to the Global Good” was set as the 
ITOCHU Mission for the entire ITOCHU Group. To 
embed the ITOCHU Values, ITOCHU has 
formulated “5 self-tests” that employees can refer 
to in order to determine that the five values are 
present in their actions.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  ITOCHU Karachi 

Office started internship program after a gap of six 
years. We selected an internee after screening 15 
students. Internship program consists of six week 

in which the internee is rotated in different 
departments of Karachi Office. We gave her some 
products to research on and the market reports she 
prepared were highly appreciated by the senior 
management.

al h an  i ion  In our second Initiative, we 
joined hands with AMTF. ITOCHU Karachi Office 
was invited by AMTF (Afzaal Memorial Thalassemia 
Foundation), which is operating in Health Sector for 
Prevention of Thalassemia and Treatment of Blood 
Disorder Diseases, to join them in a signing 
ceremony of MOU (Memorandum of 
Understanding) between AMTF and Greenwich 
University for awareness of blood disorder among 
students and promoting the same among youth of 
Pakistan.

n i onm n  In our third Initiative, we joined 
hands with KMC (Karachi Municipal Corporation) 
to uplift Hill Park and clean its pond and drive a 
plantation campaign. We undertook a massive 
cleanup job at site by clearing the sludge of around 
400 metric tons (approx.) 250 small trucks, dug the 
pits and planted around 2,000 plus plants together 
with the civil society.

ITOCHU Corporation
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Coats Pakistan is proud to be a responsible 
company. CSR activities and initiatives will help 
Coats in achieving its corporate objective of 
Employer Branding and recognizing the role our 
business plays within society. We believe that a 
strong approach to Corporate Responsibility can 
help make us a better business partner.

CSR i i i s
ss o n lish an a  P o am

CARE Foundation, since its inception in 1988, has 
been involved in government schools adoption; 
their objective is to bring quality and marketable 
education to underprivileged children studying in 
these schools. Started in 2004, “Access to English 
Language Program” is an initiative designed to 
influence proper English Language communication 

skills to students studying in these schools. Out of 
total 257 schools adopted, “Access to English 
Language Program” is offered in 78 schools 
catering to 6,074 students. It is an acknowledged 
fact that in Pakistan, good English communication 
skills directly corresponds with better employment 
opportunities in the job market. Coats Pakistan 
sponsored this program in Baddo Ki Sani School, 
which is an ongoing project. This school is located 
in Lahore and is benefiting approximately 50 
students. The program provides a platform for 
English language development, which equips 
students to become proficient in reading, writing 
and speaking. The “Access to English Language 
Program” builds confidence within students and 
opens the door for better opportunities.

J & P Coats Pakistan (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
JLI’s CSR policy revolves around its vision 
"Enabling people to overcome uncertainty", and 
embodies environmental support, healthcare, 
education, sports, rural development and cultural 
heritage. JLI leverages on its core business 
expertise and resources to create sustainable 
microinsurance solutions targeted at benefitting 
people living in low income groups.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
JLI takes pride in being an equal opportunity 
employer, providing both, men and women, to 
prove their worth based on competency and merit. 
Of the total HR strength inclusive of its sales force, 
more than 20% comprise of women, including 
some at senior management positions. Further, JLI 
has also signed the pledge with “OICCI Women” 
initiative to promote gender equality within the 
company with the roadmap in line with the United 
Nation’s ‘Women Empowerment Principles’. It is 
also in process of resuming its Women's forum, 
with quarterly activities for female employees 
including training opportunities and team meets.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  JLI encourages 

education by supporting educational institutions 
through donations and contributed PKR 6 million; 
spread between the Aga Khan Education Services 

for providing basic education through its network of 
schools in the rural areas of Gilgit-Baltistan, Chitral, 
Punjab and Sindh; and SEED Ventures, a Pan 
Pakistan inter-school competition that encourages 
school students aged 13-16 years to explore 
entrepreneurship as a career path.

al h an  i ion  JLI is committed to 
healthcare and donated PKR 10 million in 2017 to 
various hospitals. JLI also provides sustainable life 
and health insurance at highly affordable costs 
through its Micro Insurance Schemes; and 
conducted over 120 health awareness campaigns 
costing PKR 2.9 million, through its team of 
doctors, in the rural areas across Pakistan, where 
free consultation, medicines, routine tests and 
diagnostics were provided to an estimated 10,000 
underprivileged people.

n as  lopm n  JLI promotes 
infrastructure development through donations to 
organizations involved in civic amenities, 
conservation and restoration of cultural heritage. 
JLI contributed PKR 11.5 million in 2017 in 
aggregate; an infrastructure project involving 
construction of a 1.6 MW Microhydel project in 
Gilgit Baltistan/Chitral to provide electricity to the 
estimated 1.8 million population of GB, and 2nd 
one being the conservation of Lahore Fort Shah 
Burj and the Wazir Khan Mosque.

Jubilee Life Insurance Company Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
The fundamental business philosophy of Kansai 
Paint Global is to contribute to the society by 
providing products and services that not only 
satisfy our customers but also help in making the 
lives more pleasant and exciting, while creating 
environmental friendly products. Here at Kansai 
Paint Pakistan, apart from providing products and 
services of highest standards, we follow suit and try 
our level best to participate in ways that help create 
a better community for the people.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Kansai participated in the 10th Women in Business 
Conference (WIBCON), in an attempt to aid the 
prominent women of Pakistan from all walks of life, 
so that they could empower other women to learn, 
listen, read and ultimately rise together.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Kansai has been 

steadfast in stepping forward to share profits with 
the community. One strong association has been 
with the Fakuoka School for mentally disabled 
children. The employees contribute monthly with 
matching contribution by the company for this 
cause and reach out to them on special occasions 
like Ramadan and Eid.

We also provide financial support to Akhuwat 
Foundation, an organization which strives to 
alleviate poverty, promote quality education and 
help make our citizens in becoming more 
self-reliant.

At Kansai, we strive to empower our citizens, for 
which we provide financial assistance to Public 
Interest Law Association of Pakistan (PILAP). This 
operates independently, as a non-political, 
not-for-profit organization focusing on enabling 
Pakistanis of their basic rights. It is committed to 
safeguard their human rights within the legal 
boundaries.

Kansai participated in another campaign, ‘Rung Do 
Multan’ where we provided paint free of cost to 
successfully rejuvenate old buildings in city of 
Multan.

al h an  i ion  Kansai Paint has been 
actively participating in provision of free medical 
treatments to poor members of the society by 
contributing regularly to Transparent Hands, a 
public charity which funds medical treatment of 
men, women and children in rural areas of 
Pakistan.

Kansai Paint Private Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
K-Electric believes in contributing to the health of the 
communities in which it operates and maintains a wide 
range of CSR activities in order to help build a better society 
for all.

KE facilitates communities in energy conservation, 
environmental protection, health, education, skill 
development, poverty reduction and other activities for 
socio-economic development. We also conduct studies on 
the potential environmental and societal impact of our new 
projects, ensuring that our initiatives act as a catalyst for 
positive change.

K-Electric believes in contributing to the communities in 
which it operates; the organization growth is intertwined with 
the socio-economic development of the city and the nation. 
KE continues to advance its practice of sustainable 
management through responsible corporate governance 
and makes sure that it complies with all the Environmental 
Protection Agency rules, where applicable.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Women empowerment primarily develops, implements and 
monitors initiatives to cultivate equality. Key initiatives 
include: Childcare assistance, revision of the maternity 
policy, awareness and inclusion programs and employee 
engagement and energizing sessions.

There is a strong presence of women in our workforce, 
especially in the management cadre. Although the numbers 
are still very small, making-up almost 2% of the 
employee-base, we hope to achieve a healthier ratio to 
balance out our human resources in the coming years.

CSR i i i s
So ial n s m n  P o am  Sys m nhan m n s
• 16 social welfare organizations are being provided 

subsidized energy benefit impacting 4.8 million 
people.

• 450 MW New Bulk supply connection is being 
provided to PAF (JPMC) for their new 13 storied OPD 
and surgical complex.

no l  Sha in  Pla o m
• Computer labs donated to three educational institutes.
• A 3-credit hour course has been developed and 

students and faculty members of the NED University 
are being trained on it.

• 2,130 students were provided technical knowledge 
through tours to our plants and facilities and lectures at 
various universities.

n i onm n al ni ia i s
• More than 150,000 trees have been planted under the 

#Plant for Pakistan campaign and plantations drive are 
being conducted with schools, universities, civil 
bodies and armed forces

m n y R spons
• A 360-deree heat wave preemptive campaign was 

conducted internally and externally in which 
information leaflets, ORS sachets, Mineral water 
bottles, towels as head gears, umbrellas and water 
coolers were distributed.

Spo s ni ia i s
• KE organized the first ever “All Karachi Female Boxing 

Tournament.”
• KE organized the first ever “All Karachi Female 

Football Cup 2018”, for the under 21 female 
footballers.

• 44 high resistance areas converted to low loss areas.
• 14 free health camps, 2 sports events held under 

Ujala, 12 high resistance areas engaged through 
sports.

• 1 filter plant installation initiated at Sultanabad.
• 3 community thanksgiving events were organized to 

acknowledge KE efforts in transforming the lives of 
residents in VHL and High resistance areas through 
load shedding exemption.

K-Electric Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Lotte Chemical Pakistan Limited (LCPL) is the sole 
manufacturer of Purified Terephthalic Acid (PTA) in 
Pakistan. The company has the capacity to 
produce around 500,000 tonnes of PTA per year 
through its state-of-the-art plant located at Port 
Qasim, Karachi.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  In an attempt to 

contribute towards the national agenda of reducing 
poverty through the improvement in the literacy 
rate, LCPL has joined hands with key stakeholders.

LCPL works in collaboration with The Citizen’s 
Foundation (TCF) which is a non-profit organization 
geared to raising the quality of education in 
localities where the literacy rates are disturbingly 
low. LCPL has supported a TCF school located in 
Yousuf Goth, a heavily populated urban slum of 
Gadap Town in Karachi near Port Qasim, which 
has a strength of more than 150 students.

LCPL supported the students (special children) of 
Dar-ul-Sukun by providing them scholarships. 
Dar-ul-Sukun originated as a home for the special 
children.

o  o n a ion  First time in Pakistan, the Lotte 
Foundation Korea directly supported the Pakistani 
talented individuals through various scholarship 
programs. This year Lotte gave out scholarships at 
NED University, which is one of the oldest 
institutions in Pakistan for teaching and producing 
the best engineering talent. The award ceremony 
was held on 18 January 2018 at NEDUET. The 
auspicious occasion was graced by Mr. Kim Dong 
Ki (Korean Consulate General), Dr. Sarosh 
Hashmat Lodhi (Vice Chancellor NEDUET) and Mr. 
Humair Ijaz (CE LCPL).

al h an  i ion  During 2017, LCPL 
organized free medical eye camps with the support 
of LRBT on a quarterly basis. These camps were 
held in Dhabajee Area, Ghaghar Phattak and other 
places in the nearby vicinity. This year Lotte 
Chemical Pakistan joined hands with Sindh Police 
Welfare Department to organize a free eye camp at 
the Police HQ East division with the help of LRBT. It 
was a Patients’ Welfare Program to support the 
needy. All the expenses pertaining to eye surgery 
at LRBT including the transportation cost were 
borne by LCPL.

n i onm n  Keeping in view the importance of 
environment, we have invested a huge amount in 
our Effluent Treatment Plant for the treatment of 
liquid emissions. Being an ISO 14001 certified 
organisation, we are continuously strengthening 
our systems to protect the environment and 
conserve resources. We believe in the 3Rs of 
environment: Reduce, Recycle and Reuse.

In 2017, more than a hundred employees 
celebrated Earth Day, by planting over 300 
saplings at our Plant Site and its vicinity. Go Green 
concept was started at the LCPL site in 2008. We 
have planted trees  and vegetables in the past 
years and distributed them amongst our staff and 
neighboring industries. LCPL was also awarded 
the “Best Tree Plantation Award 2017” by the 
National Forum for Environment & Health (NFEH) 
for planting almost 6,100 trees till date. Our team 
has also distributed 1,000 free plants to PQA 
Authority and nearby areas like school, masjid and 
community center of Ghaghar Phattak. For many 
years, we have been contributing towards the 
betterment of the environment in the PQA area.

Lotte Chemical Pakistan Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
The group realizes and believes that it is the 
corporate social responsibility to return back to the 
community, in which it operates. Since business 
organizations are economic organs of society, the 
progress of the company is measured by its 
contribution to the society.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  We provide 

technical and non-technical training opportunities 
for enhancement of skills and professional 
expertise to all employees to the best of its abilities. 

al h an  i ion  The establishment of 
Community Clinic and Ambulance Service at Port 
Qasim is a small contribution in the social sector. 
The clinic provides free first aid, emergency 
medical and 24 hours ambulance services to the 
workers, staff, officers and management of 
surrounding industrial units. At present, CCA 
provides treatment to over one thousand patients in 
a month.

n as  lopm n  Kharadar General 
Hospital (KGH) is a 220 bedded, non-profit, tertiary 

care, teaching and training hospital, equipped with 
modern machineries and equipments for 
healthcare and support services. KGH provides 
best possible health facilities to the residents of 
poor locations of Karachi comprising 
underprivileged and socio-economically and 
educationally deprived population of about 3 
million people. Health facilities at KGH are 
provided at nominal and subsidized charges. Free 
treatment is also available for deserving patients.

an ohamm  a oo  s  The main aims of 
the trust are to assist students in education and 
contribute towards health and social sector. The 
trust has also assisted in calamities, earthquakes 
and floods directly and through other associations.

Sho  o  Ca  S C  Main aim of SYC is to 
create acceptability and accessibility (ramps, lifts, 
etc. in public places) for physically challenged 
people in Pakistan. SYC is a voice for all physically 
challenged people to rise and live independently 
and make Pakistan wheelchair-friendly place.

Mapak Edible Oils (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Driven by the Islamic principle of Ihsan, Meezan Bank 
recognizes that it is part of the community at large and 
constantly strives to integrate social and environmental 
concerns into its strategic goals. The bank supports 
educational and socio-economic projects that empower 
the next generation and assists organizations that help 
to drive positive change in society by enriching the 
cultural landscape.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Meezan Bank, in partnership with Deutsche 
Gesellschaft furs International Zusammenarbeit – 
Deutsche Company for International Cooperation (GIZ) 
and Vocational Training Institute for Women (VTIW), 
Bufferzone supported the TVET (Technical and 
Vocational Education and Training) Reform Support 
Program launched for the first time in Sindh Province. 
The bank shortlisted eight female candidates from the 
underprivileged sections of the society who received a 
6-month classroom training at the partner institute and a 
6-month on-job training program, commencing with 
rigorous branch banking training and in the second 
phase by placement at various departments of the Head 
Office.

CSR i i i s
mploy  ol n in  o  C  Rah a  Meezan 

Bank supported this mentoring program, which is driven 
by ‘Thought to Destiny’ theme whereby bank employees 
voluntarily mentored TCF students by dedicating their 
six Saturdays during the last cycle of Rahbar in 2017.

C n s o  ll n  in slami  inan  a  S  
 an   S i n s P sha a  Meezan Bank 

entered into cause-related partnerships with these 
institutions in order to help foster the learning and 
development of Islamic banking and finance across the 
country by supporting their newly established Centers 
for Excellence in Islamic Finance. More than 1,500 
students have benefited from this initiative since 
inception.

 hsan s  a ional al n  n  P o am  
Meezan Bank facilitated IBA in the selection of 
meritorious, yet needy students by providing its 
branches as well as its talent management resources 

(HR) for interviews at provincial and federal capitals of 
the country. A total of 40 students were selected and 
given admission in IBA.

P o ssional a ion o n a ion P  Meezan 
Bank facilitated PEF in its Zakat/Donation collection 
campaign while also serving as their awareness partner, 
providing visibility to the organization.

n s ospi al loo  ona ion Camp  Since 2014, the 
bank is supporting The Indus Hospital through 
successful voluntary Blood Donation drives at its Head 
Office. In addition to proper screening for blood 
donation, the staff members were also screened for 
various diseases for free.

ay on Rahma lla n ol n  s  R  ol  
o nam n   Meezan Bank participated in the 

LRBT Golf Tournament to raise awareness regarding 
LRBT reaching another milestone of treating its 37th 
million patient – a 6 year old girl from Malir, Karachi.

Sha a  han m mo ial Can  ospi al 
S C  Meezan Bank placed collection boxes in all 

Meezan Bank branches within Sindh and Balochistan 
where the collected amount is directly deposited to the 
hospital’s main collection account.

Sin h ns i  o  olo y ansplan  S  Meezan 
Bank contributed to SIUT by raising their awareness 
amongst its customer population through information 
leaflets and banners strategically placed within the 
branches.

h  sso ia ion a a hi  Meezan Bank 
sponsored Behbud Carnival at Sunset Club, Karachi to 
raise funds for Behbud’s development projects and 
charitable activities, encompassing education, health 
and vocational training for the empowerment of women.

C hi mon S n s a ion  Meezan Bank 
participated in a family festival by Cutchi Memon 
Students Federation (CMSF) – a non-profitable students’ 
welfare organization which has been working for more 
than 40 years to provide better opportunities and 
facilitate students.

Meezan Bank Limited
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METRO-Habib Cash & Carry Pakistan (Private) Limited
Company’s CSR Philosophy
METRO Cash & Carry (MCCPK), believes that 
sustainable actions engender economic success. 
METRO Care & Share, includes many projects with a 
focus on social commitment and community upliftment. 
The goal is to establish Care & Share as an umbrella 
brand for all initiatives of the METRO Cash & Carry 
countries having a community focus.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
CCP  Si ns  om n mpo m n  

P in ipl s  MCCPK has joined hands with UN Women 
by signing Women Empowerment Principles to 
promote Women in Trade (WiT) initiative to enhance the 
capability of informal workers, along with its employees 
in line with UN SDG 5 – to achieve genderA equality 
and empower all women and girls.

CCP  om n s   We are glad to 
conclude Women’s Week 2018 that took place from 
March 5-9, 2018 with the theme “Be Bold – Beyond 
Boundaries”. To make this day memorable and have its 
lasting impact, different activities were organized such 
as open house sessions with HRD, series of 
inspirational stories of our female employees, 
Anti-sexual Harassment sessions and celebration of 
Women’ s Day on 8th March, 2018.

CCP  an  Pin  Ri on olla o a  o  o l  
Can  ay  Under the brand WiT Pakistan (Women in 
Trade), MCCPK collaborated with Pink Ribbon 
Pakistan in organizing “Pink Ribbon Week Marking 
World Cancer Day” starting from 4th Feb to 11th Feb, 
2018. MCCPK collaborated with Pink Ribbon in 
disseminating awareness about breast cancer by 
placing a kiosk in a store and conducting dedicated 
classroom sessions that would educate employees 
and customers.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  We hired and trained a 

batch of 14 young MBAs. They went through the 
trainings “Shelf Management”, “Stock Management” 
and “Promotions Management”. More than hundred 
employees were trained on “selling skills” and 
“Customer Purchase potential”. Apart from that, we 
also sent selected employees for international trainings 
to enhance their key skills like Leadership, 
Communication and information systems.

In addition, we also collaborated with Punjab Skills 
Development Fund and Punjab Board of Technical 
Education and initiated Vocational Training Program 
with the objective to support industrial and 
manufacturing sectors for provision of skilled 
workforce, increase access to jobs, create income 
earning opportunities and to bridge gap between 
industry needs and skills of youth.

R P P  Cl an in in  a  ni ia i  
Through the METRO-P&G-HOPE partnership, around 
45 million liters of clean drinking water have been 
provided via P&G Purifier of Water sachets to 
disaster-struck families in Pakistan, reaching an 
estimated 200,000 people with clean drinking water for 
4 months. This partnership has reached the families 
affected by drought in Tharpakar, earthquake in the 
northern areas such as Swat, landslides in AJK and 
floods in Sindh, Punjab and KPK during the monsoon 
season.

R  an  o l  oo  P o am ni ia i  METRO 
Cash & Carry Pakistan joined hands with United 
Nations World Food Program aims at achieving the 
Goal 2 “Zero Hunger” of United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals.

lo al an  ashin  ay   han s  o  
 On October 17, 2017, METRO Cash and 

Carry, in collaboration with Reckitt Benckiser, 
celebrated Global Hand Washing Day 2017 at Metro 
Cash and Carry Airport Store, Lahore. Senior 
management from METRO and Reckitt Benckiser 
attended the event and participated in demonstration 
of hand washing and letter writing followed by fun 
activities for the children to keep them engaged.

R  Cash  Ca y Pa is an na a s i s  
Sola  Po  S o  o  Pa is an  MCCPK has 
become the 1st organization in its industry to have a 
Solar Powered Store (Model Town Lahore). It 
generates 252 kw of clean power, which means 
188,000 kg reduction in CO2 emissions and can save 
210 household worth energy every year and of course 
saves 48% of electricity bills for our store.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Mitsubishi Corporation has been very active in the 
education, healthcare and community 
development, environment and infrastructure 
development sectors by contributing in excess of 
PKR 14 million. In terms of achieving corporate 
conscience, Mitsubishi Corporation believes in 
giving back to the society through various 
mediums.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Mitsubishi Corporation believes in an equal 
opportunity workplace in line with which it has 
taken several initiatives within the company for 
women empowerment. Mitsubishi values its female 
employees and as such it wishes to retain such 
talent, for which it has an encouraging maternity 
policy in place which is augmented by one year 
sabbatical unpaid leave for child rearing. It also 
has a paternity policy to support women not a part 
of the Mitsubishi workforce. The company has 
separate break and restroom facilities for women 
and has also developed a harassment reporting 
facility as well.

CSR i i i s
Mitsubishi Corporation has devoted itself to work 
on areas such as ‘Health and Nutrition’, ‘Human 
Capital Development’ and ‘Infrastructure 
Development’, with the first two holding priority. 
The company believes in enhancing the skills and 

competencies of the future of generations, thereby 
empowering them and thus has funded 
scholarships in universities such as LUMS, IBA and 
Fatima Jinnah University. The company also 
invested in development of computer labs for Agha 
Khan Education Services.

The company has also funded NGOs such as ‘Old 
Associates of Kinnaird Society’, ‘IMKAAN Welfare 
Foundation’ and ‘Developments in Literacy’ which 
are working on core societal needs with regards to 
education of the underprivileged, development of 
maternity homes and provision of health clinics.

Mitsubishi Corporation has also contributed to 
Liaquat National Hospital by donating quality 
healthcare hygiene products for infant care, 
covering over 3,500 infants. The company has also 
supported the Breast Cancer Awareness program 
in Pakistan by donating funds towards the Pink 
Ribbon Breast Cancer Hospital.

Moreover, environmental changes are a rising 
concern for everyone. As way to contribute to the 
environment and combat rising issues, Mitsubishi 
Corporation also funded and took part in the tree 
plantation drives collaborating with IoBM and Earth 
Day Network USA to show its commitment to the 
cause.

Mitsubishi Corporation
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
At Mondelez Pakistan Limited, we believe in the 
amazing power of diversity and giving back to our 
community for the greater good! In the year 2017, 
Mondelez Pakistan Limited carried activities in the 
Healthcare sector and Women Empowerment to 
promote the culture of diversity.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
At Mondelez, we believe in a diversified culture, 
where we celebrate and recognize female 
colleagues. The Pakistan business held a Women’s 
Day celebration on March 10, 2017. The session 
started with a few opening words by Usman 
Muneer, Managing Director Pakistan, followed by 
three distinguished guest speakers; Tanzeela 
Hashwani, Education Manager at L’Oreal Pakistan, 
Ayesha Tammy Haq, a renowned Corporate 
Lawyer and Zoe Viccaji, a well-known Pakistani 
artist, who were invited to speak about their 
personal and professional experiences and the 
challenges that they faced in their respective fields 
of work. Tanzeela Hashwani shared her story of 
how she managed to succeed at the workplace. 
She spoke about how women should be 
self-confident in whatever career they choose. Our 
next speaker, Ayesha Tammy Haq, touched upon 
the challenges women face in professions that are 
primarily male-dominated and women are now 

breaking barriers to overcome these situations. The 
last speaker of the session, Zoe Viccaji, spoke 
about how she pursued her passion for music in a 
country where Arts is still not considered to be a 
field of choice for women. She ended her talk with 
a soulful rendition of her upcoming new record and 
had all our Head Office colleagues swaying to the 
guitar beat.

CSR i i i s
al h an  i ion  We, at Mondelez, believe 

that a healthy lifestyle should be followed by all, as 
it has both short and long term health benefits and 
that is exactly the reason why we promote it. On 
April 6, 2017, Mondelez Pakistan Limited put 
together a Sports Day themed event, for the 
Special Children of Rising Sun Institute. Our 
employees along with the students were engaged 
in a full-day activities such as; puppet acts, 
magical show, face painting as well as a drawing 
competition and coming to the sports section, 
games like cricket, racing and throw ball were 
played amongst the employees and students who 
enjoyed to the fullest. It was heartwarming to see 
that the employees of Mondelez Pakistan Limited 
were able to bring smiles and joy to the children of 
Rising Sun Institute.

Mondelez Pakistan Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
With MUFG maintaining a global network of 2,300 
offices in over 50 countries, understanding issues 
of the local communities is increasingly important. 
CSR activities are designed to help resolve those 
issues. As MUFG expands its global business and 
presence, growing expectations are placed upon 
MUFG to contribute to the society, through “MUFG 
Gives Back.”

CSR i i i s
C l a ion i h Can  i s’ Pa i n s  Anyone 
who had cancer at one point of their lives and has 
been treated and declared cancer free is a Cancer 
Survivor. This celebration could create a HOPE for 
life in those who have been diagnosed recently, 
supporting family members who have a patient 
suffering from cancer. The minor cancer patients 
come from faraway places to The Indus Hospital 
(TIH) as they can’t afford the expensive treatment 
and neither there is any medical facility available in 
those underdeveloped areas of Pakistan. We 
decided to bring some moments of happiness and 
joy in there painful lives to inculcate a sense of 
responsibility among the employees towards them 
and to bring back some motivation back with us.

h  i i y as i i  in o h  pa s  
ospi al o  Our management and hospital visit 

team gathered in the Pediatric Complex of TIH in 
November last year, where handing over ceremony 
of the ‘Ureterorenoscope’ donated to TIH was held 

along with that we had a tour of the wards, ICU and 
CCU and lastly a cake cutting ceremony with the 
inpatients. 

C l a ion n ion  Childhood Cancer 
Survivor's Day and Universal Children's Day were 
celebrated together under the theme of celebrating 
children emphasizing on motivating and 
encouraging kids and their parents to fight with the 
trauma through survivors' and doctors' speeches 
and bringing enjoyment in their lives through fun 
activities like singing, dancing, magic show, 
puppet show and lucky draw prizes for kids. Staff 
performed interactive activities with the kids 
patients like origami session, arts and crafts, 
puzzle game, dart game, fun rides and much more. 

i a ays  A library comprising of book shelf, 
story books and table & chair set was decorated at 
the Day Care unit. Onco-Psychology Ward is 
providing psychological and emotional treatment 
for cancer kids and their parents; it is also used as 
play area for kids’ patients. We decorated the room 
for kids with little furniture, floor mats and games. 
Hundreds of goodie bags comprising of multiple 
gift items were distributed among kids inside each 
and every ward, general OPD and outside in the 
venue hall. Lastly the kids were provided with the 
meal prepared in-house for them.

MUFG Bank Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
The objective of this policy is to expand awareness 
of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) principles 
and guidelines among the employees of NAFA and 
to ensure their compliance, thereby contributing to 
sustainable development of the society and 
environment. The company ensures the specific 
guidelines for the promotion of CSR and its 
sustainability. The management intends and is 
keen to maintain an environment that treats all 
employees with dignity and respect. The 
management also ensures the provision of health 
and safety and appropriate precautionary 
measures to protect employees from possible 
hazards and danger at workplace; regular safety 
and security training to employees; clean, hygienic 
and safe environment. The company understands 
its responsibility towards the society and 

accordingly has devised a policy for charity and 
donation in order to help the needy segments of the 
society subject to approval of the Board of 
Directors. While considering any entity or individual 
for charity or donation, it is ensured that the same is 
not banned/disallowed by government and that it 
does not belong to any political, religious, terrorist 
group or organizations.

CSR i i i s
Cha i a l  ona ions  We have paid a total 
amount of PKR 1,515,000 during financial year 
2017-18, in the form of general and specific 
donations to NGOs (Non-profit organizations). 
Theses donations relate to health and education 
sectors for the facilitation of patients as well as for 
the education of children respectively.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
At Nestlé, the philosophy of Creating Shared Value (CSV) is 
embedded in the business model; where direct engagement 
and support to communities is extended across the value 
chain. This adds value to the business and supports 
socioeconomic development for the communities. Ethical 
business practices remain the hallmark of Nestlé’s core 
business.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
om n ip n ship  Nestlé believes that capacity 

building trainings for rural women will help improve livestock, 
healthcare facilities, create gender empowerment and boost 
income generation for rural communities. In 2017, 
approximately 5,000 rural women were trained on Best Farm 
Practices through village meetings. 11 women 
entrepreneurs were developed through this program. 
Moreover, 300 female milk suppliers were also made a part 
of Nestlé’s milk collection value chain.

R al p R a h P o am in Pa n ship i h SP  
Nestlé Pakistan partnered with Benazir Income Support 
Program (BISP) in May 2017 to provide livelihood 
opportunities to BISP beneficiaries. This partnership is part 
of Nestlé Pakistan’s Rural Deep Reach Project, which 
focuses on the needs of the low-income population by 
offering them Popularly Positioned Products (PPPs). These 
are affordable, nutritious and high quality products.

al hy om n P o am  Our goal is to empower young 
women with basic nutrition knowledge so they make smart 
nutrition choices and adopt a healthy lifestyle. To date, the 
program has reached out to more than 4,000 young women 
across 11 universities nationwide.

man Capi al lopm n
s l  Pa is an a  Plan  We have forged partnerships 

with various actors working on the issue of water. The Nestlé 
Pakistan Water Plan (NPWP), unveiled in October 2017, is a 
consolidation of such partnerships. It is a blueprint for 
bringing different partners together to discuss what 
everyone is working on, invite feedback on how to improve 
what we are already doing and to brainstorm what more to 
work on.

ip i a ion  Nestlé Pakistan has partnered with the 
Agriculture Department in Punjab to encourage local 
farmers to take up drip irrigation. We cover 40% of the 
farmer’s cost of putting up equipment for drip irrigation, 
while the Punjab government covers 60% of the expense 
through a World Bank program. We have installed drip 
irrigation on 68 acres as of 2017, with an estimated water 
saving of 140 million liters.

Cha nsa P o  The Nestlé Chaunsa Project, in 
partnership with the Agriculture Department Punjab, aims to 
improve the livelihood of farmers within the Chaunsa Mango 
sector by strategic CSV intervention through implementation 
and replication of Best Farm Practices, resulting in right 
quality pulp and improved harvest (pre and post). The 
ultimate objective of the Chaunsa Project is to link these 
mango growers with our pulp suppliers thus making them an 
integral part of Nestlé’s value chain.

i s Sa y ainin  P o am  Nestlé Pakistan, in 
collaboration with the National Highways and Motorway 
Police (NH&MP), established the first drivers’ training 
institute near Sheikhupura with the objective of ensuring the 
safety and well-being of the communities it operates in.

mploy  ol n  P o am  ashal Rah  Nestlé 
Pakistan’s Employee Volunteer Program “Mashal-e-Rah” 
provides our employees the opportunity to engage and 
assist underprivileged communities through their direct and 
indirect participation. The activities primarily support and 
address the needs of local communities based on Nestlé 
Creating Shared Value pillars.

al h an  i ion
s l  al hy i s P o am  Nestlé Healthy Kids (NHK) 

Program was launched in Pakistan in 2010. To date, the 
program has educated more than 140,000 children in the 
rural, sub-urban and urban areas, and has trained over 500 
teachers on nutrition in 240 schools.

Safe and Clean Drinking Water Facilities: We have 
established 6 Drinking Water Facilities providing access to 
clean and safe water to more than 60,000 people every day. 
Nestlé has also taken the responsibility of maintaining these 
plants with strict quality control and checks and balances in 
place.
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“Novartis Pharma (Pakistan) Limited signed a MOU with the Government of Punjab of Novartis Access Program on November 11, 2017.”



Company’s CSR Philosophy
We aim to improve global health. Through our 
business, we make an important contribution to 
society. We discover and develop innovative 
medicines. Novartis collaborates with others to 
help address some of the world’s greatest health 
challenges. We focus our corporate responsibility 
work on two areas that underscore our mission of 
caring and curing: expanding access to healthcare 
and doing business responsibly.

CSR i i i s
Novartis works to expand healthcare access by 
combining its scientific expertise with 
on-the-ground experience. Our local country 
organization works to define and implement 
specific strategies tailored to local needs by 
maximizing Disease Awareness with the patient 
empowerment thus shaping the entire disease cure 
environment and communities.

o a is ss
Novartis Access is a social business program that 
we believe will help create value for the society as 

a whole and improve the quality of healthcare 
dispensation. Novartis aims to improve access to 
medicines to treat important non-communicable 
diseases (NCDs) in low to lower middle income 
countries. Pakistan is among the countries most 
impacted by NCDs in the world, with chronic 
diseases accounting for 59% of the total disease 
burden and 50% of deaths in the country every 
year according to the World Bank. These diseases 
kill one-fifth of Pakistanis between the ages of 30 
and 70 years old every year. There is a greater 
probability of dying of an NCD in Pakistan vs. 
Ethiopia (15%), Vietnam (17%) and Bangladesh 
(18%). Every year, 28 million people die from these 
diseases in these countries, representing almost 
75% of deaths due to NCDs in the world. By 2020, 
80% of the global disease burden will be due to 
non-communicable diseases. There are about 1.3 
million deaths every year in Pakistan due to 
non-communicable diseases accounting to nearly 
50% of total deaths. 

Novartis Pharma (Pakistan) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
One of our guiding business principles is to stand 
forth as a responsible organization that gives back 
to its community members. We endeavor to 
proactively understand their needs and concerns, 
and strive to make a meaningful contribution 
towards sustainability and growth via our 
organizational resources and abilities. OBS 
strongly believes in creating value for all its 
stakeholders while translating it into the betterment 
of communities, environment and the society at 
large through sustainable initiatives.

CSR i i i s
al h an  i ion  OBS believes in preventing 

widespread diseases by education, empowerment 
and health promotion on every possible level. In 
order to promote this objective, we initiated a 
public awareness campaign called “Safai se 
Sehat” in collaboration with The Citizens’ 
Foundation where they had an engaging and 
informative session with the primary and secondary 
students telling them about different characters of 
worms with important messages on hygiene 
awareness.

OBS has also partnered with the Population 
Planning Department of Pakistan with a 
commitment to provide a large quantity of free 
contraceptives in hopes of encouraging Planned 
Parenthood and the long term social and economic 
benefit to our country.

The OBS management collaborated with The Indus 
Hospital to organize a voluntary blood donation 
camp on all OBS locations. The Indus Hospital 
team delivered an awareness session to the 
employees regarding the impact of voluntary blood 
donation on the society and on the health of an 
individual donor.

All participants were evaluated for their eligibility 
for blood donation through a mini medical 
check-up on the day of the blood camp. The 
accepted voluntary donors were also given reports 
of blood tests which included Hepatitis B, Hepatitis 
C, HIV, Syphilis, Malaria, Blood Group, 
Hemoglobin and an appreciation certificate was 
also given to the employee once their blood had 
been drawn. The Indus Hospital further facilitates 
all donors by arranging blood for them and their 
first immediate family member, provided that the 
required blood group is available to us at the time 
of need. It was heartwarming to see such a great 
turnout from all OBS employees.

Cha i a l  ona ions  OBS donated a TORAY 
Dialysis machine to the Kidney Foundation. 
Moreover, during the auspicious month of 
Ramadan, OBS continued the tradition of providing 
Rashan packages to its factory workers on whom 
we rely for our production on a daily basis.

OBS Pakistan (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
ORIX Leasing Pakistan Limited (OLP) is cognizant 
of the fact that the company has a responsibility to 
nurture and support the community in which the 
company operates. With this objective in mind, 
OLP supports and works closely with charitable 
institutions which have a proven track record of 
selfless commitment to improving the lives of the 
less privileged in the fields of Health, Education 
and Poverty Alleviation. Financial aid is provided 
after a rigorous assessment of the recipient’s legal 
status and obtaining tangible evidence of their 
humanitarian services without consideration of 
religion, caste or gender.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
OLP believes in the creation of an inclusive work 
environment where men and women can 
contribute to their full potential. Out of a total 
strength of 569 employees, 84 women are 
employed across the country i.e. 15% of the total 
workforce. Some of the female staff are holding 
senior and middle management positions and 
heading the divisions/departments. Of the four 
executive officers (Chief Executive, Chief Financial 
Officer, Company Secretary and Chief Internal 
Auditor), 3 of the positions are held by ladies. 
Currently, OLP has a female director on its board 
who has been holding this position since October 
2017.

OLP runs a Microfinance Program which focuses 
on providing loans to low income individuals in 
rural areas with special emphasis on women 
entrepreneurs. This program is extended through a 

network of 12 microfinance branches. Since 
inception of the program in 2004, the company has 
provided loans to nearly 200,000 deserving 
individuals. Cumulative disbursements since 2004 
till June 30, 2018 reached PKR 5.16 billion through 
198,952 loans. In the year 2017-18, OLP disbursed 
PKR 742.87 million representing 18,719 loans to 
entrepreneurs including 15,859 loans disbursed to 
women, which is 85% of the total loans. OLP’s 
Microfinance coverage has reached 7 districts of 
which 5 are in Punjab covering Lahore, 
Sheikhupura, Kasur, Okara and Sargodha while 
two micro counters have been set up in Peshawar 
and Mingora in KPK province.

CSR i i i s
OLP believes in taking a holistic approach towards 
keeping a balance between earning profits and 
returning its due share to the society. Our focus 
areas in terms of making impactful social 
investments are mainly in the areas of Education 
(PKR 9,430,000) and Health (PKR 6,375,000) in 
financial years 2017 and 2018. Furthermore, as 
part of OLP’s spirit of nurturing innovation, OLP is 
proud to be Diamond Sponsor (Main Sponsor) of 
NAS 18 at the – Formula Student Germany 
International Design Competition held from 6th to 
12th August, 2018 in Germany. NAS 18 is a single 
cockpit formula student racing car designed by the 
Formula Student Team of NUST. The car competed 
on the official Formula 1 track of Hockenheimring. 
NUST Formula Student Team was the only team 
from Pakistan and amongst two participants from 
entire South Asia to qualify for this prestigious 
event.

ORIX Leasing Pakistan Limited 
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Oxford University Press (OUP) Pakistan is 
committed to furthering the cause of education and 
learning in Pakistan. To support the development of 
literacy and extensive reading, it runs mobile 
libraries in low-income area schools. OUP Pakistan 
regularly hosts literature festivals across the 
country to propagate the culture of books and 
reading. It also organizes free teacher training and 
development workshops and symposiums across 
Pakistan to equip teachers with innovative teaching 
methodologies.

CSR i i i s
a ion  OUP Pakistan’s mobile library project, 

comprising 3 vans and a rickshaw, aims to develop 
a library culture among the underprivileged 
children of Pakistan and get them into the habit of 
borrowing, reading and caring for books. The 
mobile libraries visit schools in low-income areas of 
Pakistan and provide children access to good 
quality reading materials which they can borrow at 
a nominal fee.

We periodically conduct free teacher training 
workshops in remote areas of the country to impart 

pedagogical skills to teachers as well as equip 
them with the required knowledge to effectively use 
Oxford textbooks and teaching resources in the 
classrooms.

Comm ni y lopm n  OUP Pakistan 
organizes two major literature festivals in a year, 
the Karachi Literature Festival (KLF) and 
Islamabad Literature Festival (ILF), and works in 
partnership with Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi (ITA) to 
organize the Children’s and Teachers’ Literature 
Festivals (CLF and ILF).

KLF and ILF aim to provide a forum for intellectual 
discourse, cultural dialogue, and exchange of 
ideas by bringing together Pakistani and 
international writers and academics from a 
diversity of languages and academic disciplines.

The aim of CLF is to promote a culture of reading, 
creativity and critical thinking among children 
through exposure to multi-sensory educational 
experiences. TLF provides a forum for school 
teachers to interact and exchange innovative ideas 
related to classroom learning and teaching 
methodologies.

Oxford University Press
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Many organizations in the corporate sector have 
stepped forward with responsible social strategies 
in order to contribute to the society we live in. At 
Pak Brunei, we take this responsibility very 
seriously and treat our CSR activities as a vital 
element of our operations. We have so far focused 
on projects and services in the areas of education 
and healthcare.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  The focus of 

PBICL’s external CSR is education as we believe 
that a good education is the panacea to most 
problems prevailing in the country. The CSR effort 
in this regards is two pronged. Firstly, we directly 
pay for educational expenses of identified 
economically disadvantaged children and 
secondly, we support extra-curricular and skill 
based activities of both government and private 
school students towards their holistic development 

as good Pakistani citizens. We believe that offering 
this opportunity of quality education will enable 
children to bring themselves and their families 
towards greater prosperity.

al h an  i ion  Aman Foundation which has 
helped over 2.7 million citizens through healthcare 
and education interventions, 6,700 students have 
graduated with 74% jobs placement in their 
vocational training institute and currently, the 
foundation reaches to over 1 million underserved 
people through mother and child health initiatives. 
Pak Brunei has sponsored an ambulance 
amounting to PKR 1.5 million. 100% of the funds 
were donated directly by Pak Brunei to Aman 
Foundation for a period of one year. Aman 
Ambulances, which have made 840,000 
interventions in the city of Karachi and have been 
operational since 2009.

Pak Brunei Investment Company Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Pak-Arab Pipeline Company Limited (PAPCO) 
operates a state-of-the-art cross-country pipeline 
system to transport refined High Speed Diesel from 
Karachi ports to up-country. The company has 
shareholding by PARCO, Shell, PSO and TOTAL 
PARCO Marketing Limited. PAPCO plays a pivotal 
role in the High Speed Diesel (HSD) supply chain in 
Pakistan.

Being an important player in the HSD supply chain 
in Pakistan, PAPCO is mindful of its contributions to 
the society. The company focuses on contributing 
to areas like education, health, environment, 
vocational trainings and entrepreneurship, which 
would bring a positive change to the country.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
PAPCO is an equal opportunity employer. All 
appointments in PAPCO are based on merit for 
filling approved vacant positions. Our recruitment 
process ensures fair and competitive matching of 
candidates with job specifications. Non-job factors 
e.g. gender, origin, religion and external influence 
are not considered. PAPCO provides equal career 
growth opportunity to both male and female 
employees, some of whom are also heading key 
departments and sections in the company.

PAPCO has been supporting the organizations 
working for women empowerment and providing 
them quality vocational trainings and 
entrepreneurial skills to become self-employed. 
The company helps in capacity development of 
such institutions.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  PAPCO has 

supported the primary and secondary education of 
numerous underprivileged children in schools run 
by reputable NGOs. Philanthropic contributions are 
made to deserving institutions providing education 
and vocational training to special children. 
Children with hearing impairment and various 
mental and physical challenges are handled with 
care, due to their fragile nature.

al h an  i ion  The program also 
contributes significantly in the area of health. 
PAPCO supports various reputable hospitals 
providing healthcare services to the needy. These 
institutions cater to free of cost medical care, in 
case of eye treatment, kidney problems, leprosy 
and thalessemia patients and various 
underprivileged communities from all over the 
country.

n i onm n  Being a responsible oil 
transportation company, all petroleum products 
are timely and safely delivered in an environment 
friendly manner. The new White Oil Pipeline Mogas 
project (WOPMP) is underway by PAPCO which 
will transport Motor Gasoline through already 
existing pipeline from Karachi to Mahmood Kot and 
to various parts of the country with almost 50% 
reduced cost. The project will eliminate 1,435 tank 
lorries and reduce the wear and tear of 
cross-country roads. This will also help decrease 
foreign exchange outflow due to low import of 
diesel currently being used by tank lorries to 
transport Mogas to upcountry locations.

Pak-Arab Pipeline Company Limited (PAPCO)
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Pak-Arab Refinery Limited (PARCO), is a JV 
between the Government of Pakistan (60%) and 
the Emirate of Abu Dhabi (40%), through its 
Mubadala Investment Company with major 
business activities like refining, transportation and 
marketing. PARCO’s CSR Program ensures to 
meet the expectations of its internal and external 
stakeholders in a sustainable and strategic 
manner.

At PARCO, we believe that CSR is not an expense 
or charity. CSR is a strategy for building long term 
relationships with neighboring communities and 
stakeholders. CSR activities are mutually beneficial 
for corporate reputation and respect for the 
company’s business and products and provide a 
sustainable competitive advantage while achieving 
the SDGs.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Being an equal opportunity employer, PARCO 
makes efforts in taking initiatives to empower 
women among its internal and external 
stakeholders. Despite being a petroleum 
engineering organization, PARCO encourages 
women for employment at the Mid-Country 
Refinery, which is located in a remote area, by 
providing separate accommodation for single 
women.

PARCO regularly invests in areas where women 
are benefitted the most and can lead a sustainable 
life. These areas include education, health, 
community development and entrepreneurship. 
PARCO enforces Anti-Harassment Policy 
throughout the company and has a committee to 
deal with harassment complaints. No case of 
harassment against women has ever been 
registered in PARCO.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  PARCO's Schools 

and Clinics Support Program, is pivotal in providing 
education to the children of remote communities. 
The program supports 110 institutions compared to 
96 last year, with 89 schools and 21 clinics. Out of 
these 89 schools, majority are situated in the rural 
areas. PARCO’s assistance has raised the 
communities’ interest to enroll their children in 
these well-maintained schools, diverting them from 
child labor to primary education.

PARCO has been very active in the area of 
Vocational Training and Entrepreneurship by 
supporting various vocational training institutes 
nearby its facilities in Sindh and Punjab. The 
company has also contributed to institutions, run 
by professional NGOs to provide education, health 
and vocational training to Special Children.

PARCO has a decade long history of promoting 
sports within and outside the company. Sports’ 
events like Cricket, Squash, Hockey, Volley Ball, 
Swimming, Water Polo, Badminton, Table Tennis 
and Lawn Tennis and other tournaments are 
supported by PARCO.

al h an  i ion  The company has 
supported several Basic and Rural Health Centers 
in small villages, located near PARCO 
cross-country pipeline network and the 
Mid-Country Refinery. These clinics are providing 
healthcare services to the local communities 
around. Consequently, community members are 
no longer required to travel for long hours to the 
cities for basic treatment.

Pak-Arab Refinery Limited (PARCO)
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Pakistan Cables Limited views CSR as a business 
approach that allows contributing towards 
sustainable development through uplifting 
economic, social and environmental benefits for 
the community. The company is committed to 
ensure that good practices are maintained in 
Health, Safety and Environment within its own 
operations. The company’s CSR areas of interests 
include environment protection, education, health 
and social development of the society.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Pakistan Cables marked International Women’s 
Day by pledging to support three core 
call-to-action points to reinforce its commitment to 
gender equality at workplace. The action points 
include (i) strive for gender balance across all 
levels, (ii) value contributions by all employees 
equally and (iii) support efforts to drive diversity in 
the workplace.

The company organized a panel discussion on the 
‘Challenges and Successes for Women in Today’s 
World’ for its employees to commemorate 
International Women’s Day. The panel speakers 
included Ms. Fehmida Mirza (member of National 
Assembly and former speaker of the Parliament), 
Ms. Sadia Khan (Director, Pakistan Cables Limited) 
and Barrister Ayesha Tammy Haq (media 
personality). Mariam Durrani (Head of Marketing & 
Brands – Pakistan Cables Limited) moderated the 
panel discussion. Panelists shared their 
inspirational stories borne out of their personal 
experiences to an engaged audience.

CSR i i i s
During 2017-18, the company’s social spend stood 
at over approximately 3.6 percent of profit after tax 
including CSR activities and donations.

Sola  amp i  Pakistan Cables Limited 
collaborated with HELP Balochistan, a Quetta 
based NGO, for a second consecutive year to 
provide solar lamps to miners’ community based in 
Durki, Balochistan. HELP mobilized the project in 
February 2018 targeting 2,000 households who 
benefitted from the activity.

R l n ai  In December 2017, Pakistan Cables 
Limited launched a coffee table book ‘A Reel On 
Karachi – Art Installations in the City’ to 
commemorate the completion of its 13 month CSR 
activity, ‘Reel On Hai’. Pakistan Cables partnered 
with the Karachi Biennale Trust (KBT) to be the 
main activity partner for project, Reel On Hai, a 
public outreach initiative of KBT. Fifty seven artists, 
local and international, transformed cable reels into 
art installations placed at public spaces that 
included schools, hospital, parks and heritage 
sites across Karachi. A free e-book version of “A 
Reel on Karachi” is available at the company’s 
official website.

a ional Ca s  ona ions  Pakistan Cables 
Limited remains an enthusiastic partner towards 
meaningful causes of national significance. During 
2017-18, it donated to various welfare trusts and 
NGOs for education and healthcare facilities 
primarily.

Pakistan Cables Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Pakistan Petroleum Limited (PPL) Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) program dates to the start of PPL’s 
commercial operations in Sui in 1950s when the company 
established a school for children of workers and local 
communities. Since then, CSR has been the centerpiece 
of PPL’s corporate ethos.

In 2001, the PPL Welfare Trust (PPLWT) was founded to 
provide geographic and thematic diversity to the 
company’s CSR program, which includes education, 
health, infrastructure development and socio-economic 
uplift of disadvantaged communities, post-disaster 
rehabilitation particularly of those living in and around its 
operating areas.

As one of the leading corporate providers of social 
development and welfare services in some of the most 
remote parts of the country. PPL has received Pakistan 
Corporate Philanthropy Award for 13 consecutive years 
from 2004 to 2016. In 2017-2018, PPL’s CSR contribution 
was over one billion rupees.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  PPL has set up several 

schools, academic blocks, provided on ground facilities 
at educational schools besides supporting initiatives for 
specially-abled children. Three PPL-TCF primary and one 
secondary school are running in Kandhkot, benefitting 
almost 600 students.

PPL-NUST outreach program trained 320 students from 
FATA and Balochistan to appear in NUST entry test. 
Besides that, company runs an extensive scholarship 
program awarded to over 300 students around 
operational areas in Balochistan, Kashmore, Sanghar, 
Kamber-Shahdadkot and Tehsil Gujjar Khan. Two 
students each from KPK and Balochistan, under National 
Talent Hunt Program, also finished their graduation at IBA 
Karachi.

PPL Chairs in Petroleum Engineering have been 
operational at NED University Karachi and Mehran UET 
Jamshoro to strengthen research and development in the 
field of petroleum engineering and to equip human 
resource for the industry.

al h an  i ion  More than 120,000 patients were 
provided free of cost consultation, treatment and 

medicine through Sui Field Hospital and PPL Public 
Welfare Hospital, around the few key healthcare initiatives 
of the company. Mobile Dispensaries at Sui, Mazarani, 
Kandhkot Gas Fields and PPL Public Dispensary 
Mastala, in District Rawalpindi have benefitted more than 
100,000 patients.

11 surgical and physical eye camps in the surrounding 
production fields of Sui, Kandhkot, Adhi, 
Kamber-Shahdadkot and Sanghar were regularly 
organized. PPL continued its support to philanthropic 
urban hospitals including TB and blindness at Kandhkot 
and Turbat, Thalassemia hospital at Badin, The Indus 
Hospital Punjab, Murshid Hospital, Bait-ul-Sukoon 
Cancer Hospital and Hospice, Lady Dufferin Hospital 
Karachi and SIUT Karachi.

 as an  a  S pply  PPL provides free water 
and gas supply to some areas of Balochistan, such as 
provision of free gas and water supply to Sui Town, 
besides the company has initiated several schemes to 
provide water in districts Kharan, Lasbela and Awaran.

n as  lopm n  PPL’s contribution in 
infrastructure development consists of construction of 
roads and bridges in District Kashmore, Sanghar, 
Lasbela and village Mastala, benefitting the communities 
in terms of comfort and saving time on travel.

i lihoo  n a ion  To promote vocational training, 
PPL supported 47 students to pursue one year City & 
Guilds technical diploma at The Hunar Foundation. In 
addition, 500 women were provided training at PPL’s 
vocational training centers at Sui and Adhi.

Spo s an  C l al i i i s  PPL Balochistan Football 
Cup 2016, 2017 and 2018 provided a platform for youth 
from grass roots level in Balochistan to nurture their talent 
to form Pakistan Petroleum Limited Football Club 
(PPL-FC), which clinched bronze medal at Pakistan 
Football Federation’s National Challenge Cup (PFF NCC) 
2018 and five players from PPL-FC have been taken on 
the Pakistan’s national football team.

Other notable projects include support to Karachi 
Literature Festival 2018 as one of the key donors, 
organized by Oxford University Press and Fifth Prime 
Minister T20 Blind Cricket Championship Trophy 2017 for 
the especially abled cricket players.

Pakistan Petroleum Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Pakistan Refinery Limited (PRL) assesses the 
implications and effects of their decisions and 
policies on the components of the society and 
ensures that the interest is not affected by their 
actions. PRL takes a constructive interest in 
societal matters, which may not be directly related 
to the business. Opportunities for involvement – for 
example through community, educational or 
donation programs, vary depending upon the 
scope for useful private initiatives.

CSR i i i s
As a testimony to the commitment of PRL towards 
society, in general, and to the people who live in 
the close vicinity of the refinery in particular, a 

renovation project for the concerned school was 
embarked upon by our CSR Team. The selection 
was made, keeping in mind, the importance of 
education for our young girls. The project was 
specifically directed to improve the prevailing state 
of children’s enlightenment in the area, thus, the 
choice automatically fell upon a derelict Primary 
School catering to the underprivileged children 
living in Bhittai Colony, Karachi.

The pictures are not only self-explanatory but also 
an embodiment of the excellent work carried out by 
our Engineering Department under the auspices of 
the CSR Team for the year 2017-2018.

Pakistan Refinery Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Corporate Social Responsibility is a strategic 
priority for PTCL. The company focuses on creating 
sustainable value for the community in the areas of 
Education, Youth Development, Inclusion along 
with Health & Safety, Environment and Disaster 
Response. It hosts an in-house volunteer force that 
undertakes philanthropic initiatives across all 
geographic regions each quarter.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
PTCL is an equal opportunity employer that 
believes in providing a conducive working 
environment for all its employees. The organization 
has launched a virtual club called ‘The Pink Club’ 
that undertakes projects for the health and 
well-being of its female staff. The club ran a 
month-wide campaign for Breast Cancer 
Awareness in collaboration with the Pink Ribbon 
Foundation in October whereby the company 
undertook multiple initiatives such as turning its 
official logo pink for the month, hosting a physical 
and virtual information session for female staff 
across 18 regional locations and by illuminating the 
headquarters pink in solidarity with the cause.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  These 

interventions are a strength for the company. 
During 2017, PTCL was able to develop over 
25,000 personnel across all provinces through 
rigorous internship programs, custom-designed 
training modules and multiple development 
initiatives like the Future Leaders Program (FueL), 

Management Development Program, Talent 
Reviews and Capability Assessments. 
Approximately, 1,721,139 man-hours were 
expended in this category.

The in-house volunteer force called ‘PTCL 
Razakaar’ ran a nationwide campaign and 
collected gift boxes hand-packed by PTCL 
employees which were later distributed among 750 
children of various orphanages. The Razakaars 
also volunteered at the Milestone Cricket 
Tournament for Wheelchair Users held in 
Islamabad in November. Collectively, 2,893 
man-hours were expended in various volunteer 
activities by 600 registered Razakaars across the 
nation.

In terms of donations, PTCL sponsored the 
education of 20 children currently registered under 
the Kaghan Memorial Trust and donated over 500 
indigenous saplings for the CDA Tree Plantation 
Drive.

al h an  i ion  The company reached out 
to approximately 69,000 beneficiaries through its 
Health and Nutrition interventions such as Mobile 
Medical Camps, Health Awareness Sessions and a 
Blood Donation Drive whereby PTCL was able to 
collect 9,726 pints of blood over a two-week 
campaign nationwide. PTCL partnered with blood 
collection agencies such as the AFID, Pakistan 
Red Crescent Society and Thalassemia Center 
among 11 others.

Pakistan Telecommunication Company Limited (PTCL)
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Pakistan Tobacco Company Limited (PTC) is a 
subsidiary of British American Tobacco Group. 
PTC was incorporated in 1947 making it one of the 
first multinational companies in Pakistan. BAT is the 
leading public listed tobacco company in the world 
having presence in more than 200 markets. It was 
recognized as the No. 1 Employer in Europe and 
Asia-Pacific in 2017 by the Top Employer Institute.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
We arranged multiple training sessions for women 
in tobacco communities. The session kicked off in 
Mansehra region where the participants were 
trained upon Health and Safety, hygiene, livelihood 
improvement and prevention of child labor through 
which they could bring about a positive impact in 
their communities.
PTC has recently collaborated with ‘Teach For 
Pakistan’ to create a nation-wide movement of 
outstanding graduates who will become lifelong 
advocates for educational opportunities in 
Pakistan.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Under PTC’s 

Sustainable Tobacco Program (STP), we conduct 
regular farmer trainings in which we teach the 
farming communities about crop, environment 
sustainability, livelihood improvement, child labor, 
labor rights and health and safety measures.

R al pli  PTC started Mobile Doctor Units 
(MDUs) in 1985 and it aims to provide medical 
treatment for our leaf communities. We have 7 

MDUs operating in 6 different Leaf areas namely 
Akora Khattak, Yar Hussain, Sher Garh, Mansehra, 
Jhelum and Mianwali.

In 2014, we setup 4 water filtration plants in Lahore 
and recently got them upgraded.

n i onm n  Started in 1981, our Afforestation 
program is considered to be one of the biggest in 
the private sector of Pakistan. In 2017 alone, more 
than 2.8 million saplings were planted and 
distributed. Till date, we have planted more than 75 
million trees across Pakistan.

Under our Sustainable Tobacco Program (STP), we 
launched an initiative in 2017 called Hazardous 
Waste Management in which we collected 
pesticides bottles and hazardous waste from the 
farmers and eventually disposed off 3 tonnes of 
hazardous waste.

Sola  n y P o  It was initiated in KPK 
province of Pakistan. Till date, we have distributed 
600 solar kits in 3 different villages which were off 
grid and were expected to stay like that because of 
national electricity shortage. In 2017 alone, we 
distributed 110 kits. We have installed these kits in 
the respective villages and are also facilitating in 
terms of maintenance.

Other than our CSR projects, we regularly donate 
for various national causes and local philanthropic 
campaigns being run by different institutions.

Pakistan Tobacco Company Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
The CSR Philosophy of Parazelsus Pakistan 
(Private) Limited is to provide literacy with the 
overall idea of empowering individuals and 
improve their quality of life while inculcating a 
culture of social welfare and contribution to the 
society amongst the employees of the company.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  In 2017, 

Parazelsus took the initiative of supporting a 
non-profit educational institute in Karachi, named 
Taleem Foundation, and continued to support this 
institution in 2018 as well. This NGO was provided 
with educational books for different courses being 
taught as part of the curriculum to the children 
studying from Nursery till Grade 5.

The idea was to provide the children of this school 
with quality education and work on long-term 
ideology of opposing child labor and establishing 
educated bread-earners for the family and 
eradicating poverty cycles, empowering them to 
improve their personal circumstances and 
community. The investment made towards this 

initiative was an amount of PKR 67,900 through 
which books were purchased and delivered to the 
school and approximately 40 man-hours were 
invested to successfully execute this task.

Taleem Foundation is a non-profit educational 
institute, located in Karachi, aiming to provide 
quality education to the poor children in our 
society. They strongly oppose child labor and bring 
those children to school who earn food for their 
home and provide them with both education and 
food for their homes so that the children do not 
have to worry about their families.

al h an  i ion  In line with its initiative 
towards Health and Nutrition, Parazelsus 
collaborated with National Institute of Blood 
Disease & Bone Marrow Transplantation (NIBD) 
and arranged a one-day Blood Donation Drive at 
the corporate Head Office of Parazelsus in the 
month of February where all employees based in 
Karachi where encouraged to donate blood and 
contribute to the cause.

Parazelsus Pakistan (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
We believe that continuously improving the 
products we sell, operating responsibly to protect 
our planet and empowering people around the 
world, is what enables PepsiCo to run a successful 
global company that creates long-term value for 
society and our shareholders – a philosophy we 
call Performance with Purpose.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
In 2017, PepsiCo became the first multinational in 
Pakistan to sign the United Nations Women 
Empowerment Principles. At our snacks 
manufacturing facility, we have increased female 
talent workforce by 3 fold (front line) – the people 
who serve on the production lines at the plant. In 
addition, we have developed a robust 
development plan for female associates to ensure 
that they have access to the means and abilities to 
not only deliver on their current job responsibility, 
but also get an opportunity to progress in their 
career.

As part of our I Am PepsiCo Program, we continued 
our mission of empowering young girls, by 

mentoring hundreds of female students at Care 
Foundation-adopted schools.

Our head office daycare facility, founded in 2011, 
embarked on the renovation and expansion of its 
facilities, to be completed by the end of 2018.

CSR i i i s
i  o  i h  By the end of 2017, PepsiCo 

provided thousands of LED lights encased in 
reused 1.5 liter bottles to off-grid communities, 
spread across the country. An estimated 100,000 
people were impacted.

i l  PepsiCo Pakistan’s agriculture and 
operations teams helped conserve over 1 billion 
liters of water in 2017 through sustainable farming 
practices.

pa i is C a a n ss ampai ns  In 
collaboration with Ferozsons Labs, PepsiCo 
Pakistan organized Hepatitis C awareness 
campaigns for its staff at the Head Office as well as 
at the manufacturing facility.

PepsiCo Pakistan
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Philip Morris (Pakistan) Limited (PMPKL) is 
committed to empowering local communities and 
tackling their needs through its contributions (CSR) 
programs. The programs we support, include 
access to quality education or vocational training, 
income-generation initiatives, women 
empowerment and addressing natural/man-made 
disasters and other emergencies.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
PMPKL’s flagship women empowerment project 
with Depilex Smile Again Foundation supports acid 
burn “fighters” to make them self-reliant by 
facilitating their medical treatment, psycho-social 
support and vocational training for their 
rehabilitation.

Our partnership with Society for Special Persons 
promotes socio-economic inclusion of 300 
disabled women in some of the most impoverished 
districts of Pakistan. The formation of self-help 
groups in each district has sensitized local 
communities and authorities on issues faced by 
women with disabilities. The beneficiaries have 
also been supported to obtain legal documentation 
(CNIC, disability certificates and travel discount 
cards), financial aid and customized wheelchairs 
to make them socially mobile and self-confident.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  PMPKL supports 

partner NGOs in areas around our factories in Kotri, 
Sahiwal and Green Leaf Threshing (GLT), Mardan, 

to undertake school improvement projects at these 
locations to uplift their infrastructure. In the tobacco 
growing areas, summer schools are organized to 
reduce the incidence of child labor by involving 
children in fun-based learning activities and raising 
awareness against child labor among parents and 
communities.

al h an  i ion  The mobile healthcare and 
health awareness project organizes free medical 
camps and health checkups to the poor and 
marginalized communities in KPK, Punjab and 
Sindh. The targeted communities were provided a 
well-equipped ambulance (also acting as a mobile 
dispensary unit) and free medicines for treatment 
of common diseases, as well as referral feedback 
for any serious illness. Health education sessions 
were also conducted to raise awareness among 
communities on safe health hygiene practices, 
including personal, domestic and environmental 
hygiene.

The clean drinking water project promotes a habit 
of using safe drinking water with adequate 
sanitation in the targeted areas through the 
installation of hand pumps, provision of hygiene 
kits and a health awareness campaign on the 
importance of good hygiene practices through 
social mobilization and community groups.

Philip Morris (Pakistan) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
At Philips, we unlock the extraordinary potential of 
light for brighter lives and a better world. We 
deploy our expertise and knowledge of lighting to 
give back to the communities. By enabling access 
to light, education, health and enhancing safety 
and security, our activities demonstrate the value of 
light beyond illumination.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
At Philips, we believe in building a diverse and 
inclusive workplace. This means we celebrate and 
foster an environment in which all people’s ideas, 
knowledge, perspectives, experiences and styles 
are highly valued. Philips Lighting is a global 
company, embracing a global mindset and actively 
promoting and building capability in this area. In 
2017, we created a network of Diversity & Inclusion 
Champions in our organization consisting of a 
variety of employees across grades, gender, 
nationalities and age representing the different 
markets, businesses and functions. This network 
will promote our inclusive culture, by creating more 
awareness on local initiatives and sharing best 
practices around the world.

CSR i i i s
As a responsible company, we aim to use our 
expertise and knowledge of lighting to give back to 

the communities in which we operate. We do this 
through the Philips Lighting CSR program and by 
supporting the newly established Philips Lighting 
Foundation. The Philips Lighting Foundation is an 
independent, non-profit organization with a mission 
to provide sustainable access to light to people in 
communities that are underserved by electricity. 

 o s is on h  y a as  Lighting lives, 
Lighting entrepreneurs and Humanitarian lighting. 
Our partnerships promote the use of affordable 
clean technology-based lighting systems that 
address the entire spectrum of lighting needs of a 
community.

Furthermore, with energy efficiency as core to our 
business, our employees volunteering program 
promotes and enables employees to volunteer their 
time and skills to inspire the next generation on the 
importance of energy efficiency as a climate 
change solution. Philips Lighting has developed 
training modules for employees to be a guest 
teacher in a local school. By reaching out to young 
students and embedding energy awareness in 
their school’s curriculum, we seek to inspire the 
change makers of the future.

Philips Pakistan Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
P&G’s community impact effort in Pakistan is 
focused on empowering women, improving health 
and hygiene and providing the comforts of home 
for people in need. Through its programs, P&G has 
helped improve the lives of over an estimated 46 
million Pakistanis to date. Employees have been 
actively engaged in P&G community programs, 
contributing around 2,800 volunteer hours in the 
past 10 years.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
P&G recently launched its latest Gender Equality 
initiative under the P&G #WeSeeEqual umbrella to 
contribute towards the economic empowerment of 
women in Pakistan. Through its social cause 
programs, P&G has partnered with Health Oriented 
Preventive Education (HOPE) and UN Women for 
women’s skill-development and girls’ education in 
the country. This program is expected to benefit an 
estimated 10,000 women and girls over the next 3 
years in areas such as Badin, Sujawal, Thatta, 
Gadap, Ghagger, Muzaffargarh and Sialkot. P&G 
is also supporting a UN Women led 
evidence-based research study, aimed at 
promoting women entrepreneurship and 
documentation of gender-responsive procurement 
practices in the country.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  P&G’s partnership 

with Health Oriented Preventive Education (HOPE) 
and READ Foundation has provided quality 

education to over 2,500 underprivileged children in 
slum communities of Karachi, Thatta, Islamabad 
and Muzaffarabad this year. Girls constitute around 
55% of the students at the P&G-HOPE and 
P&G-READ Foundation schools.

P&G employees continue to spend time with the 
children at the SOS Village in Karachi, giving them 
a sense of belonging and being cared for. This 
year, over 50 P&G employees endeavored to 
spread cheer and happiness by creating a 
memorable day for around 145 children through 
the highly anticipated P&G Funfest event.

al h an  i ion  P&G announced Year 4 of 
its partnership with METRO Cash & Carry and 
Health Oriented Preventive Education (HOPE) via 
the P&G Children's Safe Drinking Water program to 
provide clean drinking water to disaster-struck 
communities in Pakistan. Through this program 
P&G has provided 11 million liters of clean drinking 
water during the year benefitting around 50,000 
people across Pakistan. It has also made available 
via social markets around 4.6 million liters of clean 
drinking water to families in slums of Karachi during 
the summer.

P&G brand programs, like Safeguard and Always 
school education programs and the Pampers 
hospital education program, have created health 
and hygiene awareness amongst over 3 million 
Pakistanis during the year.

Procter & Gamble Pakistan
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
At QICT, we recognize that sustainability is both an 
exciting journey and an essential destination. When 
we reflect on our actions and the impact of our 
choices, we are contributing to ensuring a 
sustainable future. However, we must also take 
positive action to create real and sustainable 
change.

Our Sustainability strategy is based on the four 
quadrants: environment, people, safety and 
society and they are adapted to suit the local 
needs of each community.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  QICT also runs a 

school namely Ibtida School which has 
successfully been running since 2014. This year 
the school has been upgraded to a green school 
run completely on Solar Energy.

al h an  i ion  With no access to clean 
water, the villagers were forced to go far off places 
to fetch watch. With the help of clean water project, 
now about 600 villagers have access to clean 
water within their village.

ol n in  P o ams  At DP World, we want to 
build a vibrant and resilient society by investing in 
issues of social importance. Our employee 
volunteering programs are a great example of an 
international plan with local action that enables 
each business unit to determine what activities will 
have the greatest benefit. We are committed to 
help improve the lives of people in the communities 
in which we operate. While volunteering, our 
people have the opportunity to develop skills and 
experience outside their normal working 
environment as well.

Qasim International Container Terminal Pakistan Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Rafhan Maize Products Company Limited is 
located at Faisalabad, Punjab, about 1,100 KM 
North of Karachi. The company processes 
thousands of tons of corn every year to produce 
high quality food ingredients and industrial 
products.

Rafhan Maize is a socially responsible organization 
and striving hard to contribute for social uplifting of 
the people of Pakistan by providing generous 
contributions in the fields of health, education, 
environment, community development, 
sustainability and calamity rehabilitation.

Our strong quest is to make contribution in 
alleviating the hardships of the people; particularly 
living in and around the area of our business.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Our company 

invested PKR 4.40 million in this area. The 
company contributes in the field of education by 
awarding scholarships, delivering awareness 
sessions, providing furniture and infrastructure 
rehabilitation of school buildings.

Our company also invested PKR 0.12 million in 
social welfare by arranging gifts for SOS Village 
Children at Faisalabad and Jamshoro. We also 
contributed PKR 0.04 million in sustainability 
initiatives.

al h an  i ion  To move forward with a 
passion that healthy people make a prosperous 
nation, our company put up in this sector by 
arranging blood camp in collaboration with Sundas 
Foundation Faisalabad, for blood banking, 
adopted patients of Liver Foundation Trust 
Faisalabad and provided blood bags to Ali Zaib 
Foundation Faisalabad for hematological services. 
The donated amount was PKR 0.89 million in this 
category.

n i onm n  To keep our local environment 
green and healthy, our company conducted tree 
plantation drive in coordination with Environmental 
Protection Agency, celebrated Earth Day and 
installed an electric water pump to a nearby public 
park. In this area, we donated PKR 0.11 million.

Rafhan Maize Products Company Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
We believe there's a better way to do business – we 
like to call it 'betterbusiness'. Socially, 
environmentally and financially, we act responsibly 
and sustainably. As RB Pakistan, we in our own 
capacity have been working to improve hygiene 
and sanitation conditions in the country through our 
flagship program - Hoga Saaf Pakistan!  Hoga Saaf 
Pakistan is an initiative that aims to make a Saaf 
Pakistan a reality by spreading awareness and 
driving change around the importance of 
cleanliness, hygiene and sanitation to millions 
across the country.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
RB’s Project Hope empowers 30,000+ rural 
households to improve their health and hygiene by 
providing them with affordable health and hygiene 
products. These products are provided via local 
women from within those villages, referred to as 
‘sehat aapas’, who are trained to become 
entrepreneurs and advocates of good hygiene 
practices. They sell these hygiene products door to 
door, earning livelihood and adding to their 
household income.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Under our flagship 

program of ‘Hoga Saaf Pakistan’, we have 
introduced various interventions to educate people 
on basic hygiene, and sanitation practices which 
include: Educating rural households in 385+ 
villages on improving health and hygiene to ensure 
diarrhoea reduction. Educating 25 lakh children 
annually through Dettol School Program. Educating 
more than 1 lakh new mothers at a critical inflection 
point in their life, through Dettol’s Antenatal 
Program. Mortein, the mosquito killer brand, with 
the aim of achieving the ‘pest control’ goal of Hoga 

Saaf Pakistan, partnered with the dengue resource 
unit of the KPK government. Educating 5 lac 
homemakers in urban cities to educate on the 
importance of clean toilet and basic sanitation 
through our Harpic Muhallah Program. Educating 1 
million female students through our holistic 
program, Veet Acdemy, which includes workshops 
for school/college going girls on essential values to 
empower them with confidence, communication 
skills, fitness tips, etc.

al h an  i ion  As part of RB’s ‘Hoga Saaf 
Pakistan’ campaign, we have introduced the 
following interventions:

Safai Nama educates rural households in 385+ 
villages on improving health and hygiene to ensure 
diarrhoea reduction based on the WHO/UNICEF 7 
Point Plan. Our achievements from Q1 2018 
(Jan-Apr) include a long list. 2,860 latrines were 
constructed and benefitting 21,450 people in the 
project area. Following this construction, District 
WASH Committees visited the villages and verified 
212 villages as ready for open defecation free 
(ODF) certification. The Public Health Engineering 
Department (PHED) has converted 4 vehicles and 
4 motorcycles into mobile water testing 
laboratories to facilitate easy access to water 
quality testing at village level. 358 Lady Health 
Workers were trained to provide health promotion 
sessions. 8,668 children received rotavirus 
vaccinations, 13,699 children were treated with 
ORS and 5,966 children treated with Zinc in project 
basic health units. 180,925 community members 
attended health and hygiene awareness-raising 
sessions. 20 additional female entrepreneurs have 
been trained on total sanitation and sanitation 
marketing.

Reckitt Benckiser Pakistan Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
CSR is about Sanofi’s responsibility vis a vis society; 
fulfilling the promise of “Empowering Life” because 
life is a health journey. We believe in close 
relationships with our stakeholders and we believe 
we are responsible for contributing to the 
sustainable development of our communities.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
To promote gender balance in the company, Sanofi 
Pakistan introduced a referral program in 2012 by 
the name of “ShanaBashana” whereby employees 
are encouraged to refer a female candidate to HR 
department of Sanofi Pakistan for any vacancy in the 
organization. These candidates undergo regular 
interview assessment process and if shortlisted and 
selected for the job, the employee who initially 
referred the candidate gets cash reward for fostering 
gender equality in the company.

Sanofi also participated in OICCI Women initiative 
and signed up for the Women Empowerment 
Principles (WEPs) Pledge from UN Women.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  At Sanofi, we 

conduct a structured training need analysis to 
identify gaps in current skills and competencies. 
Thereafter, training programs are tailored around 
those needs with the goal of enabling each 
employee to deliver better in his/her current role or 
for movement to a different role. The emphasis of 
training programs in 2017 was on leadership and 
sales.

al h  i ion  KiDS is an international 
collaborative project of the International Diabetes 
Federation (IDF) and it has multiple partners 
including Sanofi. The KiDS project was designed to 
foster a supportive school environment for children 
with diabetes. Sanofi Pakistan rolled out the KiDS 
project in 2016 and since then multiple sessions of 
KiDS have been conducted to educate students and 
faculty members on Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes and 
its prevention/management. In 2017, Sanofi Pakistan 

held KiDS sessions at Lahore Grammar School and 
Khatoon-e-Pakistan School, Karachi for over 300 
students and 19 staff members.

Sanofi Pakistan also continued a program that has 
been supporting residents of Shah Faisal Colony 
with diabetes management, since 2013. In 2017, 
more than 2,500 people were counselled on the 
signs and symptoms of diabetes and its 
management by the outreach staff of RLCC.

Sanofi Pakistan also held its annual blood drive in 
collaboration with the Indus Hospital Blood Center at 
its Head Office in August 2017. Over 60 colleagues 
from Commercial Operations and Industrial Affairs 
donated blood at the camp.

In Pakistan, rare disease patients face tremendous 
challenges in seeking medical support for their rare 
disorders. Sanofi Genzyme partners with patients of 
rare diseases by providing support programs, 
information and resources to help navigate their 
difficult journey. Sanofi Genzyme also works closely 
with healthcare professionals to highlight the burden 
of rare disease patients and ensure early diagnostic 
and treatment support for patients. In 2017, 112 
patients of lysosomal storage disorder were 
diagnosed through free-of-cost dried blood testing 
facility provided by Sanofi Genzyme in Pakistan. 9 
patients from Pakistan received free of cost 
treatment through the international charitable 
program of Sanofi Genzyme.  

mploy  ol n ism o S ppo  
Comm ni i s  In 2017, Sanofi Pakistan partnered 
with WWF-Pakistan for its Adopt for Green Program. 
Over 400 students from Khatoon-e-Pakistan School 
and Dr. Mahmood Hussain School were engaged in 
various fun-learning activities led by 6 Sanofi 
volunteers and WWF team members. The activities 
included green workshops, story writing, public 
speaking, mentoring, social development, arts 
contest and exposure trip to Sukkur.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Shell invests in the communities where we live and 
operate. Shell’s social investment programs enable 
us to share with communities the benefits that 
economic development brings while creating a 
sustainable business environment. Investment in 
local communities is both tailored to the needs of 
the community and aligned with Shell’s business 
objectives and skills.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Shell Tameer is a Social Investment Program which 
enables young people to start their own 
businesses, creating opportunities to address the 
issues around youth unemployment. Shell Tameer 
also focuses on empowering women and 
recognizes and rewards their entrepreneurial 
creativity and talent; and provides them with a 
platform to further their business idea. In 2017, the 
Shell Tameer Empowering Women Award, went out 
to Zarak Shah, Founder & CEO, HomeStoves: a 
tech start-up, aimed at empowering housewives 
through a mobile food delivery app. The app has 
created a network of 100 home-based female 
cooks looking to generate income by selling home 
cooked meals.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Shell strives to find 

innovative ways to address energy challenges, 
particularly in the area of mobility. Shell 

Eco-marathon is a student innovation competition 
that challenges students from universities across 
the world to design, build and race the most energy 
efficient cars. Held every year, students come 
together to showcase, test and drive their cars. In 
2018, nine teams from seven universities in 
Pakistan participated in the Shell Eco-marathon 
event held in March in Singapore.

Shell LiveWIRE’s Let’s Go Trade grant provides 
funding guidance to help the entrepreneurs identify 
their business potential in international markets. 
Two Shell Tameer alumni received funding to carry 
out their trade trips to Japan and China to meet 
potential product suppliers to expand their 
respective businesses and contribute to the benefit 
of communities in Pakistan.

al h an  i ion  Shell in partnership with 
Layton Rahmatulla Benevolent Trust (LRBT) has 
been working for over fifteen years to ensure 
healthy eyesight of drivers, customers and 
community members by offering eye testing for 
truck drivers as part of its road safety outreach 
program. In 2018, nearly 400 drivers along with the 
nearby communities were provided free medical 
treatment for eye aliments at the eye camp in the 
cities. In the last five years, Shell, in partnership 
with LRBT, has offered free eye checks to 6,241 
people.

Shell Pakistan Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Shell invests in the communities where we live and 
operate. Shell’s social investment programs enable 
us to share with communities the benefits that 
economic development brings while creating a 
sustainable business environment. Investment in 
local communities is both tailored to the needs of 
the community and aligned with Shell’s business 
objectives and skills.
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the world to design, build and race the most energy 
efficient cars. Held every year, students come 
together to showcase, test and drive their cars. In 
2018, nine teams from seven universities in 
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event held in March in Singapore.

Shell LiveWIRE’s Let’s Go Trade grant provides 
funding guidance to help the entrepreneurs identify 
their business potential in international markets. 
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out their trade trips to Japan and China to meet 
potential product suppliers to expand their 
respective businesses and contribute to the benefit 
of communities in Pakistan.

al h an  i ion  Shell in partnership with 
Layton Rahmatulla Benevolent Trust (LRBT) has 
been working for over fifteen years to ensure 
healthy eyesight of drivers, customers and 
community members by offering eye testing for 
truck drivers as part of its road safety outreach 
program. In 2018, nearly 400 drivers along with the 
nearby communities were provided free medical 
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with LRBT, has offered free eye checks to 6,241 
people.

Shell Pakistan Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
At SICPA, we see CSR as a broad concept covering all the 
aspects of what we do that assure sustainability: our 
people, our business practice, our impact on the 
environment and the communities in which we operate.

SICPA initiatives aim to demonstrate the company’s 
commitment towards key market issues such as ethics, 
sustainable products which also contribute towards 
reduction of environmental and social impact, efficient 
material and resource utilization and waste reduction. 
SICPA aims to maintain a positive social and environmental 
performance wherever it maintains a presence.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
SICPA Pakistan’s sister company, Security Papers Limited, 
celebrated International Women’s Day for their women 
workforce on May 8, 2018.

Elizabeth Pinto, HR Manager of SICPA Pakistan, addressed 
the gathering highlighting the significant role of women in 
the society and emphasized the importance of women 
empowerment through education and career. She 
presented the leading ladies of Pakistan as exemplary 
models for the women to inspire from.  Approximately, 200 
women workers were part of the program and fully 
participated in speech competition, musical chairs, lucky 
draws, skits and cooking competition.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  SICPA Pakistan supports 

The Citizen Foundation in Karachi and has adopted a 
primary school (afternoon shift) located in Saudabad, 
having a total strength of 172 students. Volunteers engaged 
with the primary students in educational games that were 
thoroughly enjoyed by the students. Winning groups were 
awarded prizes at the end of the program.

In addition to supporting The Citizens Foundation School 
and Nasra School over the years, SICPA Pakistan helped 
an organization running Street Schools in Pakistan. SICPA 
Pakistan donated chairs to the children for this cause.
SICPA Pakistan recognizes workers children’s dedication 
and reward position holders to encourage and motivate 
them to further excel in their studies.

al h an  i ion  SICPA Pakistan supports The Kidney 
Centre and gave donations which was utilized for the 
treatment of poor patients suffering from kidney related 
diseases as well as for the expansion of the hospital.

SICPA Pakistan staff members also visited and spent time 
with around 75 special children living at Dar-ul-Sukun. The 
volunteers engaged them in painting, coloring, clay and 
blocks building games. There was also throwball, sing song 
and dance activities. The volunteers also served a delicious 
meal to all children and at the end of the day goody bags 
were distributed.

n i onm n  SICPA Pakistan chose the barren, Hafza 
Park, located in Model Colony for its ‘Going Green’ activity. 
SICPA employees volunteered to clean the park that was in 
a dilapidated condition. During the day, the volunteers were 
busy in watering the park and planted around 200 trees.

SICPA’s environmental footprint is closely monitored. In our 
production facilities, we strive to increase resource 
efficiency by minimizing energy consumption and 
improving waste management. This project started in 
September 2016 and we saved 6.35% units of electricity in 
the year 2017 compared to the units consumed in 2016.

SICPA Pakistan also participated in the NFEH 10th 
International CSR Summit & Awards and won an award for 
the second consecutive year in the category of “Best 
Practices in CSR”.

SICPA Inks Pakistan (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
At SICPA, we see CSR as a broad concept covering all the 
aspects of what we do that assure sustainability: our 
people, our business practice, our impact on the 
environment and the communities in which we operate.

SICPA initiatives aim to demonstrate the company’s 
commitment towards key market issues such as ethics, 
sustainable products which also contribute towards 
reduction of environmental and social impact, efficient 
material and resource utilization and waste reduction. 
SICPA aims to maintain a positive social and environmental 
performance wherever it maintains a presence.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
SICPA Pakistan’s sister company, Security Papers Limited, 
celebrated International Women’s Day for their women 
workforce on May 8, 2018.

Elizabeth Pinto, HR Manager of SICPA Pakistan, addressed 
the gathering highlighting the significant role of women in 
the society and emphasized the importance of women 
empowerment through education and career. She 
presented the leading ladies of Pakistan as exemplary 
models for the women to inspire from.  Approximately, 200 
women workers were part of the program and fully 
participated in speech competition, musical chairs, lucky 
draws, skits and cooking competition.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  SICPA Pakistan supports 

The Citizen Foundation in Karachi and has adopted a 
primary school (afternoon shift) located in Saudabad, 
having a total strength of 172 students. Volunteers engaged 
with the primary students in educational games that were 
thoroughly enjoyed by the students. Winning groups were 
awarded prizes at the end of the program.

In addition to supporting The Citizens Foundation School 
and Nasra School over the years, SICPA Pakistan helped 
an organization running Street Schools in Pakistan. SICPA 
Pakistan donated chairs to the children for this cause.
SICPA Pakistan recognizes workers children’s dedication 
and reward position holders to encourage and motivate 
them to further excel in their studies.

al h an  i ion  SICPA Pakistan supports The Kidney 
Centre and gave donations which was utilized for the 
treatment of poor patients suffering from kidney related 
diseases as well as for the expansion of the hospital.

SICPA Pakistan staff members also visited and spent time 
with around 75 special children living at Dar-ul-Sukun. The 
volunteers engaged them in painting, coloring, clay and 
blocks building games. There was also throwball, sing song 
and dance activities. The volunteers also served a delicious 
meal to all children and at the end of the day goody bags 
were distributed.

n i onm n  SICPA Pakistan chose the barren, Hafza 
Park, located in Model Colony for its ‘Going Green’ activity. 
SICPA employees volunteered to clean the park that was in 
a dilapidated condition. During the day, the volunteers were 
busy in watering the park and planted around 200 trees.

SICPA’s environmental footprint is closely monitored. In our 
production facilities, we strive to increase resource 
efficiency by minimizing energy consumption and 
improving waste management. This project started in 
September 2016 and we saved 6.35% units of electricity in 
the year 2017 compared to the units consumed in 2016.

SICPA Pakistan also participated in the NFEH 10th 
International CSR Summit & Awards and won an award for 
the second consecutive year in the category of “Best 
Practices in CSR”.

SICPA Inks Pakistan (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Corporate citizenship has been an integral part of 
Siemens from the very beginning. We strive to 
contribute to the sustainable development of the 
regions, in which we operate. Corporate 
Citizenship is Siemens’ voluntary commitment in 
society with the aim to advance societies by 
making our technology and knowledge accessible 
to more people around the world. We strive to 
create shared value in every country, in which we 
operate, while strengthening our business 
performance. We build our commitment on three 
pillars: access to technology, access to education 
and sustaining communities.

CSR i i i s
a ni i S i n  hi i ion  Siemens supported 

and participated in the second edition of 
Magnfi-Science Exhibition 2017, organized by The 
Dawood Foundation in Karachi. Siemens’ 
demonstrated its innovative equipment used to 
produce renewable energy such as solar, wind and 
hydro. The children were captivated by the display 
on patented Siemens experiment kits that allowed 
them to observe and operate miniature working 
models of energy generating equipment. Visitors to 
the Siemens Lab fabricated a small battery 
operated car to understand how cars can run on 
electricity. Siemens not only made a financial 
contribution to the exhibition, but many of its team 
members volunteered their time over 3 days of the 
event to interact with students and instill in them the 
love for science.

man Capi al lopm n  Siemens provided 
financial support to a school run by the George 
Ludwig Rexroth Charitable Trust. The school, 
located in one of the less privileged neighborhoods 
of Karachi, Orangi Town, aims to provide a 
competitive standard of education to children who 
would otherwise have no access to it. The school 
not only provides regular education but also 
supports adult literacy and vocational training.
Siemens also provided support for the initiative 
‘Educate a Child – Transform a Life’ through TCF’s 
‘Sponsor-a-Classroom’ program. Every child 
deserves an education and a better chance in life 
and we hope this contribution helps transform 
some lives.

n i onm n  Siemens has partnered with WWF 
Pakistan for its Green Office Program to address 
environmental challenges and learn ways to be 
instrumental in improving our environment. Green 
Office Program is a practical and simple 
Environmental Management System specifically for 
office conditions to reduce overall carbon 
emissions. Green Office is a program that will help 
us reduce our environmental footprint and in 
educating employees to be better and responsible 
citizens and understand their civic and 
environmental responsibilities. The implementation 
of a Green Office will help Siemens cut down on 
energy costs, reduce waste and make better 
procurement choices.

Siemens (Pakistan) Engineering Company Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Corporate citizenship has been an integral part of 
Siemens from the very beginning. We strive to 
contribute to the sustainable development of the 
regions, in which we operate. Corporate 
Citizenship is Siemens’ voluntary commitment in 
society with the aim to advance societies by 
making our technology and knowledge accessible 
to more people around the world. We strive to 
create shared value in every country, in which we 
operate, while strengthening our business 
performance. We build our commitment on three 
pillars: access to technology, access to education 
and sustaining communities.

CSR i i i s
a ni i S i n  hi i ion  Siemens supported 

and participated in the second edition of 
Magnfi-Science Exhibition 2017, organized by The 
Dawood Foundation in Karachi. Siemens’ 
demonstrated its innovative equipment used to 
produce renewable energy such as solar, wind and 
hydro. The children were captivated by the display 
on patented Siemens experiment kits that allowed 
them to observe and operate miniature working 
models of energy generating equipment. Visitors to 
the Siemens Lab fabricated a small battery 
operated car to understand how cars can run on 
electricity. Siemens not only made a financial 
contribution to the exhibition, but many of its team 
members volunteered their time over 3 days of the 
event to interact with students and instill in them the 
love for science.

man Capi al lopm n  Siemens provided 
financial support to a school run by the George 
Ludwig Rexroth Charitable Trust. The school, 
located in one of the less privileged neighborhoods 
of Karachi, Orangi Town, aims to provide a 
competitive standard of education to children who 
would otherwise have no access to it. The school 
not only provides regular education but also 
supports adult literacy and vocational training.
Siemens also provided support for the initiative 
‘Educate a Child – Transform a Life’ through TCF’s 
‘Sponsor-a-Classroom’ program. Every child 
deserves an education and a better chance in life 
and we hope this contribution helps transform 
some lives.

n i onm n  Siemens has partnered with WWF 
Pakistan for its Green Office Program to address 
environmental challenges and learn ways to be 
instrumental in improving our environment. Green 
Office Program is a practical and simple 
Environmental Management System specifically for 
office conditions to reduce overall carbon 
emissions. Green Office is a program that will help 
us reduce our environmental footprint and in 
educating employees to be better and responsible 
citizens and understand their civic and 
environmental responsibilities. The implementation 
of a Green Office will help Siemens cut down on 
energy costs, reduce waste and make better 
procurement choices.

Siemens (Pakistan) Engineering Company Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
As a company with a leading position in 
construction chemicals worldwide, Sika Pakistan 
understands and honors its responsibility by 
offering sustainable solutions while pledging to 
responsible actions to contribute towards a safe 
and healthy environment. Sika Pakistan’s 
manufacturing facility has been designed and 
constructed in light of this promise.

CSR i i i s
Pa is an’s i s   a ship in n y 
an  n i onm n al si n  C i i  
Cons ion Ch mi als an a in  a ili y  
Sika Pakistan’s new manufacturing facility at 
Sundar Industrial Estate, Lahore, is the first 
construction chemical plant in Pakistan which has 
been awarded LEED Gold Certification by USGBC 
(United States Green Business Council). LEED 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) 
is an International rating system for buildings which 
evaluates the environmental performance of 
building and award points across several areas 
that address sustainability. Sika’s sustainable 
solutions enhance the utility of the project. Being a 
LEED certified building, Sika’s new factory is 
resource efficient as a result of which it saves 20% 
energy and 50% of water efficiency in comparison 
to any other industrial facility in Pakistan. The 
vicinity has been built using 75% local indigenous 
building and construction materials. It has 30% 
better Indoor Air quality, having a substantial green 
area which provides our workers a safer and 
cleaner environment to work.

al h an  i ion  Sika offers specialized 
cleanroom flooring solution which is LEED Certified 
for hospitals bearing in mind its hygiene 
requirement. Sika collaborated with Transparent 
Hands to join in their initiative of providing 
healthcare facilities to needy patients. Transparent 
Hands endeavors to help needy patients by 
providing them free treatment in exchange. Sika 
contributed by providing flooring at the operation 
theatre in two hospitals Zainab Memorial and 
Akram Medical Complex. Sika installed free of cost 
flooring at the operation theatres of Zainab 
Memorial Hospital (Lahore) and Akram Medical 
Complex (Lahore) in return of promise from 
Transparent Hands to serve deserving patients in 
the same hospitals against the cost incurred by 
Sika at the hour of need. Against this flooring, both 
hospitals served the underprivileged patients 
redirected by Transparent Hands.

n i onm n  Sika conducted the “Plant a tree, 
Plant a Life” Campaign on August 14, 2017 at its 
manufacturing facility in Lahore to contribute 
towards an Eco-friendly Environment. Each 
employee planted a tree to extend its support to the 
cause. The aim of the activity was to encourage 
and inspire people, communities and organizations 
to collectively plant as many trees as possible 
individually.

Sika Pakistan (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
As a company with a leading position in 
construction chemicals worldwide, Sika Pakistan 
understands and honors its responsibility by 
offering sustainable solutions while pledging to 
responsible actions to contribute towards a safe 
and healthy environment. Sika Pakistan’s 
manufacturing facility has been designed and 
constructed in light of this promise.

CSR i i i s
Pa is an’s i s   a ship in n y 
an  n i onm n al si n  C i i  
Cons ion Ch mi als an a in  a ili y  
Sika Pakistan’s new manufacturing facility at 
Sundar Industrial Estate, Lahore, is the first 
construction chemical plant in Pakistan which has 
been awarded LEED Gold Certification by USGBC 
(United States Green Business Council). LEED 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) 
is an International rating system for buildings which 
evaluates the environmental performance of 
building and award points across several areas 
that address sustainability. Sika’s sustainable 
solutions enhance the utility of the project. Being a 
LEED certified building, Sika’s new factory is 
resource efficient as a result of which it saves 20% 
energy and 50% of water efficiency in comparison 
to any other industrial facility in Pakistan. The 
vicinity has been built using 75% local indigenous 
building and construction materials. It has 30% 
better Indoor Air quality, having a substantial green 
area which provides our workers a safer and 
cleaner environment to work.

al h an  i ion  Sika offers specialized 
cleanroom flooring solution which is LEED Certified 
for hospitals bearing in mind its hygiene 
requirement. Sika collaborated with Transparent 
Hands to join in their initiative of providing 
healthcare facilities to needy patients. Transparent 
Hands endeavors to help needy patients by 
providing them free treatment in exchange. Sika 
contributed by providing flooring at the operation 
theatre in two hospitals Zainab Memorial and 
Akram Medical Complex. Sika installed free of cost 
flooring at the operation theatres of Zainab 
Memorial Hospital (Lahore) and Akram Medical 
Complex (Lahore) in return of promise from 
Transparent Hands to serve deserving patients in 
the same hospitals against the cost incurred by 
Sika at the hour of need. Against this flooring, both 
hospitals served the underprivileged patients 
redirected by Transparent Hands.

n i onm n  Sika conducted the “Plant a tree, 
Plant a Life” Campaign on August 14, 2017 at its 
manufacturing facility in Lahore to contribute 
towards an Eco-friendly Environment. Each 
employee planted a tree to extend its support to the 
cause. The aim of the activity was to encourage 
and inspire people, communities and organizations 
to collectively plant as many trees as possible 
individually.

Sika Pakistan (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Standard Chartered Bank (SC) operates across 68 
countries with a focus on Asia, Africa and Middle 
East and has long been recognized for promoting 
economic and social development.

SC has h  s s aina ili y p io i i s  
contributing to sustainable economic growth, 
being a responsible company and investing in 
communities. These priorities guide how SC works 
in CSR space. In 2017, SC developed its global 
Sustainability Aspirations further, based on above 
priorities with a set of actions and measurable 
targets which demonstrate how the bank will 
achieve sustainable outcomes across its business, 
particularly through the core business of banking. 
The bank also allows all employees 3 paid 
volunteering leaves per annum to encourage 
participation in CSR initiatives.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
SC’s diversity and inclusion (D&I) agenda is 
communicated throughout the organization and the 
vision and strategy are clearly defined as well. 
Global D&I Council, which has senior 
representation from across the bank is responsible 
for bank’s overall D&I strategy, providing direction 
setting and overseeing the implementation for 
sustainable and measurable improvements. Each 
country has a senior staff who works as the D&I 
champion for country and is responsible for driving 
the D&I agenda and initiatives. These diversity and 
inclusion champions create an active network that 
allows for idea generation, agenda setting and 
building towards a sustainable organizational 
model that supports and enables D&I. Country 
management team are D&I ambassadors and work 
towards achieving and propelling the D&I agenda.

In 2017, Pakistan’s parental leave policy was 
revised to be able to better support both male and 
female staff (Maternity leave is five months and 
paternal leave 2 calendar weeks). Our daycare 
policy reimburses the daycare expenses for 
children under the age of six for female staff. This 
enables them to enroll their children at daycare 
facilities, manage their work and personal lives 
without worrying about additional expenses.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Goal is our global 

program aimed at empowering adolescent girls 
from low-income communities with the skills they 
need to make informed life choices and enable 
them to fulfill their potential. The bank launched its 
Pakistan program in 2016, which has so far 
reached over 2,500 female beneficiaries across 
seven schools in Lyari. We are currently present in 
12 schools in Lyari and are looking at ways to scale 
up the program.

al h an  i ion  SC Pakistan deepened its 
commitment in 2016 to preventable blindness with 
a new program aimed at reducing avoidable 
blindness due to STDR (sight-threatening diabetic 
retinopathy) in three districts of Pakistan, benefiting 
over 1 million people directly and indirectly, with 
diabetic men and women diagnosed with DR 
treated for sight-threatening diabetic retinopathy. 
Projects were also expanded to KPK. Through the 
work of their partners, SC is accredited with a 20% 
reduction in avoidable blindness and the 
government has appointed SC as the only 
corporate partner with presence on both the 
National and Sindh eye councils of the country. Our 
partners include SightSavers International and 
Layton Rehmatulla Benevolent Trust (LRBT).

Standard Chartered Bank Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Standard Chartered Bank (SC) operates across 68 
countries with a focus on Asia, Africa and Middle 
East and has long been recognized for promoting 
economic and social development.

SC has h  s s aina ili y p io i i s  
contributing to sustainable economic growth, 
being a responsible company and investing in 
communities. These priorities guide how SC works 
in CSR space. In 2017, SC developed its global 
Sustainability Aspirations further, based on above 
priorities with a set of actions and measurable 
targets which demonstrate how the bank will 
achieve sustainable outcomes across its business, 
particularly through the core business of banking. 
The bank also allows all employees 3 paid 
volunteering leaves per annum to encourage 
participation in CSR initiatives.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
SC’s diversity and inclusion (D&I) agenda is 
communicated throughout the organization and the 
vision and strategy are clearly defined as well. 
Global D&I Council, which has senior 
representation from across the bank is responsible 
for bank’s overall D&I strategy, providing direction 
setting and overseeing the implementation for 
sustainable and measurable improvements. Each 
country has a senior staff who works as the D&I 
champion for country and is responsible for driving 
the D&I agenda and initiatives. These diversity and 
inclusion champions create an active network that 
allows for idea generation, agenda setting and 
building towards a sustainable organizational 
model that supports and enables D&I. Country 
management team are D&I ambassadors and work 
towards achieving and propelling the D&I agenda.

In 2017, Pakistan’s parental leave policy was 
revised to be able to better support both male and 
female staff (Maternity leave is five months and 
paternal leave 2 calendar weeks). Our daycare 
policy reimburses the daycare expenses for 
children under the age of six for female staff. This 
enables them to enroll their children at daycare 
facilities, manage their work and personal lives 
without worrying about additional expenses.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Goal is our global 

program aimed at empowering adolescent girls 
from low-income communities with the skills they 
need to make informed life choices and enable 
them to fulfill their potential. The bank launched its 
Pakistan program in 2016, which has so far 
reached over 2,500 female beneficiaries across 
seven schools in Lyari. We are currently present in 
12 schools in Lyari and are looking at ways to scale 
up the program.

al h an  i ion  SC Pakistan deepened its 
commitment in 2016 to preventable blindness with 
a new program aimed at reducing avoidable 
blindness due to STDR (sight-threatening diabetic 
retinopathy) in three districts of Pakistan, benefiting 
over 1 million people directly and indirectly, with 
diabetic men and women diagnosed with DR 
treated for sight-threatening diabetic retinopathy. 
Projects were also expanded to KPK. Through the 
work of their partners, SC is accredited with a 20% 
reduction in avoidable blindness and the 
government has appointed SC as the only 
corporate partner with presence on both the 
National and Sindh eye councils of the country. Our 
partners include SightSavers International and 
Layton Rehmatulla Benevolent Trust (LRBT).

Standard Chartered Bank Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Telenor Pakistan strives to contribute to the 
sustainable development of the society in line with 
global development agenda. Our sustainability 
direction is aligned with the SDGs, Goal#10 
“Reduced Inequalities” in particular. Our strategy is 
built around our core value i.e. leveraging the 
power of digital technologies and partnerships to 
promote sustainable development, creating 
opportunities all the while mitigating risks. Our 
mantra for Sustainability, ‘Digital for 
Development-D4D’ is the manifestation of creating 
‘Shared Value’ that is scalable and sustainable.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
aya haa  With the goal of empowering 

women at workplace and harness gender diversity 
within Telenor Pakistan’s workforce, the program 
provides opportunities for women who have been 
on a career break or never had the opportunity to 
work in the corporate sector. The nine-month “Naya 
Aghaaz” program also enables us to create a talent 
pool of potential female employees and future 
leaders for the organization while testing flexible 
working opportunities, virtual working, flexi hours 
and inclusion of women from diverse backgrounds. 
This program is a regular annual recruitment 
feature.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Under Education, 

Telenor Pakistan has recently rehabilitated 44 
public schools in 4 flood-affected districts, started 
a Safe Internet School outreach program and 
trained around 0.5 million students on safe online 

behaviors and targeted primary schools for digital 
learning initiatives. The Digital Birth Registration 
program aims to register 0.7 Million children in 9 
remote districts enabling their basic right of 
identity.

Under our diversity and inclusion initiatives, 
Telenor Pakistan has created dignified 
opportunities for women and persons with 
disabilities, with the purpose to become the most 
diverse organization in Pakistan in terms of 
employment, culture as well as services. Telenor 
has made massive cash and in-kind contributions 
in the times of disasters and reached out to millions 
of people through its early warning system to 
mitigate potential risks to life and property.

al h an  i ion  Telenor Pakistan believes in 
highest standards pertaining to Health, Safety and 
Environment. We have robust systems to ensure 
occupational health, safety and environment for our 
employees and stout Supplier Conduct Principles 
for our suppliers. Telenor Pakistan conceitedly is 
the first Telecommunication Company in Pakistan 
which attained ISO 14001:2015 certification 
(Environmental Management Systems) in 2017. To 
ensure continuous improvement and strengthen 
our protocols, in recent past 800 inspections of 
suppliers, 116 Risk Assessments of building 
operations and 15,000 man-hours of capacity 
building are already part of the system and journey 
still goes on.

Telenor Pakistan (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Telenor Pakistan strives to contribute to the 
sustainable development of the society in line with 
global development agenda. Our sustainability 
direction is aligned with the SDGs, Goal#10 
“Reduced Inequalities” in particular. Our strategy is 
built around our core value i.e. leveraging the 
power of digital technologies and partnerships to 
promote sustainable development, creating 
opportunities all the while mitigating risks. Our 
mantra for Sustainability, ‘Digital for 
Development-D4D’ is the manifestation of creating 
‘Shared Value’ that is scalable and sustainable.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
aya haa  With the goal of empowering 

women at workplace and harness gender diversity 
within Telenor Pakistan’s workforce, the program 
provides opportunities for women who have been 
on a career break or never had the opportunity to 
work in the corporate sector. The nine-month “Naya 
Aghaaz” program also enables us to create a talent 
pool of potential female employees and future 
leaders for the organization while testing flexible 
working opportunities, virtual working, flexi hours 
and inclusion of women from diverse backgrounds. 
This program is a regular annual recruitment 
feature.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Under Education, 

Telenor Pakistan has recently rehabilitated 44 
public schools in 4 flood-affected districts, started 
a Safe Internet School outreach program and 
trained around 0.5 million students on safe online 

behaviors and targeted primary schools for digital 
learning initiatives. The Digital Birth Registration 
program aims to register 0.7 Million children in 9 
remote districts enabling their basic right of 
identity.

Under our diversity and inclusion initiatives, 
Telenor Pakistan has created dignified 
opportunities for women and persons with 
disabilities, with the purpose to become the most 
diverse organization in Pakistan in terms of 
employment, culture as well as services. Telenor 
has made massive cash and in-kind contributions 
in the times of disasters and reached out to millions 
of people through its early warning system to 
mitigate potential risks to life and property.

al h an  i ion  Telenor Pakistan believes in 
highest standards pertaining to Health, Safety and 
Environment. We have robust systems to ensure 
occupational health, safety and environment for our 
employees and stout Supplier Conduct Principles 
for our suppliers. Telenor Pakistan conceitedly is 
the first Telecommunication Company in Pakistan 
which attained ISO 14001:2015 certification 
(Environmental Management Systems) in 2017. To 
ensure continuous improvement and strengthen 
our protocols, in recent past 800 inspections of 
suppliers, 116 Risk Assessments of building 
operations and 15,000 man-hours of capacity 
building are already part of the system and journey 
still goes on.

Telenor Pakistan (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
HUBCO has always given heavy emphasize on 
CSR activities and invested in different social 
activities for the betterment of people.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  To provide 

education facilities to the poor people, HUBCO has 
established fully-funded TCF HUBCO Campuses 
and adopted local government schools in nearby 
villages from nursery to matric where free uniforms, 
syllabus, school bags and transportation are being 
provided to the children coming from 22-km radius.

Scholarships were awarded to 30-female students 
of Sardar Bahadur Khan Women University, 
Quetta, where semester fee, stipend and hostel 
charges are being covered for needy students.
Apprenticeship training for two years is also 
provided in different categories i.e. electrical, 
mechanical, instrumentation etc. to 12 students 
who belong to Balochistan Province. Training, 
boarding, lodging and transportation are also 
covered for these students.

al h an  i ion  HUBCO organizes an Eye 
Camp every year, where over 100 surgeries and 
over thousands of OPD were performed along with 
provision of free of cost medicines and glasses. 
HUBCO also distributes medicines quarterly to the 
hospital at Hub and dispensaries at Gadani area. 
Free Medical and Skin Camps are also organized 
at different places in district Lasbella.

HUBCO also provides health facilities to the 
community at their door step by providing mobile 
medical van which covers 25-villages within 20-km 
radius in Hub and Gadani areas. The van has 
facility of a lady doctor and LHVs.

Due to shortage of water and electricity in Jam 
Ghulam Qadir Hospital Hub, HUBCO took an 
enormous decision and decided to install Solar 
Panel in Emergency and Maternity Wards in first 
phase. In second phase, HUBCO has plan to cover 
OT and OPD wards also through Solar Panel. 
HUBCO has also started supply of water through 
water tanker to Jam Ghulam Qadir Hospital where 
the hospital was facing much difficulty due to 
shortage of water.

Supply of clean drinking water through water 
tanker is also provided to the community of 
3-villages located near HUBCO plant.

h s  HUBCO organized a cricket tournament 
outside the plant and invited teams from different 
villages to participate as well as sponsored a final 
match of a football tournament held at Uthal. 
Miscellaneous donations to different organizations 
and NGOs in health and education sectors are also 
being given.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
HUBCO has always given heavy emphasize on 
CSR activities and invested in different social 
activities for the betterment of people.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  To provide 

education facilities to the poor people, HUBCO has 
established fully-funded TCF HUBCO Campuses 
and adopted local government schools in nearby 
villages from nursery to matric where free uniforms, 
syllabus, school bags and transportation are being 
provided to the children coming from 22-km radius.

Scholarships were awarded to 30-female students 
of Sardar Bahadur Khan Women University, 
Quetta, where semester fee, stipend and hostel 
charges are being covered for needy students.
Apprenticeship training for two years is also 
provided in different categories i.e. electrical, 
mechanical, instrumentation etc. to 12 students 
who belong to Balochistan Province. Training, 
boarding, lodging and transportation are also 
covered for these students.

al h an  i ion  HUBCO organizes an Eye 
Camp every year, where over 100 surgeries and 
over thousands of OPD were performed along with 
provision of free of cost medicines and glasses. 
HUBCO also distributes medicines quarterly to the 
hospital at Hub and dispensaries at Gadani area. 
Free Medical and Skin Camps are also organized 
at different places in district Lasbella.

HUBCO also provides health facilities to the 
community at their door step by providing mobile 
medical van which covers 25-villages within 20-km 
radius in Hub and Gadani areas. The van has 
facility of a lady doctor and LHVs.

Due to shortage of water and electricity in Jam 
Ghulam Qadir Hospital Hub, HUBCO took an 
enormous decision and decided to install Solar 
Panel in Emergency and Maternity Wards in first 
phase. In second phase, HUBCO has plan to cover 
OT and OPD wards also through Solar Panel. 
HUBCO has also started supply of water through 
water tanker to Jam Ghulam Qadir Hospital where 
the hospital was facing much difficulty due to 
shortage of water.

Supply of clean drinking water through water 
tanker is also provided to the community of 
3-villages located near HUBCO plant.

h s  HUBCO organized a cricket tournament 
outside the plant and invited teams from different 
villages to participate as well as sponsored a final 
match of a football tournament held at Uthal. 
Miscellaneous donations to different organizations 
and NGOs in health and education sectors are also 
being given.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Total PARCO Pakistan Limited (TPPL) aims to be 
among socially responsible energy providers by 
taking responsibility of the effects of its operations 
on our stakeholders while allowing a respectful 
integration of our activities and aiming to deliver 
socio-economic benefits to the local communities. 

h  y a as o  so i al ini ia i s o  PP  a  
Safety and safe transportation; Managing the 
Operational Impact on the Environment; Culture 
and Heritage; and Youth, Professional, Social 
inclusion and integration.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
TPPL promotes supplier diversity and inclusion and 
provides equal opportunity to the vendors in the 
market with an aim to assist and provide 
opportunities to Women-Owned Business 
Enterprises within the local community. Women 
vendors currently contribute approximately 10% in 
the business.

In Pakistan, even though there are millions of 
women who own and drive a car, there is no 
communication in the industry targeted towards 
them. TPPL aims to arm women with the right 
knowledge about cars and it’s maintenance to 
empower them so that they can ultimately make 
informed decisions about their own cars. The 
campaign was launched in the last quarter of 2017 
through social media platforms 
#MeriGariMeriZimaydari #YesWeCanLadies 
#WeCan #ItsThatSimple where women were 
educated about their cars.

To help empower women, TPPL supported Behbud 
Association Foundation which provides vocational 
training to assist them in becoming self-sufficient 
and respected breadwinners.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  TPPL engaged 21 

Management Trainees who are being exposed to 

real world scenarios and thereby acquiring 
techniques to meet the challenges of the 
professional world upon completion of their 
training.

Guided by social responsibilities to excel at 
improving educational insights of our youth, TPPL 
initiated laptop donation drive with The Miracle 
School and endowed refurbished laptops.

al h an  i ion  On the health awareness 
aspect, 112 drivers were examined/tested at the 
Eye Camp and database for these individuals was 
maintained for future reference.

TPPL also joined hands with Shaukat Khanum 
Memorial Trust in a Breast Cancer Awareness 
campaign and arranged special sessions for the 
employees and their families.

n i onm n  Based on the outstanding safe 
driving performance in 2017, 12 drivers who had 
driven approximately 700,000 KMs were selected 
for ‘Shahsawar League’. They were taken to 
northern areas for a trip and recognized for their 
outstanding performance.

For enhancing safety awareness, children of the 
employees were encouraged to participate in 
awareness sessions on safety including an art 
competition for promoting safe environment.

Every year, TPPL celebrates ‘World Safety Day’ to 
reinforce safety protocols at all business locations.
TPPL also participated in a tree plantation drive at 
a local school in Lahore.

h s  TPPL supports culture and heritage and 
sponsored Electro Oriental Music – a fusion of 
National and International musical concert at 
Alliance Francaise.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Total PARCO Pakistan Limited (TPPL) aims to be 
among socially responsible energy providers by 
taking responsibility of the effects of its operations 
on our stakeholders while allowing a respectful 
integration of our activities and aiming to deliver 
socio-economic benefits to the local communities. 

h  y a as o  so i al ini ia i s o  PP  a  
Safety and safe transportation; Managing the 
Operational Impact on the Environment; Culture 
and Heritage; and Youth, Professional, Social 
inclusion and integration.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
TPPL promotes supplier diversity and inclusion and 
provides equal opportunity to the vendors in the 
market with an aim to assist and provide 
opportunities to Women-Owned Business 
Enterprises within the local community. Women 
vendors currently contribute approximately 10% in 
the business.

In Pakistan, even though there are millions of 
women who own and drive a car, there is no 
communication in the industry targeted towards 
them. TPPL aims to arm women with the right 
knowledge about cars and it’s maintenance to 
empower them so that they can ultimately make 
informed decisions about their own cars. The 
campaign was launched in the last quarter of 2017 
through social media platforms 
#MeriGariMeriZimaydari #YesWeCanLadies 
#WeCan #ItsThatSimple where women were 
educated about their cars.

To help empower women, TPPL supported Behbud 
Association Foundation which provides vocational 
training to assist them in becoming self-sufficient 
and respected breadwinners.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  TPPL engaged 21 

Management Trainees who are being exposed to 

real world scenarios and thereby acquiring 
techniques to meet the challenges of the 
professional world upon completion of their 
training.

Guided by social responsibilities to excel at 
improving educational insights of our youth, TPPL 
initiated laptop donation drive with The Miracle 
School and endowed refurbished laptops.

al h an  i ion  On the health awareness 
aspect, 112 drivers were examined/tested at the 
Eye Camp and database for these individuals was 
maintained for future reference.

TPPL also joined hands with Shaukat Khanum 
Memorial Trust in a Breast Cancer Awareness 
campaign and arranged special sessions for the 
employees and their families.

n i onm n  Based on the outstanding safe 
driving performance in 2017, 12 drivers who had 
driven approximately 700,000 KMs were selected 
for ‘Shahsawar League’. They were taken to 
northern areas for a trip and recognized for their 
outstanding performance.

For enhancing safety awareness, children of the 
employees were encouraged to participate in 
awareness sessions on safety including an art 
competition for promoting safe environment.

Every year, TPPL celebrates ‘World Safety Day’ to 
reinforce safety protocols at all business locations.
TPPL also participated in a tree plantation drive at 
a local school in Lahore.

h s  TPPL supports culture and heritage and 
sponsored Electro Oriental Music – a fusion of 
National and International musical concert at 
Alliance Francaise.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
TPL Corp recognizes Corporate Social 
Responsibility as a core element of its operations. 
Working towards a more sustainable environment, 
we aspire to diversify our portfolio and transform 
sustainability as a fundamental part of our business 
strategy. TPL Corp and its group companies have 
contributed more than PKR 19.6 million in the areas 
of Education, Health and Environment during the 
last financial year.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
TPL Corp has always believed in gender equality 
and strives to attain it in all its offices. With an equal 
opportunity for both male and female employees, 
TPL boasts a strong gender balance among its 
workforce. Moreover, the Group Head of the 
Department of ‘External Relations and Corporate 
Social Responsibility’, Ms. Anika Effendi, is one of 
the visionary leaders of our company with a wide 
range of experience under her belt in different 
fields and domains.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  TPL Corp donated 

PKR 1.08 lac to Kashmir Education Foundation 
(KEF) to sponsor 30 students in order to support 
them with their education. KEF is supporting ten 
students (five male students and five female 
students) each in its three schools – Pearl Valley 
Public School, AJK; Banjosa Valley Public School, 
AJK; and Soan Valley Public School, Rawat, 
Rawalpindi – through our contributions.

The company also donated an amount of PKR 2.4 
lacs to Fazilia Trust in order to sponsor 8 students 
to support them with accommodation, education 
and extra-curricular activities.

Another contribution of PKR 2 million was made for 
students studying in the undergraduate program at 
Habib University; this contribution changed the 
lives of these young students and helped them 
achieve what they truly deserved.

al h an  i ion  An awareness session was 
organized for the technicians, security and outdoor 
team to protect themselves and their families in 
summers by educating them on heatstroke, health 
and safety at work and the health benefits of 
regular blood donation.

Indus Hospital collaborated with TPL Corp to host a 
Blood Donation Camp at Centrepoint Tower and 
Customer Installation Center. In this blood donation 
activity, 80 donors were drawn. Every bottle of 
blood drawn saves 3 lives.

Patients’ Behbud Society (PBS) is a society that 
collects and disburses Zakat to deserving patients 
who visit Aga Khan University hospitals. A donation 
of PKR 5 lacs was made at the PBS for Aga Khan 
University Hospital.

Cl anlin ss an  Plan a ion a o n  P  o i s  
TPL Corp has taken charge of cleanliness and 
plantation around 1 KM radius surrounding the 
corporate head office. We contribute tireless efforts 
to make sure we create a positive impact on the 
environment through cleanliness and plantation 
drives.

Moreover, 1,000 trees were planted on 
Independence Day in order to take a sustainable 
initiative for the environment and biodiversity.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
TPL Corp recognizes Corporate Social 
Responsibility as a core element of its operations. 
Working towards a more sustainable environment, 
we aspire to diversify our portfolio and transform 
sustainability as a fundamental part of our business 
strategy. TPL Corp and its group companies have 
contributed more than PKR 19.6 million in the areas 
of Education, Health and Environment during the 
last financial year.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
TPL Corp has always believed in gender equality 
and strives to attain it in all its offices. With an equal 
opportunity for both male and female employees, 
TPL boasts a strong gender balance among its 
workforce. Moreover, the Group Head of the 
Department of ‘External Relations and Corporate 
Social Responsibility’, Ms. Anika Effendi, is one of 
the visionary leaders of our company with a wide 
range of experience under her belt in different 
fields and domains.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  TPL Corp donated 

PKR 1.08 lac to Kashmir Education Foundation 
(KEF) to sponsor 30 students in order to support 
them with their education. KEF is supporting ten 
students (five male students and five female 
students) each in its three schools – Pearl Valley 
Public School, AJK; Banjosa Valley Public School, 
AJK; and Soan Valley Public School, Rawat, 
Rawalpindi – through our contributions.

The company also donated an amount of PKR 2.4 
lacs to Fazilia Trust in order to sponsor 8 students 
to support them with accommodation, education 
and extra-curricular activities.

Another contribution of PKR 2 million was made for 
students studying in the undergraduate program at 
Habib University; this contribution changed the 
lives of these young students and helped them 
achieve what they truly deserved.

al h an  i ion  An awareness session was 
organized for the technicians, security and outdoor 
team to protect themselves and their families in 
summers by educating them on heatstroke, health 
and safety at work and the health benefits of 
regular blood donation.

Indus Hospital collaborated with TPL Corp to host a 
Blood Donation Camp at Centrepoint Tower and 
Customer Installation Center. In this blood donation 
activity, 80 donors were drawn. Every bottle of 
blood drawn saves 3 lives.

Patients’ Behbud Society (PBS) is a society that 
collects and disburses Zakat to deserving patients 
who visit Aga Khan University hospitals. A donation 
of PKR 5 lacs was made at the PBS for Aga Khan 
University Hospital.

Cl anlin ss an  Plan a ion a o n  P  o i s  
TPL Corp has taken charge of cleanliness and 
plantation around 1 KM radius surrounding the 
corporate head office. We contribute tireless efforts 
to make sure we create a positive impact on the 
environment through cleanliness and plantation 
drives.

Moreover, 1,000 trees were planted on 
Independence Day in order to take a sustainable 
initiative for the environment and biodiversity.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
The A – Z of CSR at Tri-Pack is essentially about 
finding better ways to embody social responsibility 
in our operations to ensure that we make a positive 
contribution to the economies and communities in 
which we work.

In recent years, our commitments have been 
focused mainly towards protecting human health 
and the local environment, specifically in the areas 
of health and in support of the less privileged 
community of Pakistan.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Tri-Pack and the Packages group at large have 
focused their efforts on enhancing diversity in the 
workforce. We have also reformed our own makeup 
to make the workplace better suited for women at 
work though provision of facilities such as Pick & 
Drop, Daycare and Common Rooms etc. We are 
also avid supporters of the Karachi’s Women’s 
Horticultural Club. 2018 and beyond, we plan to not 
only improve our diversity index but also develop 
our female talent for leadership roles.

CSR i i i s
In the 2017-2018 period, we strengthened our 
alliances with NOWPDP, Pakistan Foundation 
Fighting Blindness and Indus Hospital in particular 
through different initiatives.

n l si  lin  C i  a h a  i Pa  
Alongside our planned activities for the year, we 
have successfully hosted a friendly blind cricket 
match with NOWPDP’s students at Tri-Pack’s 
grounds, engaging not only our community but 
also our employees to participate and create 
awareness.

C o  n in  o  aill  P in  We extended 
in-kind support to BINAE Foundation via NOWPDP 
for procurement of Braille Printer that shall be used 
in publishing of school textbooks in braille for 
visually impaired persons.

R o i  Ri sha s  We are proud to 
announce that NOWPDP has successfully 
developed 5 hand-controlled rickshaws this 
summer to be operated by persons with disabilities 
through our funding. We hope that this endeavor 
will encourage other institutions to come forward 
and support such innovations for the collective 
good of our society.

ona ion o  ap ops o  S ill lopm n  We 
also donated refurbished laptops to NOWPDP for 
training and education of individuals with 
disabilities.

al h an  i ion  We have been strong 
advocates for Pakistan Foundation Fighting 
Blindness (PFFB) for over 4 years now. Our intent is 
to help them sustain their goals of educating, 
training, counseling and providing medical 
treatment to individuals with visual impairments.

We also arranged the third cycle of Tri-Pack’s 
Blood Donation Drive in collaboration with the 
Indus hospital. Each year, we set up pre-camp 
awareness sessions at our work facility. The 
objective of this drive is to assist Indus blood 
center in their endeavors to provide life support to 
those in need. 1 blood Donation saves 3 lives. This 
year, we successfully amassed 31 donors 
(impacting 93 lives) in a matter of hours.

Tri-Pack Films Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
The A – Z of CSR at Tri-Pack is essentially about 
finding better ways to embody social responsibility 
in our operations to ensure that we make a positive 
contribution to the economies and communities in 
which we work.

In recent years, our commitments have been 
focused mainly towards protecting human health 
and the local environment, specifically in the areas 
of health and in support of the less privileged 
community of Pakistan.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Tri-Pack and the Packages group at large have 
focused their efforts on enhancing diversity in the 
workforce. We have also reformed our own makeup 
to make the workplace better suited for women at 
work though provision of facilities such as Pick & 
Drop, Daycare and Common Rooms etc. We are 
also avid supporters of the Karachi’s Women’s 
Horticultural Club. 2018 and beyond, we plan to not 
only improve our diversity index but also develop 
our female talent for leadership roles.

CSR i i i s
In the 2017-2018 period, we strengthened our 
alliances with NOWPDP, Pakistan Foundation 
Fighting Blindness and Indus Hospital in particular 
through different initiatives.

n l si  lin  C i  a h a  i Pa  
Alongside our planned activities for the year, we 
have successfully hosted a friendly blind cricket 
match with NOWPDP’s students at Tri-Pack’s 
grounds, engaging not only our community but 
also our employees to participate and create 
awareness.

C o  n in  o  aill  P in  We extended 
in-kind support to BINAE Foundation via NOWPDP 
for procurement of Braille Printer that shall be used 
in publishing of school textbooks in braille for 
visually impaired persons.

R o i  Ri sha s  We are proud to 
announce that NOWPDP has successfully 
developed 5 hand-controlled rickshaws this 
summer to be operated by persons with disabilities 
through our funding. We hope that this endeavor 
will encourage other institutions to come forward 
and support such innovations for the collective 
good of our society.

ona ion o  ap ops o  S ill lopm n  We 
also donated refurbished laptops to NOWPDP for 
training and education of individuals with 
disabilities.

al h an  i ion  We have been strong 
advocates for Pakistan Foundation Fighting 
Blindness (PFFB) for over 4 years now. Our intent is 
to help them sustain their goals of educating, 
training, counseling and providing medical 
treatment to individuals with visual impairments.

We also arranged the third cycle of Tri-Pack’s 
Blood Donation Drive in collaboration with the 
Indus hospital. Each year, we set up pre-camp 
awareness sessions at our work facility. The 
objective of this drive is to assist Indus blood 
center in their endeavors to provide life support to 
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(impacting 93 lives) in a matter of hours.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Uch Power Private Limited and Uch-II Power 
Private Limited own and operate 990MW combined 
cycle power generation plants in Dera Murad 
Jamali (DMJ). These power plants generate 
electricity by utilizing indigenous low Btu gas that 
has no alternative economical use.

Uch and Uch-II (Uch) have a robust CSR program 
geared towards community welfare and support 
activities. The company’s CSR contribution to date 
are in excess of USD 7.1 million.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Uch has funded The Citizens Foundation (TCF) to 
develop and operate 3 primary and 1 secondary 
school in DMJ. Currently, over 1,400 students are 
enrolled in these schools with around 40% female 
enrollment. All faculty employed in these schools is 
also female.

To encourage sports activities among young girls, 
Uch organized its first inter-division badminton 
tournament in DMJ in 2017, an event that will now 
be organized every year.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Uch has an 

apprenticeship program that provides an opportu-
nity to qualified Balochistan-domiciled students to 
undergo extensive on-job training. In 2017, 14 
trainees were recruited in the program. Uch also 
provided 24 need-based scholarships to Baloch-
istan-domiciled university students pursuing their 
education in BUET Khuzdar, IBA Sukkur and Bolan 
Medical College.

Each year, Uch provides in-kind support to a 
limited number of local schools and colleges to 
improve their educational environment. In 2017, 
Uch renovated laboratories, sanitary facilities and 
drinking water facilities of 4 local schools and 
colleges, which have an enrollment of over 2,500 
students.

Every year, Uch organizes inter-district and 
inter-school football and cricket tournaments in 
DMJ. The annual sports competitions are highly 
anticipated by the local teams and are appreciated 
by the local community for engaging youth in 
healthy activities.

al h an  i ion  Uch has constructed a fully 
equipped modern 14 bed Emergency Care Center 
(ECC) within the premises of DHQ Hospital Dera 
Murad Jamali and provides partial operational 
support to it on annual basis.

In 2017, Uch funded free medical camps in which 
over 2,900 underprivileged members of the 
community received free checkups and medicines.
In view of the high mortality rate in the region, Uch 
upgraded the Neonatology Ward at the DHQ 
Hospital to increase its capacity to treat an 
increased number of infants.

Uch has also built and continues to maintain 14 
filtration units in DMJ to provide clean drinking 
water to the community.

Uch Power (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Uch Power Private Limited and Uch-II Power 
Private Limited own and operate 990MW combined 
cycle power generation plants in Dera Murad 
Jamali (DMJ). These power plants generate 
electricity by utilizing indigenous low Btu gas that 
has no alternative economical use.

Uch and Uch-II (Uch) have a robust CSR program 
geared towards community welfare and support 
activities. The company’s CSR contribution to date 
are in excess of USD 7.1 million.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Uch has funded The Citizens Foundation (TCF) to 
develop and operate 3 primary and 1 secondary 
school in DMJ. Currently, over 1,400 students are 
enrolled in these schools with around 40% female 
enrollment. All faculty employed in these schools is 
also female.

To encourage sports activities among young girls, 
Uch organized its first inter-division badminton 
tournament in DMJ in 2017, an event that will now 
be organized every year.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  Uch has an 

apprenticeship program that provides an opportu-
nity to qualified Balochistan-domiciled students to 
undergo extensive on-job training. In 2017, 14 
trainees were recruited in the program. Uch also 
provided 24 need-based scholarships to Baloch-
istan-domiciled university students pursuing their 
education in BUET Khuzdar, IBA Sukkur and Bolan 
Medical College.

Each year, Uch provides in-kind support to a 
limited number of local schools and colleges to 
improve their educational environment. In 2017, 
Uch renovated laboratories, sanitary facilities and 
drinking water facilities of 4 local schools and 
colleges, which have an enrollment of over 2,500 
students.

Every year, Uch organizes inter-district and 
inter-school football and cricket tournaments in 
DMJ. The annual sports competitions are highly 
anticipated by the local teams and are appreciated 
by the local community for engaging youth in 
healthy activities.

al h an  i ion  Uch has constructed a fully 
equipped modern 14 bed Emergency Care Center 
(ECC) within the premises of DHQ Hospital Dera 
Murad Jamali and provides partial operational 
support to it on annual basis.

In 2017, Uch funded free medical camps in which 
over 2,900 underprivileged members of the 
community received free checkups and medicines.
In view of the high mortality rate in the region, Uch 
upgraded the Neonatology Ward at the DHQ 
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Uch has also built and continues to maintain 14 
filtration units in DMJ to provide clean drinking 
water to the community.

Uch Power (Private) Limited
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Unilever Pakistan continued to deliver on its vision to 
make sustainable living commonplace. The 
company’s commitment to grow the business whilst 
improving positive social impact has enabled the 
Unilever Sustainable Living Plan to serve as the 
blueprint for our sustainability strategy.

Our efforts to contribute to society through sustained 
growth includes consumers, customers, suppliers, 
business and other partners to drive impact.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Pond’s continued to recognize women who are 
excelling in their personal and professional lives 
despite manifold challenges. These women are 
serving as mentors to aspiring females in their 
spheres to enable them to maximize their potential.

Fair and Lovely (FAL) Foundation supported the 
education, vocational training and venture funding of 
60 deserving female scholars.

Unilever Pakistan launched the HEROES digital 
mentoring platform to enable women to find the 
support of mentors who can help them progress in 
their professional and personal lives. The platform has 
been created under the OICCI Women initiative.

man Capi al lopm n  The brand Knorr 
provided livelihood opportunities to 500 mobile 
retailers through its noodle vending program.

Wall's invested in expanding its trikes programs to 
enhance the livelihoods of 4,300 individuals. Wall's 
Academy was also launched as a flagship 
entrepreneurial platform, which instills business 
acumen in business students through a unique 
business model.

The Unilever Guddi Baji Program continued to 
empower female retailers in the rural space through 
inclusive business measures and has reached to 
4,900 females since its inception.

Rahbar is an inclusive livelihoods program that aims to 
enhance last mile distribution for the business in 
whitespace territories. The initiative has helped create 
jobs for 175 talented men thus far.

Lipton partnered with The Citizens Foundation to 
create an awareness and support campaign for 
children who are forced to work due to financial 
hardship to contribute to their household income.

Unilever Talent Hunt is a platform for the youth to get 
exposure and work on real life business cases. 

Winners of this challenge get the opportunity to 
represent Unilever Pakistan internationally, at a global 
platform known as the Future Leaders League.

al h an  i ion  Lifebuoy further extended its 
mission to teach children the importance of hand 
washing with soap on 5 key occasions further through 
its urban and rural school programs. The brand 
continued its Unilever's Perfect Village initiative.

Lifebuoy also extended its partnership with Sehat 
Kahani, a social enterprise that aims to connect 
marginalized rural communities, which face 
compromised access to healthcare with qualified 
doctors and health practitioners via video calling 
technology. Mobile clinics set up through the 
collaboration service patients on ground.
 
Under the nutrition agenda, Blue Band organized the 
"Buddy and Me" sports event in partnership with 
Special Olympics Pakistan.

Knorr continued to spread the message of nutritious 
snacking through its school programs, especially in 
the rural parts of the country where under-nutrition 
remains a challenge and reached over 6.1 million 
children.

Unilever Pakistan
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
Unilever Pakistan continued to deliver on its vision to 
make sustainable living commonplace. The 
company’s commitment to grow the business whilst 
improving positive social impact has enabled the 
Unilever Sustainable Living Plan to serve as the 
blueprint for our sustainability strategy.

Our efforts to contribute to society through sustained 
growth includes consumers, customers, suppliers, 
business and other partners to drive impact.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
Pond’s continued to recognize women who are 
excelling in their personal and professional lives 
despite manifold challenges. These women are 
serving as mentors to aspiring females in their 
spheres to enable them to maximize their potential.

Fair and Lovely (FAL) Foundation supported the 
education, vocational training and venture funding of 
60 deserving female scholars.

Unilever Pakistan launched the HEROES digital 
mentoring platform to enable women to find the 
support of mentors who can help them progress in 
their professional and personal lives. The platform has 
been created under the OICCI Women initiative.

man Capi al lopm n  The brand Knorr 
provided livelihood opportunities to 500 mobile 
retailers through its noodle vending program.

Wall's invested in expanding its trikes programs to 
enhance the livelihoods of 4,300 individuals. Wall's 
Academy was also launched as a flagship 
entrepreneurial platform, which instills business 
acumen in business students through a unique 
business model.

The Unilever Guddi Baji Program continued to 
empower female retailers in the rural space through 
inclusive business measures and has reached to 
4,900 females since its inception.

Rahbar is an inclusive livelihoods program that aims to 
enhance last mile distribution for the business in 
whitespace territories. The initiative has helped create 
jobs for 175 talented men thus far.

Lipton partnered with The Citizens Foundation to 
create an awareness and support campaign for 
children who are forced to work due to financial 
hardship to contribute to their household income.

Unilever Talent Hunt is a platform for the youth to get 
exposure and work on real life business cases. 

Winners of this challenge get the opportunity to 
represent Unilever Pakistan internationally, at a global 
platform known as the Future Leaders League.

al h an  i ion  Lifebuoy further extended its 
mission to teach children the importance of hand 
washing with soap on 5 key occasions further through 
its urban and rural school programs. The brand 
continued its Unilever's Perfect Village initiative.

Lifebuoy also extended its partnership with Sehat 
Kahani, a social enterprise that aims to connect 
marginalized rural communities, which face 
compromised access to healthcare with qualified 
doctors and health practitioners via video calling 
technology. Mobile clinics set up through the 
collaboration service patients on ground.
 
Under the nutrition agenda, Blue Band organized the 
"Buddy and Me" sports event in partnership with 
Special Olympics Pakistan.

Knorr continued to spread the message of nutritious 
snacking through its school programs, especially in 
the rural parts of the country where under-nutrition 
remains a challenge and reached over 6.1 million 
children.

Unilever Pakistan
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
UBL’s Sustainability philosophy focuses on helping 
the less fortunate by supporting causes and 
empowering communities. The bank’s 
Sustainability efforts work towards empowering 
disadvantaged sections of the society through 
economic regeneration and employment creation 
in the areas of Education, Healthcare, Literature & 
Arts, Water Scarcity and Natural Disaster Relief.

UBL aims to help those in need by providing for 
accessible higher education, affordable and 
high-quality healthcare and improvements in 
infrastructure and communal well-being, through a 
detailed and all-encompassing sustainability 
program. In 2017, these were the key areas, the 
bank focused its sustainability efforts on.

CSR i i i s
man Capi al lopm n  The second and 

final tranche of PKR 50 million was presented to 
Namal Education Foundation for the construction of 
an Auditorium and a Faculty and Staff 
Accommodation Unit for the Namal Agri-Business 

Program. This was part of a PKR 100 donation to 
the educational institution.

Moreover, education of over 260 students, in 
various programs across the country, was financed 
through scholarships by the bank in 2017. LUMS, 
Forman Christian College, Bahauddin Zakariya 
University and the Nasra Schools were amongst 
the recipients of UBL scholarship funds.

al h an  i ion  UBL also supported many 
healthcare causes across Pakistan during 2017. 

Donations for purchase of medical equipment were 
given to institutions like the Memon Medical 
Institute Hospital, Murshid Hospital & Healthcare 
Center and Shalamar Hospital. Ambulances were 
also donated to healthcare institutions in 
Balochistan and the Federal Capital.

UBL also worked in collaboration with Hisaar 
Foundation towards water conservation and 
sustainability, an issue of much importance to 
Pakistan.
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
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Company’s CSR Philosophy
UEP aims to benefit communities living in the areas 
where it works. In accordance with Directorate 
General of Petroleum Concessions (DGPC) 
guidelines, E&P companies must submit a 
stipulated amount for Social Welfare Obligation, 
with the district government, from which CSR 
Projects are funded. UEP goes an extra mile by 
supplementing this mandatory amount with 
discretionary spending on CSR projects.

om n mpo m n n  ali y
UEP’s CSR projects have a special focus on 
increasing female literacy. We believe an educated 
woman can positively impact an entire generation.
Over the years, UEP has built schools and colleges 
for women across its concession areas. Recently, 
the company built additional classrooms and an 
auditorium at the Government Girls Degree College 
Tando Adam, district Sanghar. Enrolment at the 
college is high and with teaching spaces scare, the 
company stepped in to accommodate the growing 
number of students.

We also partnered with the Research and 
Development Foundation to rehabilitate the 
Government Girls School Matli, district Badin, 
which was in a dilapidated condition.

CSR i i i s
UEP takes pride in being a responsible corporate 
citizen. Community development and uplift 
programs are at the heart of our operations.

All E&P companies operating in Pakistan must 
spend on CSR projects in accordance with 
production – this money is deposited with the 
district government in accordance with regulatory 
requirements. UEP supplements this mandatory 
budget with discretionary spending on CSR 
projects. Our Social Investment projects focus on 
enhancing access to education, health, 
sustainable income generation and potable water.

man Capi al lopm n  In partnership with 
the Research and Development Foundation, the 
company funded the construction of new buildings 
for five government schools that were in a 
dilapidated condition. UEP also set up a computer 
laboratory at the Army Public School & College, 
Badin Cantt.

The company also repaired roads in Matiari, Tando 
Allahyar and Sanghar districts; this not only helped 
UEP meet operational needs but also enhanced 
local communities’ mobility.

al h an  i ion  Donations were made to the 
Thalassemia Care Center Badin and medical 
equipment was donated to hospitals located 
across Sanghar district. A Reverse Osmosis Unit 
gave 500 villagers of district Tando Allahyar 
access to potable water.

Through such interventions, UEP aims to better the 
lives of its local communities and to be an agent of 
social change.

For more information, please scan here

United
Energy
Pakistan

UEP
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SNAPSHOT OF PARTICIPANTS' CSR ACTIVITIES

1 ABB POWER & AUTOMATION PRIVATE LIMITED
2 ABBOTT LABORATORIES (PAKISTAN) LIMITED
3 AISHA STEEL MILLS LIMITED
4 AKZONOBEL PAKISTAN LIMITED
5 AL BARAKA BANK (PAKISTAN) LIMITED
6 ARCHROMA PAKISTAN LIMITED
7 ASIA PETROLEUM LIMITED
8 ATLAS HONDA LIMITED
9 ATTOCK CEMENT PAKISTAN LIMITED
10 ATTOCK REFINERY LIMITED
11 B. BRAUN PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED
12 BANK ALFALAH LIMITED
13 BASF PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED 
14 BATA PAKISTAN LIMITED
15 BAYER PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED
16 BERGER PAINTS PAKISTAN LIMITED
17 BYCO PETROLEUM PAKISTAN LIMITED
18 CLARIANT CHEMICAL PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED
19 CONTINENTAL BISCUITS LIMITED
20 DEUTSCHE BANK
21 ENGRO CORPORATION
22 ENI PAKISTAN LIMITED
23 FAYSAL BANK LIMITED
24 GENERAL ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS
25 GLAXOSMITHKLINE PAKISTAN LIMITED
26 HABIB METRO PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED
27 HINOPAK MOTORS LIMITED 
28 IBEX. PAKISTAN
29 ICI PAKISTAN LIMITED
30 INDUS MOTOR COMPANY LIMITED
31 ITOCHU CORPORATION
32 J & P COATS PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED
33 JUBILEE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
34 KANSAI PAINT PRIVATE LIMITED
35 K-ELECTRIC LIMITED

Human Capital
Development

Health &
Nutrition

Infrastructure
Development Others

Women
Empowerment

/Gender Equality
S. No. Company Name
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SNAPSHOT OF PARTICIPANTS' CSR ACTIVITIES

36 LOTTE CHEMICAL PAKISTAN LIMITED
37 MAPAK EDIBLE OILS (PRIVATE) LIMITED
38 MEEZAN BANK LIMITED
39 METRO-HABIB CASH & CARRY PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED
40 MITSUBISHI CORPORATION 
41 MONDELEZ PAKISTAN LIMITED
42 MUFG BANK LIMITED
43 NBP FUND MANAGEMENT LIMITED
44 NESTLÉ PAKISTAN LIMITED
45 NOVARTIS PHARMA (PAKISTAN) LIMITED
46 OBS PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED
47 ORIX LEASING PAKISTAN LIMITED
48 OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
49 PAK BRUNEI INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED
50 PAK-ARAB PIPELINE COMPANY LIMITED (PAPCO)
51 PAK-ARAB REFINERY LIMITED (PARCO)
52 PAKISTAN CABLES LIMITED
53 PAKISTAN PETROLEUM LIMITED
54 PAKISTAN REFINERY LIMITED
55 PAKISTAN TELECOMMUNICATION COMPANY LIMITED (PTCL)
56 PAKISTAN TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED
57 PARAZELSUS PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED
58 PEPSICO PAKISTAN
59 PHILIP MORRIS (PAKISTAN) LIMITED
60 PHILIPS PAKISTAN LIMITED
61 PROCTER & GAMBLE PAKISTAN
62 QASIM INTERNATIONAL CONTAINER TERMINAL PAKISTAN LIMITED (DP WORLD)
63 RAFHAN MAIZE PRODUCTS COMPANY LIMITED
64 RECKITT BENCKISER PAKISTAN LIMITED
65 SANOFI AVENTIS PAKISTAN LIMITED
66 SHELL PAKISTAN LIMITED
67 SICPA INKS PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED
68 SIEMENS (PAKISTAN) ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED
69 SIKA PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED

Human Capital
Development

Health &
Nutrition

Infrastructure
Development Others

Women
Empowerment

/Gender Equality
S. No. Company Name
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SNAPSHOT OF PARTICIPANTS' CSR ACTIVITIES

70 STANDARD CHARTERED BANK LIMITED
71 TELENOR PAKISTAN (PRIVATE) LIMITED
72 THE HUB POWER COMPANY LIMITED
73 TOTAL PARCO PAKISTAN LIMITED
74 TPL CORP (PRIVATE) LIMITED
75 TRI-PACK FILMS LIMITED
76 UCH POWER (PRIVATE) LIMITED
77 UNILEVER
78 UNITED BANK LIMITED
79 UNITED ENERGY PAKISTAN LIMITED

Human Capital
Development

Health &
Nutrition

Infrastructure
Development Others

Women
Empowerment

/Gender Equality
S. No. Company Name



ACE WELFARE ORGANIZATION
ACUMEN PAKISTAN 
AGA KHAN EDUCATION SERVICES
AGA KHAN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL (AKUH)
AGAHI
AKHUWAT FOUNDATION
ALAMGIR WELFARE TRUST
ALIF NOON PARENTS FOUNDATION
AL-MADANI SOCIAL WELFARE ORGANIZATION
AL-MEHRAB TIBBI IMDAD
AL-SHIFA EYE HOSPITAL
AL-UMEED REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION
AMAN PALS
AMIGOS WELFARE TRUST
AMIR SULTAN CHINOY FOUNDATION
ART FOR CHANGE FOUNDATION
ASSOCIATION FOR WATER, APPLIED EDUCATION & RENEWABLE ENERGY (AWARE)
ATTOCK HOSPITAL
ATTOCK SAHARA FOUNDATION
AZIZ JEHAN BEGUM TRUST FOR THE BLIND
BAIT-UL-SUKOON
BALI MEMORIAL TRUST GIRLS' ORPHANAGE
BALOCHISTAN UNIVERSITY OF ENGINEERING & SCIENCES
BAQAI INSTITUTE OF DIBETOLOGY & ENDOCRINOLOGY
BEHBUD ASSOCIATION
BRITISH SAFETY COUNCIL
BUKSH FOUNDATION
BUNYAD FOUNDATION
BUREAU VERITAS
CARE FOUNDATION

CHILD AID ASSOCIATION
CHILD CARE ASSOCIATION
CHILD LIFE FOUNDATION
CITIZEN'S EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION (CEDF)
CIVIL HOSPITAL, KARACHI
CLIFTON KIDNEY & GENERAL HOSPITAL
DAR-UL-SUKUN
DEPILEX SMILEAGAIN FOUNDATION
DIRECT RELIEF INTERNATIONAL 
EDHI FOUNDATION
EYE DONOR ORGANIZATION
FAMILY EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOUNDATION (FESF)
FAMILY WELFARE COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
FATIMA JINNAH WOMEN UNIVERSITY 
FATIMID FOUNDATION
FISHERFOLK DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
FOCUS HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE
FRIENDS OF BURNS CENTER
FUKUOKA SCHOOL FOR SPECIAL CHILDREN
GANGA RAM THALASSEMIA WARD
GHULAMAN-E-ABBAS TRUST
GREEN CRESCENT TRUST
GREEN RURAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
GULAB DEVI CHEST HOSPITAL
HABIB EDUCATION TRUST
HABIB UNIVERSITY, KARACHI
HEALTH ORIENTED PREVENTIVE EDUCATION (HOPE)
HELPING HAND FOR RELIEF AND DEVELOPMENT (HHRD)
HISAAR FOUNDATION
HOPE UPLIFT FOUNDATION

SOCIAL SECTOR PARTNERS
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IBP SCHOOL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
IDA RIEU WELFARE ASSOCIATION
IDARA-E-TALEEM-O-AAGAHI (ITA)
IHSAN TRUST
INDUS EARTH TRUST
INDUS HOSPITAL
INDUS RESOURCE CENTER (IRC)
INDUS UNIVERSITY
INFECTIOUS DISEASES SOCIETY OF PAKISTAN
INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (IBA)
JAMAL NOOR HOSPITAL
JHPIEGO
JINNAH HOSPITAL, KARACHI
JINNAH POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY
JUSTUJU FOUNDATION
KARACHI RELIEF TRUST
KARACHI SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP (KSBL)
KARIGAR TRAINING INSTITUTE
KARWAN-E-HAYAT
KASHF FOUNDATION
KASHIF IQBAL THALASSEMIA CARE CENTRE
LADY DUFFERIN HOPITAL
LAHORE SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
LAHORE UNIVERSITY OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES (LUMS)
LAYTON REHMATULLA BENEVOLENT TRUST (LRBT)
LETTUCEBEE KIDS ORPHANAGE
LITERATE PAKISTAN
MARIE ADELAIDE LEPROSY CENTRE
MARIE STOPES SOCIETY
MEMON HEALTH AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION (MHEF)

MUSLIM WELFARE CENTRE
NATIONAL FORUM FOR ENVIRONMENT & HEALTH (NFEH)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH
NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR MENTALLY AND EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
NED UNIVERSITY OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
NETWORK OF ORGANIZATIONS WORKING WITH PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES (NOWPDP)
NEW HORIZON CARE CENTER
NOOR-E-ALI TRUST
NUST UNIVERSITY, LAHORE
OLD ASSOCIATES OF KINNIARD SOCIETY (OAKS)
OLD GRAMMARIANS SOCIETY (OGS)
OMAIR SANA FOUNDATION
ORENDA WELFARE TRUST
OXFAM
OXFORD & CAMBRIDGE SOCIETY KARACHI EDUCATIONAL TRUST
PAKISTAN AGRICULTURAL COALIATION
PAKISTAN ASSOCIATION OF DEAF
PAKISTAN BAIT-UL-MAL
PAKISTAN CENTER FOR PHILANTHROPY
PAKISTAN DISABLED FOUNDATION
PAKISTAN FOUNDATION FIGHTING BLINDNESS
PAKISTAN GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL
PAKISTAN INNOVATION FOUNDATION
PAKISTAN INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES (PIMS)
PAKISTAN PARKINSON'S SOCIETY
PAKISTAN RED CRESCENT
PAKISTAN SOCIETY FOR THE REHABILITATION OF THE DISABLED
PATIENTS' AID FOUNDATION
PEACE FOUNDATION
PLAN INTERNATIONAL 
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POOR PATIENT AID SOCIETY
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION FOUNDATION
PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION NETWORK (PEN)
READ FOUNDATION
RED CRESCENT PAKISTAN
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
ROSHNI WELFARE
S.S. EDUCATION TRUST
SAHARA WELFARE SOCIETY
SANJAN NAGAR PUBLIC EDUCATION TRUST
SARHAD RURAL SUPPORT PROGRAMME (SRSP)
SHALAMAR HOSPITAL
SHAUKAT KHANUM MEMORIAL TRUST
SIGHTSAVERS INTERNATIONAL
SINA HEALTH, EDUCATIONA & WELFARE TRUST
SINDH EDUCATION FOUNDATION
SINDH INSTITUTE OF UROLOGY AND TRANSPLANTATION (SIUT)
SMALL & MEDIUM ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (SMEDA)
SOCIETY OF OBSTETRITIANS AND GYNAECOLOGISTS OF PAKISTAN
SOS CHILDREN'S VILLAGES PAKISTAN

SUBH-E-NAU
TEACH FOR PAKISTAN
TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING AUTHORITY (TEVTA)
THE AMAN FOUNDATION
THE BLESSING FOUNDATION
THE CARDIOVASCULAR FOUNDATION
THE CITIZENS FOUNDATION (TCF)
THE EDUCATION FOUNDATION
THE FRED HALLOWS FOUNDATION
THE HELPCARE SOCIETY
THE HUNAR FOUNDATION
THE KIDNEY CENTRE
TRANSPARENT HANDS
UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL COMPACT
UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S EMERGENCY FUND (UNICEF)
UNITED NATIONS WOMEN
UNITED STATES AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (USAID)
VOCATIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE FOR WOMEN (VTIW)
WORLD WILDLIFE FUND PAKISTAN (WWF-PAKISTAN)
ZINDAGI FOUNDATION
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